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Report 1: Overview 
 
 Institutional Policy on Research 
 
As a student-centred liberal arts institution, Lingnan is fully and equally committed to 
quality teaching and excellence in research: two pillars of our work which our small 
size allows us to make strongly complementary and mutually reinforcing.  Some 
liberal arts colleges in the US focus only on teaching while others, including some of 
the strongest, stress the complementary nature of teaching and research, which 
supplement and inform each other and jointly enhance the intellectual environment 
and analytical breadth provided to students.  This is a philosophy we very much 
espouse, pursuing a policy of close staff-student relationship and substantially 
enhancing our research strength across the range of areas the University covers in the 
Arts, Business and Social Sciences. 
 
The University’s research policy is designed to provide staff and students with a 
supportive and stimulating environment for research while optimising the use of 
research funds through the support of focused development and collaboration where 
appropriate. 
 
 Focused Development 
 
Lingnan’s small size can mean that its researchers, if pursuing fully individual 
research agendas, can have a dearth of collaborators with whom to interact in their 
field of interest – and can also have less visibility than their individual research 
standing may otherwise merit.  For these reasons, and while recognising and 
supporting research as an individual endeavour (and in collaboration with peers in 
other institutions), Lingnan encourages staff to develop common focused areas of 
strength, both to enrich the environment for collaborators in a field and to increase 
impact.  This policy is never pursued by requiring staff to work on particular areas, 
but through the creation of research centres, programmes or simply clusters of work 
that may receive research and other resources beyond the project level which is the 
norm for individual work; through funding for targeted research-relevant conferences; 
and through systematic brain-storming to identify and support synergies and possible 
niches for our work. 
 
A number of focus areas of research strength have thus developed and continue to 
emerge at Lingnan, combining quality and calibre in the work of individual 
participants with a commonality of purpose that allows teams to reach scale and excel 
in niches on a par with the larger sister universities in Hong Kong.  In our previous 
(2009-12) Academic Development Proposals, nine such focus areas were designated: 
Aesthetics and the Arts; Cultural Research and Development; Hong Kong Studies 
Through History; Modern Literature in Chinese; Conflict Management in Chinese 
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Societies; Taxation; Financial Markets and Economic Performance; Public Policy and 
Governance; and Social Gerontology. These have been carefully reconsidered to 
reflect our staff’s evolving research agendas or to improve and sharpen definitions 
and tags attached to particular areas of strength at Lingnan. 
 
We thus define the following focus areas, where the work and standing of several of 
our staff converge to create a rich research environment at Lingnan, often cutting 
across several departments: (i) Modern Literature in Chinese; (ii) International 
Financial Markets and Economic Performance; (iii) Taxation in China; and (iv) 
Conflict Management in Chinese Business, which remain essentially unchanged from 
our previous list; (v) Age and Work-Life Balance and (vi) Cinema Studies, which draw 
from and modify our earlier Social Gerontology and Aesthetics and the Arts, the 
former in response to the sharp expansion in our hiring and interests in Social 
Psychology, and the latter to bring together our range of work and expertise in film 
studies in as many as six of the seven departments in our Arts Faculty; and (vii) 
Cultural Policy and Heritage, which brings together and re-focuses aspects of our 
earlier listed areas on Cultural Research and Development and Hong Kong Studies 
Through History.  The final focus area in our earlier list, on Public Policy and 
Governance, remains a field of research interest among staff but is too broad to truly 
generate significant cross-breeding among contributors to various areas within it; 
hence it has been taken off this list. 
 
 Quality Enhancement 
 
To ensure that faculty members are given adequate opportunities to engage in 
research and development activities as well as an uninterrupted period of writing, a 
study leave scheme that awards a maximum time-off period of 6-12 months has been 
put in place.  This allows academic staff, through re-arrangement of teaching 
schedule and utilisation of the summer vacation, to be released from teaching and 
administrative duties to concentrate on research, study, and writing full time.  Seven 
academic members from six departments were released from teaching in 2010/11, 
each for one term.  In addition, the University has put aside HK$2 to $3 million 
each year in 2010/11 and 2011/12 to support outstanding research plans via research 
leaves on a competitive basis.  Visiting faculty can be hired to cover teaching for 
faculty who are awarded research leaves.  The funding could potentially support an 
average of one research leave place for each department during 2010 to 2012.  Four 
leave plans for 2010/11 from four departments were approved. 
 
In support of research work undertaken by young faculty, an Initial Research 
Activities Fund for Newly Recruited Assistant Professors has been set up to provide 
ancillary funding for research-related activities without requiring the submission of a 
formal research proposal. 
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 Collaborative Endeavour 
 
While at present inter-institutional collaboration exists mainly at the individual level, 
a system has been set up by faculty-based research institutes/centres to channel 
resources into special areas of research and to develop links with local, regional and 
overseas institutions for the purpose of academic exchange, conferences and other 
collaborative activities.  For instance, Hong Kong Institute of Business Studies 
organised the “2010 Academy of International Business (AIB) Southeast Asia 
Regional Conference” on “Trends in International Business: Change and 
Competition Issues”.  Over 90 participants from 22 countries and cities attended the 
conference in Vietnam, with 88 papers presented in 24 sessions.  Together with the 
Hong Kong Polytechnic University, the Department of Economics organized The 
Second Asia Competition Policy Workshop, which attracted more than 70 local and 
overseas participants.  Among the renowned speakers were Professors Richard 
Gilbert and Daniel Rubinfeld, Former Chief Economists of the United States 
Department of Justice, Professor Allan Fels, Former Chairman of the Australian 
Competition and Consumer Commission, and Professor Kotaro Suzumura, Former 
Director of the Competition Policy Research Center, Fair Trade Commission of 
Japan.  The Department of Translation at Lingnan University and the Department of 
Foreign Languages at Tsinghua University jointly organised The Fourth 
Lingnan-Tsinghua Translation Symposium.  Within the broad framework of 
“Translation and Interpretation Research: Global and Local Contexts”, the 
symposium provided a forum for the discussion of issues related to translation and 
interpretation research in a globalised context, with a special focus on the synergetic 
relationship between work currently undertaken in China and theoretical trends 
developed elsewhere in the world. 
 
In addition, the University has set aside funds to finance academic-exchange 
activities between Lingnan and higher learning institutions in China and the less 
developed economies of Asia.  In 2010/11, six incoming and two outgoing visits 
were supported. 
 
 Organization of Research Funding 
 
The formulation of policies for the promotion, funding and administration of 
research at the University is entrusted to the Research and Postgraduate Studies 
Committee (RPSC), a Senate committee that decides internal funding allocations and 
monitors progress of research projects funded by various grants.  Initial assessment 
of research grant applications is undertaken by three faculty-level research panels, 
which make recommendations to the RPSC.  Smaller grants are decided by the 
faculty research panels.  The Office of Research and Staff Development provides 
administrative assistance to the RPSC and the panels in the management of allocated 
grants, ensuring that all funding and budgetary procedures are properly followed. 
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A rigorous internal peer review process is adopted for all internal research grant 
applications.  Each application is evaluated on the basis of academic merit, 
feasibility within the indicated time frame, budgetary appropriateness, and the track 
record of the investigator(s). 
 
 Usage of Direct Allocation Grant 
 
The Research Grants Council (RGC) Direct Allocation (DA) is an excellent scheme 
for small-to-medium-scale research projects, especially those undertaken at a 
university like Lingnan with focus on the humanities, social sciences and business 
studies.  Indeed, our institutional support for research relies heavily on RGC’s DA.  
Our efficient use of it, awarded only to highly competitive projects, is clearly evident 
in the number of quality outputs by our colleagues, as confirmed in the 2006 RAE 
results. 
 
In 2010/11, RPSC allocated a total of HK$2.74 million to support 44 research 
projects and HK$1.45 million to fund 90 academic paper presentations at 
international conferences and other scholarly activities, through which staff were 
able to share the results of their research with local or overseas specialists.  In 
addition, the RPSC allocated HK$0.2 million to sponsor RPg students to participate 
at 23 international conferences.  The titles and grants for those projects funded from 
the University’s Block Grant and the RGC’s Direct Allocation Grant are set out in 
Reports 2A and 2B respectively.  Projects supported from private sources are listed 
in Report 2C. 
 
 Research Highlights 
 
 
Research Strength 
Lingnan achieved impressive results in the 2006 Research Assessment Exercise 
(RAE).  The University’s overall research performance index doubled to 76.35% 
(from 38.85% in 1999 RAE), putting Lingnan in the fourth place among all 
UGC-funded institutions, just after the three ‘research-intensive’ universities.  Of 
the nine cost centres for which Lingnan was assessed, the research indexes of seven, 
namely Accountancy, Business Studies, Economics, other Social Sciences (Politics & 
Sociology), Chinese, English, and Translation, surpassed their corresponding 
sector-wide averages.  Lingnan ranked second in the Business Studies and 
Economics Panel, with an index of 84.14%. 
 
According to “Accounting Program Research Rankings by Topical Area and 
Methodology” published in the Issues in Accounting Education (Vol. 25, 2010) of the 
American Accounting Association, our Accountancy Department ranked 14th in 
taxation research among universities worldwide and is the leader in tax research in 
Hong Kong.  This is an overall ranking of tax research on all countries using 
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analytical, empirical and experimental research methods.  As reported in the 
January 2005 issue of Hong Kong Economic Journal Monthly, our Department of 
Economics came in third in a survey of the academic performance of the economics 
departments of seven Hong Kong universities in an evaluation based on publications 
in international economics journals.  The number of competitive grants per full-time 
academic staff member and their Research Index in the 2006 RAE was 94.13%, well 
above the top score in the corresponding Panel although no comparative figures were 
made available at the departmental level.  No comparable recent rankings are 
available in other subject areas represented at Lingnan, in particular the Arts, but 
similar recognition can be gleaned from our having been the first Asian host ever of 
the leading world conference in cultural studies; our co-hosting with Tsinghua 
University since 2001 the leading biennial translation symposium in China; or indeed 
the flow of books our scholars publish with the top houses in areas such as English, 
History, Philosophy, Sociology and Visual Studies. 
 
The above-referred surveys and indicators speak of a community of active and 
cutting-edge scholars who have continuously raised the standing of our university.  
 
 
Teaching Supported by Research 
We are keen to encourage not just research-led but also research-based teaching.  
We do not just follow “traditional wisdom” to encourage faculty to incorporate ideas 
and examples drawn from their own or others’ research into the lecture room.  
Rising above a transmission-oriented pedagogy where teachers tell and students 
follow, we encourage an inquiry-based mode of teaching and learning in which 
students acquire concepts and principles of the discipline through active participation 
in the teaching and learning process.  We inspire students to learn for themselves 
through critical reasoning, creative thinking, action research, and self-and-peer 
reflection. 
 
This strong synergy between research and teaching runs across all academic 
departments. 
 
 In the Arts departments, specific faculty research projects support many courses 
which distinguish our undergraduate programmes: e.g., Hong Kong Literature and 
Film, shi/ci classical poetry (in Chinese); Art and Well Being, Environmental 
Aesthetics (in Visual Studies); Media History, British Imperial History, Hong 
Kong Local Histories (in History); Cinema Studies, Education and Cultural 
Studies (in Cultural Studies); Stylistics, and Life-writing (in English); etc. 
Research-based teaching is also practised in such courses as Philosophy and 
Literature, Metaphysics (Philosophy); Cultural Policy and Institution, Critical 
Writing Workshop (in Cultural Studies); Translation Theory, Translation Criticism 
(in Translation); and The Visual Cultures of Hong Kong (in Visual Studies). 
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 Business faculty members generally focus on empirical and practical research 
within their relevant disciplines, which is strongly related to their undergraduate 
teaching, such that academics who specialise in certain areas teach relevant 
courses.  For example, the Department of Computing and Decision Sciences 
emphasises empirical research in the operations management area and collect data 
from companies on the Chinese Mainland.  Since the department runs the 
Operations Management course for BBA (Hons) students, teaching staff of the 
course incorporate research details into their teaching materials, and accompany 
students on study tours to Chinese Mainland factories. 
 
 The research focuses of SocSc have impacted the development of its bachelor 
programme and the types of courses offered.  A number of courses in Social 
Gerontology, Family and Gender, Work and Occupation, Health, Illness and 
Behaviours, Social Welfare and Social Problems, Ageing and others are very much 
related to the research focus on Age and Work-Life Balance.  Further courses on 
Financial Economics, Globalisation and Economic Integration, etc, are strengths 
in the research focus area on Financial Markets and Economic Performance.  
These courses bring research into the classroom, exposing students to research 
processes and current debates and topics. 
 
Further, in the development of the core curriculum courses, many of our faculty has 
developed new courses around their research interests, such as consumer behaviour, 
bilingual studies in humour, ecology and environmental issues, etc. 
 
 
Research/Teaching Nexus 
Lingnan is characterised by close staff-student relationships.  All professors 
irrespective of rank are required to teach undergraduate courses in addition to doing 
research.  We do not hire research professors without teaching duties, but all our 
teaching faculty members have active research and publishing agendas.  As such, 
and given that we have a high percentage of research active staff (76.35% in 2006 
and probably over 90% by now), we can say with confidence that most of our 
academic staff are active researchers as well as enthusiastic teachers. 
 
 
Integration of Research Postgraduate (RPg) Students into Staff Research Teams 
RPg students in the humanities, social sciences and business disciplines are usually 
not members of research teams supervised by individual research leaders and funded 
by corresponding project grants, even though exceptions are found in a few 
departments.  Nonetheless, Lingnan has developed a good pool of RPg students who 
contribute significantly to the research culture through their own scholarship, 
participation in departmental inter-disciplinary seminars, and teaching tutorials in 
undergraduate courses.  Working closely with supervisors, they publish in top-tier 
journals, become junior associates of research centres, assist in staff research and 
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co-author journal articles. 
 
 
Research/Development Partnerships with Outside Bodies 
Academic research in the humanities, social sciences and business very often 
addresses topics where there is a direct social need.  We do have a sizable pool of 
experienced researchers who combine scholarly work with applied, policy-oriented 
research in areas such as finance, fiscal and monetary, cultural policy, creative 
industries, health and ageing, population, institutions and governance, etc.  In 
keeping with its motto of “Education for Service”, the University has always been 
keen to rendering services and making contributions to the Hong Kong Society and 
beyond.  We have established close relationships with government bodies, 
corporations and NGOs, which enable knowledge transfer between the University 
and the society. 
 
 Concluding Remarks 
 
Lingnan has established itself as a student-centred liberal arts institution which excels 
in both teaching and research. In embracing the vast opportunities and challenges that 
lie ahead, the University will build on this niche by reinforcing the distinctive 
strengths of our liberal arts ethos and continuing our pursuit of the highest standards 
of scholarship.  As confirmed by the 2010 Quality Audit Report of the Quality 
Assurance Council, Lingnan has become a shining paradigm of quality education at a 
time of pivotal change in local higher education, offering a distinctive liberal arts 
model poised for leadership in the Asia-Pacific region. 
 
The University is committed to providing good quality undergraduate education.  It 
sees “offering high standard postgraduate programmes (both research and 
postgraduate)” as part of its mission, in keeping with its view that advancement in 
scholarship through research and studies at RPg level will contribute to the 
enrichment of undergraduate teaching.  RPg students have received great attention, 
and every effort has been made to render them adequate support for their intellectual 
development.  The QAC Audit Panel observed that “the MPhil and PhD 
programmes have been successfully introduced with appropriate support across the 
University and departments”.  The Panel also judged that the programmes are 
“well-implemented with appropriate monitoring of progress and standards.  The 
quality assurance processes are strong and the close relationships which characterise 
LU are beneficial to the students”. 
 
As mentioned in earlier section, Lingnan has outstanding staff members who are 
well-known scholars in their respective fields.  With an establishment of 130+ 
academic staff members at Assistant Professor rank or above but only a small number 
(44) of funded research postgraduate student places, our staff expertise is seriously 
under-utilised.  Consequently, many of our well-qualified staff members have been 
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deprived of the opportunity to supervise research postgraduates.  On the other hand, 
many students who wished to learn from these experienced scholars were turned 
away in the past.  This means an under-utilisation of staff expertise, as well as 
disappointment to applicants who are attracted by the specialism of our reputable 
staff. 
 
We truly believe that the University has good reasons for a significant increase in its 
research student number.  Many of our staff members are active researchers who are 
eager to nurture students in their fields of expertise.  With expansion in our research 
postgraduate student number to a level where a critical mass can be formed, the 
University will be able to make further contributions in both teaching and research. 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal  
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
Institution 
  Cost Centre : 35 
Department of Accountancy 
 
    
1 * Taxation Research 
 
 CHAN Koon-hung 16,000 
 
 
X 
2  Firms Response to Anticipated Reduction in 
Tax Rate: Public versus Private Firms in 
China 
 
 
 LIN Zhen-pin Kenny 30,000 X 
3  Transfer Pricing Manipulations when Tax 
Rate Changes 
 
 
 LO Wai-yee Agnes 30,000 X 
4  The Influence of Corporate Governance 
Structure on Executive Pay 
 
 
 LUI Man-ching Gladie 26,000 X 
5  Corporate Governance and Earnings 
Management during the Global Financial 
Crisis: Evidence from Listed Companies in 
Hong Kong 
 
 
 LUI Man-ching Gladie 18,146 X 
6 * The Association between Auditor Choice 
and the Cost of Debt Capital 
 
 
 MO Lai-lan Phyllis 107,520 X 
7 * Ethical Context and its Consequences in 
Asian Accounting Firms 
 
 
 SHAFER William E 27,850 X 
8  Effects of a Taxation Ethics Intervention on 
the Attitudes towards Tax 
Avoidance/Evasion of Accounting Major 
Undergraduates in Hong Kong 
 
 
 SIMMONS Richard S 2,500 X 
9  Tax Information Exchange: Responses of 
Singapore and Hong Kong Compared 
 
 
 WONG Wai-yee 
Pauline 
18,146 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal  
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
Institution 
 
10 
 
* 
 
Ownership Structure, Tax Policy and 
Earnings Management 
 
 
  
WONG Wai-yee 
Pauline 
 
25,850 
 
X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
Institution 
  Cost Centre : 37 
Department of Computing and Decision Sciences 
 
    
1  Peer-to-peer Systems with Phones and 
Computers 
 
 
 LOO Wai-sing 
Alfred 
 
26,000 X 
2  Wireless Security and User Awareness 
 
 
 LOO Wai-sing 
Alfred 
 
 
18,146 X 
3 * Performance Analysis of Multi-agent 
Negotiation Processes through Probabilistic 
Model Checking 
 
 
 YEUNG Wing-lok 29,850 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
Institution 
  Cost Centre : 37 
Department of Finance and Insurance 
 
  
4 * Finance in Asia 
 
 
 POON Pui-han Winnie 
 
16,000 X 
5 * Investment and Abandonment Decisions 
under Uncertain Revenues and Costs 
 
 
 YICK Ho-yin Martin 29,850 X 
6  Investigating the Information Content of the 
Model-free Volatility Expectation by Monte 
Carlo Methods 
 
 
 ZHANG Yuanyuan 26,500 X 
7  Estimating Risk-neutral Skewness and 
Kurtosis from Option Prices 
 
 
 ZHANG Yuanyuan 30,000 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
Institution 
  Cost Centre : 37 
Department of Management 
 
    
8 * Organisation Studies 
 
 
 SNELL Robin S 16,000 X 
9  Testing and Validating a Questionnaire to 
Measure Representational Predicaments 
 
 
 SNELL Robin S 26,750 X 
10  Influences of Individual Ambidextrous 
Behavior on their Performance 
 
 
 ZHANG Yi 23,070 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
Institution 
  Cost Centre : 37 
Department of Marketing and International Business 
 
  
11 * China Business Studies 
 
 
 CHAN Tsang-sing 16,000 
 
X 
12  Estimating Technical Efficiencies of 
Airports in China: A Comparison of 
Stochastic Output Distance Function 
Method with Data Envelopment Analysis 
(DEA) Method 
 
 
 CHOW Kong-wing 
Clement 
 
26,000 X 
13 * Regional Development and Airport 
Productivity in China: a Meta-frontier 
Approach 
 
 
 CHOW Kong-wing 
Clement 
 
29,850 X 
14  An Exploratory Study of Determinants of 
Competitiveness of Hong Kong SAR: 
Perspective of Exhibitors at International 
Trade Shows 
 
 
 LI Ling-yee Esther 18,146 X 
15 * The Internationalization Patterns of Firms in 
Hong Kong 
 
 
 LI Ling-yee Esther 29,850 X 
16  Image Congruence Effects on the Purchase 
Intentions of Genuine and Counterfeit 
Brands: The Role of Self-monitoring 
 
 
 POON Shing-chung 
Patrick 
26,800 X 
17 * The Effects of Word-of-mouth and Attitude 
Functions on the Consumption of Genuine 
and Counterfeit Luxury Brands: A Study of 
Chinese Consumers 
 
 
 POON Shing-chung 
Patrick 
29,850 X 
18 * Marketing Management in Asia 
 
 
 POON Shing-chung 
Patrick 
 
 
16,000 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
Institution 
 
19 
  
Regrets in Switching: The Conflicting Role 
of Perceived Control 
 
 
  
WAN Chun-ying Lisa 
 
40,000 
 
X 
20  The Impact of Perceived Similarity and 
Regulatory Focus on Customer Reactions to 
Service Failures that Happens on Others 
 
 
 WAN Chun-ying Lisa 18,146 X 
21 * Marketing Capabilities in Transition 
Economies 
 
 
 WONG Hiu-kan, Ada 40,000 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
Institution 
  Cost Centre : 40 
Department of Economics 
 
    
1  Environmental Analysis of Beijing Green 
Olympics: Implications on Pollution Control 
Policies in China 
 
 
 CHEUNG Kui-yin 15,620 X 
2  Happiness in Hong Kong: An Annual 
Survey of Well Being and Values 
 
 
 HO Lok-sang 22,500 X 
3 * Happiness Index Research 
 
 
 HO Lok-sang 45,000 X 
4 * Relationship between Happiness and 
Government Spending 
 
 
 HO Lok-sang 29,000 X 
5  How do Firm Ownership and Property 
Rights Affect Pollutants Discharge in 
China? 
 
 
 JIANG Liangliang 23,847 X 
6 * An Evaluation of China’s Merger Control 
Policy under Its New Anti-Monopoly Law 
 
 
 LIN Ping 29,800 X 
7  Hong Kong as Asia's Art Centre 
 
 
 MA Yue 108,000 X 
8 * Hong Kong Transmitted Unemployment 
under the Linked Exchange Rate System 
 
 
 RAN Qiming Jimmy 
 
30,000 X 
9  Asian Firms’ Histories and Their Capital 
Structure 
 
 
 ZOU Lin 18,919 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
Institution 
  Cost Centre : 43 
Department of Political Science 
 
  
1  Who Raised the (Sovereignty) Issue of 1997 
in the Meeting between MacLehose and 
Deng Xiaoping on 29 March 1979? 
 
 
 WONG Yiu-chung 16,490 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
Institution 
  Cost Centre : 43 
Department of Sociology and Social Policy 
 
  
2  Circles of Fear – Risk Perception and Social 
Segregation in Hong Kong 
 
 
 SIU Leung-sea Lucia 19,220 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
Institution 
  Cost Centre : 44 
Department of Chinese 
 
    
1  Wine in Classical Chinese Prose 
 
 
 CHAN Tak-kam 30,000 X 
2  《清風嶺》(Fresh Breeze on the Mountains) 
cum 《瀟湘月》(Moon over the Xiao-Xiang 
Rivers) 
 
 KWONG Yim-tze 
Charles 
 
30,000 X 
3 * Studies on Six Records of a Floating Life 
 
 
 KWONG Yim-tze 
Charles 
 
 
24,000 X 
4  Study of the Earth Goddess and Mountain 
Goddess in Tang Fiction 
 
 
 LAU Yin-ping Grace 
 
15,836 X 
5 * 戲 曲 紅 樓 夢 研 究  (On the Dramatic 
Adaptation of the Dream of the Red 
Chamber) 
 
 
 SI TOU Sau-ieng 24,000 X 
6  Liu Yichang and the Modern Psychological 
Novel of Hong Kong in the 1960s 
 
 
 WONG Shuk-han Mary 30,000 X 
7  French Cinema and Creative Writing 
 
 
 WONG Shuk-han Mary 30,000 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
Institution 
  Cost Centre : 45 
Department of English 
 
    
1 * Narrating the Female Body 
 
 
 HO Woon-yee Judy 24,000 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
Institution 
  Cost Centre : 48 
Department of Translation 
 
    
1 * The Chinese Translation of English 
Detective Stories in Hong Kong’s Chinese 
Newspapers in the Early 20th Century 
 
 
 LI Bo 7,000 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
Institution 
  Cost Centre: 50 
Department of History 
 
  
1  History of Hong Kong’s New Asia College 
 
 
 CHOU Ai-ling Grace 29,700 X 
2 * Higher Education Culture in Hong Kong and 
Singapore: A Historical Comparison of 
Roots, Policy, and Development 
 
 
 CHOU Ai-ling Grace 29,500 X 
3  Tales of Piracy and Captivity: the Essex and 
the Anglo-American Encounter with the 
Middle East 
 
 
 FICHTER James R 10,000 X 
4 * The Public Life of Elsie Elliott: Britishness, 
Empire and Femininity 
 
 
 HAMPTON Mark A 27,000 X 
5 * Representing the Social in Interwar Britain: 
David Low on Mass Unemployment 
 
 
 HAMPTON Mark A 15,000 X 
6 * “Killing with Compassion”: The Movement 
against Animal Cruelty in Republican China 
 
 
 POON Shuk-wah 10,500 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
Institution 
  Cost Centre: 51 
Department of Cultural Studies 
 
  
1 * Positioning “Middle Class” in Urban China: 
An Audience Research of Woju 
 
 
 IP Iam-chong 20,972 X 
2  The Emergence of Post-Cold-War 
Counterpublics in Hong Kong 
 
 
 LAW Wing-sang 30,000 X 
3  Mapping Creativity: A Case Study on 
Cultural Cluster in Hong Kong 
 
 
 LAW Wing-sang 18,900 X 
4 * A Preliminary Study of Christian Social 
Activisms in Hong Kong after the Lausanne 
Covenant 
 
 
 LAW Wing-sang 
 
27,000 X 
5  Instituting Cultural Studies: Two 
Translations 
 
 MORRIS Meaghan E 30,000 X 
6  Stephen Chow's Tactics of Survival in Hong 
Kong Comedies from the 1990s to the 
Present 
 
 
 YAU Ching 30,000 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
Institution 
  Cost Centre: 51 
Department of Visual Studies 
 
  
7  Out of Thin Air: Works at Lingnan 
 
 
 ARCHER Carol 23,500 X 
8 * Building Types and Their Logical Form 
 
 
 DE CLERCQ Rafaël 21,600 X 
9 * Contemporary Documentary Filmmaking in 
Taiwan, Hong Kong, and the PRC: 
Understanding Practitioner’s Agency 
 
 
 HJORT Mette 15,000 X 
10  Archive of the Artistic Activities of the 
Local Leftist Artists between 1970 and 1989 
 
 
 LAW Suk-mun Sophia 30,000 X 
11 * Art Facilitation for Youth in Tuen Mun 
under the Order of Protection and Care (We 
Will See) 
 
 
 LAW Suk-mun Sophia 36,960 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
Institution 
  Cost Centre : 35 
Department of Accountancy 
 
    
1 * Did Corporate Governance Safeguard 
Investors' Interest in the Global Financial 
Crisis? 
 
 
 CHENG Lai-sheung 
Suwina 
 
108,000 X 
2 * The Influence of Ownership and 
Directorship on Stock Return 
 
 
 LO Wai-yee Agnes 120,000 X 
3  The Impact of Corporate Governance 
Practices on Growth Opportunities in China 
 
 
 LUI Man-ching Gladie 108,000 X 
4 * Will a Change in Financial Reporting 
Regime Reduce Earnings Informativeness? 
Evidence from China 
 
 
 WONG Wai-yee  
Pauline 
112,780 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
Institution 
  Cost Centre : 37 
Department of Computing and Decision Sciences 
 
  
1  Pricing, Free-Shipping and Stocking 
Decisions of an Online Retailer for a 
Holiday Shopping Season 
 
 
 LENG Mingming 94,000 X 
2  Designing Service Level Agreements for 
Inventory Management 
 
 
 LIANG Liping 89,800 X 
3 * On the Time-Window Fulfillment Rate in 
Inventory Service Level Agreements 
 
 
 LIANG Liping 84,830 X 
4  Interactive Speech Analysis for Students 
 
 
 LOO Wai-sing Alfred 109,000 X 
5  Computer-Assisted Memory Retention 
 
 
 LOO Wai-sing Alfred 113,500 X 
6  Performance Analysis of Publish/Subscribe 
Messaging-Based Multi-Agent Manufacturing 
Systems through Simulation and Model 
Checking 
 
 YEUNG Wing-lok 77,500 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
Institution 
  Cost Centre : 37 
Department of Finance and Insurance 
 
  
7 * The Joint Life Insurance Demand of Married 
Couples and Optimal Asset Allocation 
 
 
 GAO Jin 101,000 X 
8  Impact of Bond Rating Changes on Bond 
Market Efficiency in the Post Regulation Fair 
Disclosure Period 
 
 
 POON Pui-han Winnie 119,350 X 
9  Credit Ratings and Seasoned Equity 
Offerings in China 
 
 
 POON Pui-han Winnie 85,500 X 
10  Social Pressures and Corporate Philanthropic 
Behaviors Evidence from a Natural 
Experiment 
 
 
 WONG Man-lai Sonia 93,202 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
Institution 
  Cost Centre : 37 
Department of Management 
 
  
11  Development of Chinese Neighborhood 
Committees: The Role of Leader-Resident 
Goal Interdependence 
 
 
 CHEN Yifeng Nancy 107,440 X 
12  ‘It Takes All Sorts?’ Career Anchors and 
High Involvement in Corporate Social 
Responsibility Activities 
 
 
 SNELL Robin S 25,050 X 
13 * Making Sense of Power Inequality in 
Cross-Cultural Organizational Learning 
 
 
 SNELL Robin S 79,100 X 
14  Managing Conflict between Regulators and 
Managers in Financial Services in China 
 
 
 TJOSVOLD Dean W 98,046 X 
15  The Workplace Identity and Experiences of 
Female Professionals in Hong Kong 
 
 
 WONG Mei-ling May 95,500 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
Institution 
  Cost Centre : 37 
Department of Marketing and International Business 
 
  
16  Joint Modeling of Customer Purchase and 
Profitability in Direct Marketing: A Hybrid 
Approach 
 
 
 CUI Geng 25,050 X 
17  Outward Foreign Direct Investment (OFDI) 
of Chinese Firms: Testing the IPLC Model 
and Incomplete Contracts Hypotheses 
 
 
 CUI Geng 107,860 X 
18  How Valid are the Early User versus Expert 
Ratings in Predicting Movie Success? 
 
 
 PENG Ling 
 
105,200 X 
19 * Design of Concept Screening Test from a 
Measurement Perspective 
 
 
 PENG Ling 
 
83,000 X 
20  The Impact of Knowledge Competences in 
Marketing Processes on New Product 
Performance and Customer Satisfaction 
 
 
 POON Shing-chung 
Patrick 
86,400 X 
21  The Impacts of Face Concern and Culture on 
Consumer Reactions to Corporate Social 
Responsible Brands 
 
 
 WAN Chun-ying Lisa 108,000 X 
22 * Consumer Complaining Responses to 
Embarrassing Service Failure: The Role of 
Culture and Face Concern 
 
 
 WAN Chun-ying Lisa 120,000 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
Institution 
  Cost Centre : 40 
Department of Economics 
 
    
1  Remedying Education for the Children in 
Remote Rural Villages: Can Technology 
Help? 
 
 
 FAN Cheng-ze Simon 100,000 X 
2 * Peer Effects and Observability: Theory and 
Experimental Evidence 
 
 
 FAN Cheng-ze Simon 94,000 X 
3  How Managerial Entrenchment Affects Loan 
Covenant Violation 
 
 
 JIANG Liangliang 98,010 X 
4 * Do Foreign Banks Favor Foreign-Owned 
Corporations? - Empirical Evidence in 
Transitional Economies 
 
 
 JIANG Liangliang 80,120 X 
5  Full Integration or Partial Separation: 
Second Thoughts on Gains and Pains from 
Financial Globalization 
 
 
 RAN Qiming Jimmy 94,853 X 
6  Socio-Economic Impacts of Global 
Financial Crisis on China: A Psychometric 
Model of Information Mediation, Fear 
Perception, and Decision Processing 
 
 
 VOON Jan-piaw 
Thomas 
97,500 X 
7  Determinants of Willingness to Pay for 
Organic Food 
 
 
 VOON Jan-piaw 
Thomas 
79,700 X 
8  Quality Assurance, Product Differentiation 
and the Patterns of Intermediated Trade in 
China 
 
 
 ZHANG Yifan 96,320 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
Institution 
  Cost Centre : 43 
Department of Political Science 
 
    
1  The Changing Political Culture among 
Contemporary Chinese University Students 
 
 
 CHAN Che-po 28,500 X 
2  A Comparative Study of China-Japan and 
Taiwan-Japan Relations 
 
 
 CHUNG Chien-peng 66,000 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
Institution 
  Cost Centre : 43 
Department of Sociology and Social Policy 
 
   
3  Piloting an “Older Storyteller” Programme in 
a Tuen Mun Kindergarten 
 
 
 CHAN Cheung-ming 
Alfred 
 
91,500 X 
4  Adolescent Values on Sexuality in Hong 
Kong – an Exploratory Study 
 
 
 CHAN Hau-nung Annie 28,000 X 
5  An Investigation of Individual and 
Organizational Factors in Influencing 
Psychological Health and Job Outcomes of 
Older Chinese Workers 
 
 
 CHEUNG Yue-lok 
Francis 
80,980 X 
6  A Study of the New Generation under 
One-child Policy in China 
 
 
 KWOK Hong-kin 113,000 X 
7  The Impact of Global Financial Tsunami 
towards Middle Class Families in 
Guangzhou: Their Attitudes and Strategies 
in Response 
 
 
 KWOK Hong-kin 30,000 X 
8  An International Evaluation of Work-family 
Balance: Validation of the Work-family 
Balance Measure and Theoretical Model 
(Phases 2 & 3) 
 
 
 SIU Oi-ling 120,000 X 
9  A Longitudinal Study on the Factors and 
Processes Enabling Work-Family Enrichment 
among Employees in Hong Kong and China 
 
 
 SIU Oi-ling 99,953 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
Institution 
  Cost Centre : 44 
Department of Chinese 
 
    
1  A Concordance to the Shi/Ci Poems of Zhu 
Shuzhen 朱淑真  (1078?-1138?) and Li 
Qingzhao 李 清 照  (1084-1155?), with 
Critical Introduction 
 
 
 KWONG Yim-tze 
Charles 
 
92,120 X 
2  A Concordance to the Poems of Wu Zetian 武
則天 (624-705), Li Ye 李冶 (?-784), 薜濤 
(c. 770-832) and Yu Xuanji 魚玄機 (?-868) 
 
 
 KWONG Yim-tze 
Charles 
 
100,000 X 
3 * A Concordance to the Ci Poems of Wen 
Tingyun 溫 庭 筠  (c.812-c.870), Wei 
Zhuang 韋莊 (836-910), Feng Yansi 馮延
巳 (903-60) and Li Yu 李煜 (937-78) 
 
 
 KWONG Yim-tze 
Charles 
 
120,000 X 
4  Human-alien(species) Love Tales in 
Classical Chinese Fiction（中國古典小說中
的異類戀） 
 
 
 LAU Yin-ping Grace 
 
61,403 X 
5 * Study of the Mythical “Other World” in 
Classical Chinese Fiction 
 
 
 LAU Yin-ping Grace 
 
15,750 X 
6  Adapting English Novels into Hong Kong 
Screen: A Study of Film and Literature of 
the 1950s 
 
 
 WONG Shuk-han Mary 30,000 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
Institution 
  Cost Centre : 45 
Department of English 
 
    
1 * Preliminary Literature-Based Research into 
Ecophonetics 
 
 
 ROBINSON Douglas J 100,900 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
Institution 
  Cost Centre : 48 
Department of Translation 
 
    
1  A Historical Study of Translation Activities 
in Medieval Asia based on Xuanzang's 
Pilgrimage (627-645 AD) from China to India 
 
 
 LUNG Wai-chu Rachel 86,965 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
Institution 
  Cost Centre : 50 
Department of History 
 
    
1  Living with Death in the Early Modern 
Atlantic: Britons in the Bahamas before 
1783 
 
 
 FICHTER James R 74,940 X 
2  Suez, the Indian Ocean and the French 
Imaginaire, 1814-1830 
 
 
 FICHTER James R 59,488 X 
3 * Merchants and Revolution: Tea Advertising 
as Discourse after the Boston Tea Party, 
1773-1776 
 
 
 FICHTER James R 62,400 X 
4  Hong Kong and Britishness, 1945-1997 
 
 
 HAMPTON Mark A 74,200 X 
5 * The Entrepreneur in Post-war British 
Culture: The Daily Mirror and Daily 
Express, 1945-1960 
 
 
 HAMPTON Mark A 118,600 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
Institution 
  Cost Centre : 51 
Department of Cultural Studies 
 
  
1  Women’s Sustainable Development and 
Educational Work for Peace – A Study of 
the Nobel Peace Prize Nominees from Hong 
Kong, Mainland China, and Taiwan 
 
 
 CHAN Shun-hing 113,000 X 
2  Reconstructing the Cultural Aspirations of 
Middle-classness among Young Adults: An 
Empirical Investigation 
 
 
 ERNI John N 30,000 X 
3  Human Rights as Legal-cultural Struggles: 
Examining Three Landmark Cases and Issues 
in Post-1997 Hong Kong 
 
 
 ERNI John N 95,000 X 
4  Sex/Text: A Netnographic Analysis of 
Internet Sex Chatting and ‘Vernacular 
Masculinity’ in Hong Kong 
 
 
 ERNI John N 108,000 X 
5 * Visual Narratives and the Making of Ethnic 
Feelings: A Cultural Study of Affect, 
Ethnicity, and Practices of Social 
Recognition among South Asians in Hong 
Kong 
 
 
 ERNI John N 108,000 X 
6 * A Survey on the Evaluation of Teachers and 
Students on the Curriculum Content of New 
Senior Secondary Liberal Studies (NSS LS) 
 
 
 HUI Po-keung 30,000 X 
7  Transformation of a Subsidized Performing 
Arts Group - A Preliminary Study of the 
Emergence of PIP Cultural Industries Ltd. as 
a Cultural Enterprise in Hong Kong 
 
 
 LEUNG Yuk-ming Lisa 97,500 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
Institution 
 
8 
 
* 
 
A Study on the Political-participatory Uses 
of the Internet: The Case of Facebook 
 
 
  
LEUNG Yuk-ming Lisa 
 
94,950 
 
X 
9  Cultural Discourses of the Christian Right in 
Hong Kong 
 
 YAU Ching 30,000 X 
10 * Three Strange Bedfellows: Comedy, 
Christianity and Colonialism in Hong Kong 
Cinema 
 
 
 YAU Ching 106,040 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
Institution 
  Cost Centre : 51 
Department of Philosophy 
 
  
11  Character and Characters: On the Aesthetics 
and Metaphysics of Fictional Characterization 
 
 
 LIVINGSTON Paisley N 81,500 X 
12 * On the History of the Ontology of Art 
 
 
 LIVINGSTON Paisley N 108,000 X 
13  The Concept of Death and the Growth of 
Death Awareness among University Students 
in Hong Kong: A Study of the Efficacy of 
Death Education Programmes in Hong Kong 
Universities 
 
 
 WONG Wai-ying 96,500 X 
14  Normativity, Intentionality, and Evolution 
 
 
 ZHENG Yujian 64,000 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
Institution 
  Cost Centre : 51 
Department of Visual Studies 
 
  
15 * Study on Using Art Facilitation for Special 
Education Needs (SEN) Teens 
 
 
 LAW Suk-mun Sophia 92,600 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Funding 
Source 
Role of 
Institution 
  Cost Centre : 40 
Department of Economics 
 
     
1 * On-line Happiness Survey  HO Lok-sang 
 
 
60,000 HK 
Industries 
 
 
X 
2 * Happiness Survey  HO Lok-sang 
 
70,000 HK 
Charities/ 
Foundations 
 
 
X 
3 * Development of Children from 
Formative Years to Teens: the Role of 
Family, Schools, and Peers in Nurturing 
Happy and Healthy Individuals 
 
 
 HO Lok-sang 
 
200,000 HK 
Charities/ 
Foundations 
 
X 
4 * Policies to Tackle Working Poor 
 
 HO Lok-sang 
 
50,000 HK Other 
 
 
X 
5  Full Integration or Partial Separation: 
Second Thought on Gains and Pains 
from Financial Globalization 
 
 
 RAN Qiming 
Jimmy 
80,000 HK 
Industries 
X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Funding 
Source 
Role of 
Institution 
  Cost Centre : 43 
Department of Political Science 
 
     
1  China’s Approaches to 
Institutionalizing Multilateral 
Political-Economic Cooperation in Asia 
and the Pacific 
 
 
 CHUNG 
Chien-peng 
77,500 Non-HK 
Other 
X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal  
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Funding 
Source 
Role of 
Institution 
  Cost Centre : 43 
Department of Sociology and Social Policy 
 
   
2  Evaluation Study on the New Mode 
of Enhanced Home and Community 
Care Service 
 CHAN Cheung-ming 
Alfred  
 
60,000 HK 
Charities/ 
Foundations 
 
 
X 
3  An Exploratory Study of Neglect 
among Elderly in Hong Kong: A 
Family Perspective 
 
 
 CHAN Cheung-ming 
Alfred  
 
480,000 HKSAR 
Gov’t 
X 
4 * Help Age International Paper 
 
 CHAN Cheung-ming 
Alfred  
 
 
39,000 Non-HK 
Other 
X 
5 * Women Development Index 
 
 CHAN Cheung-ming 
Alfred  
 
 
200,000 HK 
Industries 
X 
6 * Macao Ageing Index (Phase II) 
 
 CHAN Cheung-ming 
Alfred  
 
 
1,500,000 Non-HK 
Other 
X 
7 * Health Profile of the Middle-aged 
Residents in Tsuen Wan District 
 
 CHAN Cheung-ming 
Alfred  
 
 
60,000 HKSAR 
Gov’t 
X 
8 * The “Hong Kong Youth 
Development Indicators” Study 
 
 
 SIU Oi-ling 578,000 HKSAR 
Gov’t 
X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Funding 
Source 
Role of 
Institution 
  Cost Centre : 44 
Department of Chinese 
 
     
1  《烟雨閒燈》  KWONG Yim-tze 
Charles 
 
18,000 Gov’t 
Related 
Organizations 
 
 
X 
2 * 《瀟湘月》  KWONG Yim-tze 
Charles 
 
18,000 Gov’t 
Related 
Organizations 
 
 
X 
3  Female and Fate-Study of the Cantonese 
Opera and Cantonese Opera Films  
(女性與命運－粵劇與粵語戲曲電影
論集) 
 
 
 LAU Yin-ping 
Grace 
23,000 Gov’t 
Related 
Organizations 
X 
4  The Identify, Issues and Development of 
Hong Kong Literature: Hong Kong 
Literature History International 
Conference, and Conference 
Proceedings Publication Project 
(「香港文學的定位、論題及研究」香
港文學史國際學術研討會及會議論文
集出版計劃) 
 
 
 LEUNG Ping-kwan 314,000 Gov’t 
Related 
Organizations 
X 
5  The Identify, Issues and Development of 
Hong Kong Literature, Extension 
Research Project: Bibliography of Hong 
Kong Literature in Foreign Languages 
(「香港文學的定位、論題及研究」延
伸計劃：香港文學外譯書目) 
 
 LEUNG Ping-kwan 73,105 Gov’t 
Related 
Organizations 
X 
6  Hong Kong Literature: Succession to 
Traditions and Metamorphosis 
(「香港文學的傳承與轉化」出版計劃) 
 
 
 LEUNG Ping-kwan 24,000 Gov’t 
Related 
Organizations 
X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Funding 
Source 
Role of 
Institution 
 
7 
  
《中國文學思想史》（先秦兩漢） 
  
WANG Chun-hong 
 
 
 
31,050 
 
Non-HK 
Other 
 
 
 
X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Funding 
Source 
Role of 
Institution 
  Cost Centre : 48 
Department of Translation 
 
     
1 * Anthology of 20th Century Chinese 
Literature (Novellas and Short Stories) 
 
 
 SUN Yi-feng 20,000 Non-HK 
Other 
X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Funding 
Source 
Role of 
Institution 
  Cost Centre : 50 
Department of History 
 
     
1  Annals of Hong Kong  
 
 
 
 LAU Chi-pang 335,580 
 
Non-HK 
Other 
X 
2  Soong Ching Ling in Hong Kong 
(1937-1941) 
 
 
 LAU Chi-pang 88,262 HKSAR 
Gov’t 
X 
3 * History of Port of Hong Kong and 
Marine Department 
 
 
 LAU Chi-pang 1,054,118 HKSAR 
Gov’t 
X 
4 * Lingnan University Archives Project 
(Phase 1) 
 
 
 LAU Chi-pang 1,000,000 HK Other X 
5 * Community Oral History of Hong 
Kong, 1945-1967 
 
 
 LAU Chi-pang 500,000 HK Other X 
6 * History of Nanyang Brothers Tobacco 
Company 
 
 
 LAU Chi-pang 500,000 HK 
Industries 
X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Funding 
Source 
Role of 
Institution 
  Cost Centre : 51 
Department of Cultural Studies 
 
     
1  Networking and Exchange Activities on 
the Experiences of Peace Women’s 
Work on Environmental Protection, 
Sustainable Livelihood and the 
Rebuilding of Community Culture 
within China (Second Phase) 
 
 
 CHAN Shun-hing 370,700 HK 
Charities/ 
Foundations 
 
X 
2 * Documentary Film Production and 
Community Screening Activities on the 
Experiences of Peacewomen’s Work on 
Ecology, Sustainable Livelihood and 
Sustainable Living 
 
 
 CHAN Shun-hing 261,580 HK 
Charities/ 
Foundations 
X 
3  Curriculum Development, Knowledge 
Enhancement, Pedagogy and Internal 
Assessment: A Sustainable Collaborative 
Project on the Teaching and Learning of 
Liberal Studies in NSS Curriculum 
 
 
 HUI Po-keung 809,700 HKSAR 
Gov’t 
X 
4 * Women’s Online Participation and the 
Transformation of Citizenship 
 
 
 IP Iam-chong 202,600 Non-HK 
Other 
X 
5  Ecological Security & Environmental 
Justice Programme 
 
 
 LAU Kin-chi 429,170 Non-HK 
Other 
X 
6  Fan Culture / Lover Icon: A Historical 
Reinterpretation of the Artistic Life of 
Cantonese Opera Icon Yam Kim Fai 
 
 
 LI Siu-leung 50,000 Gov’t 
Related 
Organizations 
 
X 
7  Major Plays of Hong Kong Cantonese 
Opera: A Translation Project 
 
 
 LI Siu-leung 292,675 HKSAR 
Gov’t 
X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Funding 
Source 
Role of 
Institution 
 
8 
  
Hong Kong Xiqu and Cultural 
Promotion 
 
  
LI Siu-leung 
 
100,000 
 
Gov’t 
Related 
Organizations 
 
 
 
X 
9 * In Search of Bruce Lee 
 
 LI Siu-leung 201,250 HKSAR 
Gov’t 
 
 
X 
10 * Survey on Sponsorship in Arts and 
Culture 
 
 LI Siu-leung 210,588 Gov’t 
Related 
Organizations 
 
 
X 
11  Problems of Subject Formation in Hong 
Kong Queer Cinema 
 
 
 YAU Ching 121,300 Non-HK 
Other 
X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Funding 
Source 
Role of 
Institution 
  Cost Centre : 51 
Department of Visual Studies 
 
   
12 * New Documentary Cinema in Denmark 
 
 HJORT Mette 76,350 Non-HK 
Other 
 
 
X 
13 * Nordic Film Classics Series 
 
 HJORT Mette 261,300 Non-HK 
Other 
 
 
X 
14 * Danish Directors 3 
 
 HJORT Mette 76,245 Non-HK 
Other 
 
 
X 
15 * Art Facilitation for Youth in Tuen Mun 
under the Order of Protection and Care 
(We Will See) 
 
 
 LAW Suk-mun 
Sophia 
50,000 
 
HKSAR 
Gov’t 
 
X 
16 * Study on Using Art Facilitation for 
Special Education Needs (SEN) Teens 
 
 
 LAW Suk-mun 
Sophia 
220,000 HKSAR 
Gov’t 
 
X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Funding 
Source 
Role of 
Institution 
  Cost Centre : 51 
Chinese Language Education and Assessment Centre 
 
   
16  漢語詩律演變研究隋、初唐部分 
 
 
 LI Fei 76,600 Non-HK 
Other 
X 
 
Report 3 – Report on Research Outputs 
 
 
 
 
# Student 
52 
 
Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
 Cost Centre : 35 
Department of Accountancy 
    
1 “Aggregate Quasi Rents and Auditor Independence: 
Evidence from Audit Firm Mergers in China”, 
Contemporary Accounting Research (CAR), 28(1), 
Mar 2011, pp 175-213 
CHAN Koon-hung and WU 
Donghui 
21 A 0.5 
2 “The Influence of Banks on Auditor Choice and 
Auditor Reporting in Japan”, Proceedings of 2010 
American Accounting Association (AAA) Annual 
Meeting and Conference on Teaching and Learning in 
Accounting, organized by AAA, San Francisco, USA, 
Aug 2010 
CHAN Koon-hung, JIANG 
Jin# and MO Lai-lan Phyllis 
32 A 1 
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# Student 
53 
Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
3 “Audit Collusion in China: A Joint Effort of 
Bureaucrats, SOE Managers, and Local Auditors”, 
Proceedings of 2010 American Accounting 
Association (AAA) Annual Meeting and Conference 
on Teaching and Learning in Accounting, organized 
by AAA, San Francisco, USA, Aug 2010 
CHAN Koon-hung, LIN 
Zhen-pin Kenny and WANG R 
Ray 
32 A 0.6667 
4 “Did Corporate Governance Safeguard Investors’ 
Interest in the Global Financial Crisis?”, Proceedings 
of Conference on Corporate Governance & the Global 
Financial Crisis, organized by Corporate Governance, 
Wiley-Blackwell, Penn Lauder CIBER and Wharton 
Leadership Center, Philadelphia, USA, 24-25 Sep 
2010 (CD-Rom) 
CHENG Lai-sheung Suwina 
and LUI Man-ching Gladie 
32 A 1 
5 “The Tradeoff between Tax Savings and Financial 
Reporting Costs: Public versus Private Firms in 
China”, Proceedings of Canadian Academic 
Accounting Association (CAAA) Annual Conference 
2011 on “Amazing New Frontiers for Accounting”, 
organized by CAAA, Toronto, Canada, 26-29 May 
2011 
LIN Zhen-pin Kenny 32 A 1 
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# Student 
54 
Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
6 “Tax, Financial Reporting, and Tunneling Incentives 
for Income Shifting: An Empirical Analysis of The 
Transfer Pricing Behavior of Chinese-Listed 
Companies”, The Journal of The American Taxation 
Association, 32(2), Sep 2010, pp 1-26 
LO Wai-yee Agnes, WONG M 
K Raymond and FIRTH 
Michael A 
21 A 0.3334 
7 “A Study of CPA Firms’ Technical Competence”, 
Proceedings of 2010 American Accounting 
Association (AAA) Annual Meeting and Conference 
on Teaching and Learning in Accounting, organized 
by AAA, San Francisco, USA, 31 Jul-4 Aug 2010 
LO Wai-yee Agnes, WONG M 
K Raymond and FIRTH 
Michael A 
32 A 0.3334 
8 “Book-tax Conforming and Book-tax Difference 
Earnings Management When Tax Rates Change”, 
Proceedings of 22nd Asian-Pacific Conference on 
International Accounting Issues, organized by 
Asian-Pacific Conference on International Accounting 
Issues, Gold Coast, Australia, 7-10 Nov 2010 
(CD-Rom) 
LO Wai-yee Agnes, WONG M 
K Raymond and FIRTH 
Michael A 
32 A 0.3334 
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# Student 
55 
Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
9 “Earnings Management under Different Financial 
Reporting and Tax Incentives: Evidence from China”, 
Proceedings of 14th Annual International Conference 
of the American Society of Business and Behavioral 
Sciences, organized by American Society of Business 
and Behavioral Sciences, Paris, France, 24-26 Jun 
2011 (CD-Rom) 
LO Wai-yee Agnes, WONG M 
K Raymond and FIRTH 
Michael A 
32 A 0.3334 
10 “Intrinsic and Extrinsic Motivation and Participation 
in Budgeting: Antecedents and Consequences”, 
Behavioral Research in Accounting, 22(2), Sep 2010, 
pp 133-53 
WONG On-wing Bernard, 
GUO Lan and LUI Man-ching 
Gladie 
21 A 0.3334 
11 “Outcome-based Education and Student Learning in 
Managerial Accounting in Hong Kong”, Journal of 
Case Studies in Accreditation and Assessment, Vol 2, 
2011, pp 1-13 
LUI Man-ching Gladie and 
SHUM Connie 
21 A 0.5 
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# Student 
56 
Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
12 “Incentive Systems and Proactive Work Behavior: 
The Moderating Effects of Task Uncertainty”, 
Proceedings of 2010 American Accounting 
Association (AAA) Annual Meeting and Conference 
on Teaching and Learning in Accounting, organized 
by AAA, San Francisco, USA, 31 Jul-4 Aug 2010 
(CD-Rom) 
GUO Lan, WONG On-wing 
Bernard and LUI Man-ching 
Gladie 
32 A 0.3334 
13 “Student Engagement and Performance in Principles 
of Finance”, Proceedings of 2011 Hawaii 
International Conference on Business, organized by 
Hawaii International Conferences, Honolulu, USA, 
26-29 May 2011 (CD-Rom) 
LUI Man-ching Gladie and 
SHUM Connie 
32 A 0.5 
14 “The Roots of Fairness in Accounting”, Proceedings 
of 2010 American Accounting Association (AAA) 
Annual Meeting and Conference on Teaching and 
Learning in Accounting, organized by AAA, San 
Francisco, USA, 31 Jul-4 Aug 2010 
MO Lai-lan Phyllis and TAM 
Kinsun 
32 A 0.5 
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# Student 
57 
Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
15 “Effects of Organizational Ethical Culture on the 
Ethical Decisions of Tax Practitioners in Mainland 
China”, Proceedings of The 3rd World Business 
Ethics Forum on “ACE – Accountability, Credibility, 
and Ethicality”, organized by University of Macau, 
Macau, 26-28 Oct 2010 
SHAFER William E and 
SIMMONS Richard S 
32 A 1 
16 “Ethical Climate and Professional Commitment in an 
Asian Accounting Firm”, presented at The 3rd World 
Business Ethics Forum on “ACE – Accountability, 
Credibility, and Ethicality”, organized by University 
of Macau, Macau, 26-28 Oct 2010; and also presented 
at 11th World Congress of Accounting Educators and 
Researchers, organized by International Association 
for Accounting Education & Research, Singapore, 4-6 
Nov 2010 
SHAFER William E, POON C 
C Margaret and TJOSVOLD 
Dean W 
33 A 0.3334 
17 “Professional Commitment and Ethical Decision 
Making: A Study of Tax Professionals in China”, 
presented at 2011 Cambridge Business & Economics 
Conference, organized by Faculty Forum Inc., 
Cambridge, UK, 27-29 Jun 2011 
SHAFER William E and 
SIMMONS Richard S 
33 A 1 
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58 
Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
18 “Ethical Culture and Ethical Decisions: A Study of 
Tax Practitioners in the People’s Republic of China”, 
Proceedings of 2010 Academy of World Business, 
Marketing & Management Development 
(AWBMAMD) Conference, organized by 
AWBMAMD, Oulu, Finland, 12-15 Jul 2010 
SIMMONS Richard S and 
SHAFER William E 
32 A 1 
19 “Effects of an Imbedded Ethics Intervention on the 
Attitudes towards Tax Avoidance and Evasion of 
Accounting Major Undergraduates in Hong Kong”, 
presented at The 23rd Annual Conference of the 
Australasian Tax Teachers Association on “Tax – It’s 
more than Numbers”, organized by Melbourne Law 
School and the Monash University Taxation Law and 
Policy Research Institute, Melbourne, Australia, 19-21 
Jan 2011 [Best Teaching Paper Award] 
SIMMONS Richard S 33 A 1 
20 “Why was Hong Kong Unable to Substantially 
Implement Tax Information Exchange in Time?”, 
International Tax Journal, 36(5), Sep/Oct 2010, pp 
71-80 
PHENY Monica and WONG 
Wai-yee Pauline 
21 A 0.5 
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# Student 
59 
Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
21 “Recent Development of Real Estate Tax on 
Residential Properties in China”, International Tax 
Journal, 37(1), Jan/Feb 2011, pp 51-9 
PHENY Monica and WONG 
Wai-yee Pauline 
21 A 0.5 
22 “Implementing Tax Information Exchange in 
Singapore and Hong Kong: Implications for the 
OECD Initiative”, Proceedings of The 2010 Academy 
of International Business Southeast Asia Regional 
Conference on “Trends in International Business: 
Change and Competition Issues”, organized by Hong 
Kong Institute of Business Studies, Lingnan 
University, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam, 2-4 Dec 2010 
(CD-Rom) 
PHENY Monica and WONG 
Wai-yee Pauline 
32 A 0.5 
23 “Does IFRS Adoption Encourage Cross-border 
Mergers and Acquisitions?”, presented at 2010 
American Accounting Association (AAA) Annual 
Meeting and Conference on Teaching and Learning in 
Accounting, organized by AAA, San Francisco, USA, 
31 Jul-4 Aug 2010 
YIP Wing-yue Rita 33 A 1 
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# Student 
60 
Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
24 “Ownership Structure, Board Characteristics, and Tax 
Aggressiveness”, Jun 2011 
ZHOU Ying# 63 B 1 
    
Sub-total 15.5005 
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# Student 
61 
 
Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
 Cost Centre : 37 
Department of Computing and Decision Sciences 
    
1 “Electronic Commerce in SMES: Issues and 
Challenges”, Proceedings of West Lake International 
Conference on Small & Medium Business, organized 
by Hangzhou Municipal Government, Zhejiang 
University of Technology, Zhejiang Small & Medium 
Enterprises Bureau and World Association of 
Industrial and Technological Research Organizations, 
Hangzhou, PRC, 24-26 Oct 2010 (CD-Rom) 
CHUNG Chi-wai and LAM 
Wing-lun Alan  
32 A 1 
2 “Digital Natives and H1N1: How Adversity Can 
Drive Change”, International Journal of E-Adoption, 
2(3), 2010, pp 53-66 
WOODHEAD Peter and 
KENNEDY David M 
21 A 0.5 
3 “Introduction” to special issue, International Journal 
of Continuing Engineering Education, 20(1), 2010, pp 
1-5 
KENNEDY David M and 
KOMMERS Piet 
21 A 0.5 
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# Student 
62 
Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
4 “Using Online Collaborative Tools for Groups to 
Co-construct Knowledge”, Online Information 
Review, 35(4), 2011, pp 581-97 
CHU Kai-wai Samuel and 
KENNEDY David M 
21 A 0.5 
5 “Innovative Curriculum Design: Using ePortfolios to 
Change Practice and Process”, Proceedings of Global 
Learn Asia Pacific 2011, Chesapeake, VA: Association 
for the Advancement of Computing in Education, 
2011, pp 409-16 
KENNEDY David M and 
SHIRLEY Christine D 
31 A 0.5 
6 “Changing Cultures, Changing Practices: Using 
Mobile Tools, The Cloud and ePortfolios for 
Authentic Assessment”, Proceedings of World 
Conference on Educational Multimedia, Hypermedia 
and Telecommunications (ED-MEIDA) 2011, T 
Bastiaens and M Ebner (eds), Chesapeake, VA: 
Association for the Advancement of Computing in 
Education, 2011, pp 8-22 
(www.editlib.org/phtt/37840) 
KENNEDY David M 31 A 1 
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# Student 
63 
Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
7 “Achieving Transactional Computer-Mediated 
Conferencing or: How to Produce a Highly Interactive 
Online Discussion”, presented at International 
Conference on eLearning, Penang, Malaysia, 12-13 
July 2010 
KNUTZEN Brant and 
KENNEDY David M 
33 A 0.5 
8 “Game-Theoretic Analyses of Decentralized 
Assembly Supply Chains: Non-Cooperative Equilibria 
vs. Coordination with Cost-Sharing Contracts”, 
European Journal of Operational Research, 204(1), 
Jul 2010, pp 96-104 
LENG Mingming and 
PARLAR Mahmut 
21 A 0.5 
9 “Joint Pricing and Contingent Free-Shipping 
Decisions in B2C Transactions”, Production and 
Operations Management, 19(4), Jul/Aug 2010, pp 
390-405  
LENG Mingming and 
BECERRIL-ARREOLA Rafael 
21 A 0.5 
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# Student 
64 
Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
10 “Analytic Solution for the Nucleolus of a 
Three-Player Cooperative Game”, presented at The 
Third International Annual Conference of the 
Overseas Chinese Scholars Association in 
Management Science and Engineering (OCSAMSE), 
organized by OCSAMSE, Beijing, PRC, 11-12 Jul 
2010; and also presented at The Second Production 
and Operations Management Society (POMS)-Hong 
Kong International Conference, organized by POMS, 
Hong Kong, 6-7 Jan 2011; and also Naval Research 
Logistics, 57(7), Oct 2010, pp 667-72  
LENG Mingming and 
PARLAR Mahmut 
21 A 0.5 
11 “Interchange Fee Rate, Merchant Discount Rate and 
Retail Prices in a Credit Card Network: A 
Game-Theoretic Analysis”, presented at The Second 
Production and Operations Management Society 
(POMS)-Hong Kong International Conference, 
organized by POMS, Hong Kong, 6-7 Jan 2011 
[Awarded the Second Prize in the Best Student Paper 
Award] 
LENG Mingming, WANG 
Yulan and GUO Hangfei# 
33 A 0.6667 
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65 
Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
12 “Cooperative Game Analysis of Retail 
Space-Exchange Problems”, presented at 22nd Annual 
Production and Operations Management Society 
(POMS) Conference on “Operations Management: 
The Enabling Link”, organized by POMS, Nevada, 
USA, 29 Apr-2 May 2011 
LENG Mingming, PARLAR 
Mahmut and ZHANG 
Dengfeng 
33 A 0.6667 
13 “A Note on the Comparison between Optimal 
‘Riskless’ and ‘Risk’ Prices for the Newsvendor 
Problem”, presented at a Faculty Research Seminar, 
Shanghai Institute of Foreign Trade, Shanghai, PRC, 
Oct 2010 
LENG Mingming 33 B 1 
14 “Effectiveness and Efficiency of a Government’s Tax 
Reduction Policy for Consumers’ Purchases of New 
Automobiles”, presented at a Seminar, Chinese 
University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, Nov 2010; 
and also presented at a Faculty Research Seminar, 
Jiangxi University of Finance and Economics, 
Jiangxi, PRC, Dec 2010 
LENG Mingming 33 B 1 
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66 
Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
15 “A Note on Competitive Supply Chains with 
Generalised Supply Costs”, European Journal of 
Operational Research, 207(3), Dec 2010, pp 1316-20 
ATKINS Derek and LIANG 
Liping 
21 A 0.5 
16 “Extending the Capabilities of Mobile Phones with 
Multi-Servers”, Proceedings of The 9th International 
Symposium on Distributed Computing and 
Applications to Business, Engineering, and Science, 
DCABES 2010, Hong Kong, 10-12 Aug 2010, pp 
124-8 
LOO Wai-sing Alfred, CHUNG 
Chi-wai and LAM Wing-lun 
Alan 
32 A 1 
17 “A Survey of the Application of Fuzzy Set Theory in 
Production and Operations Management: 1998-2009”, 
International Journal of Production Economics, 
129(1), Jan 2011, pp 157-68 
WONG Bo-kai Frank and LAI 
S Vincent 
21 A 0.5 
18 “Direct Marketing Modeling Using Evolutionary 
Bayesian Network Learning Algorithm”, Marketing 
Intelligent Systems Using Soft Computing, Vol 258, 
2010, pp 273-94 
WONG Man-leung 12 B 1 
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67 
Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
19 “Bayesian Variable Selection for Binary Response 
Models and Direct Marketing Forecasting”, Expert 
Systems with Applications, 37(12), Dec 2010, pp 
7656-62 
CUI Geng, WONG Man-leung 
and ZHANG Cuichang 
21 A 0.3333 
20 “Adaptive, Convergent, and Diversified Archiving 
Strategy for Multiobjective Evolutionary Algorithms”, 
Expert Systems with Applications, 37(12), Dec 2010, 
pp 8462-70 
JIN Huidong and WONG 
Man-leung 
21 A 0.5 
21 “Data Mining Using Parallel Multi-Objective 
Evolutionary Algorithms on Graphics Hardware”, 
Proceedings of 2010 IEEE World Congress on 
Computational Intelligence, IEEE, Barcelona, Spain, 
18-23 Jul 2010, pp 1-8 
WONG Man-leung and CUI 
Geng 
32 A 0.5 
22 “Constrained Optimization with Genetic Algorithm: 
Improving Profitability of Targeted Marketing”, 
Proceedings of 2010 International Conference on 
Management of e-Commerce and e-Government, 
IEEE, Chengdu, PRC, 23-24 Oct 2010, pp 26-30 
CUI Geng, WONG Man-leung 
and WAN Xiang 
32 A 0.3333 
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68 
Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
23 “An Ant Colony Optimization Approach for Stacking 
Ensemble”, Proceedings of the 2010 World Congress 
on Nature and Biologically Inspired Computing, 
Kitakyushu, Japan, 15-17 Dec 2010 (CD-Rom) 
CHEN Yijun and WONG 
Man-leung 
32 A 0.5 
24 Guest Editor, of the special issue on “Evolutionary 
Algorithm for Data Mining” of the Journal “Genetic 
Programming and Evolvable Machine” 
WONG Man-leung 61 D 1 
25 “Formal Verification of Negotiation Protocols for 
Multi-Agent Manufacturing Systems”, International 
Journal of Production Research, 49(12), Jun 2011, pp 
3669-90 
YEUNG Wing-lok 21 A 1 
26 “A Comparison of Visual Modeling Notations for Web 
Services Choreography”, Proceeding of 14th Pacific 
Asia Conference on Information Systems (PACIS) 
2010 on “Service Science in Information Systems 
Research”, organized by Association for Information 
Systems (AIS), Taipei, Taiwan, 10-11 Jul 2010; N S 
Abdullah et al (eds), Jul 2010 (on-line version) 
YEUNG Wing-lok 32 A 1 
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69 
Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
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27 “Towards Publish/Subscribe Messaging-Based Web 
Services Choreography”, presented at 4th ACM 
International Conference on Distributed Event-Based 
Systems, Cambridge, UK, 12-15 Jul 2010 
YEUNG Wing-lok 33 B 1 
28 “Channel Coordination in a Consignment Contract”, 
European Journal of Operational Research, 207(2), 
Dec 2010, pp 897-905 
ZHANG Dengfeng, DE 
MATTA Renato and LOWE 
Timothy J 
21 A 0.3334 
29 “Interchange Fee Rate, Merchant Discount Rate, and 
Retail Prices in a Credit Card Network: A 
Game-theoretic Analysis”, Jun 2011 
GUO Hangfei# 63 B 1 
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Department of Finance and Insurance 
    
30 “Double Signals or Single Signal? An Investigation of 
Insider Trading around Share Repurchases”, Journal 
of International Financial Markets, Institutions & 
Money, 20(4), Oct 2010, pp 376-88 
FIRTH Michael A, LEUNG 
Tak-yan and RUI M Oliver 
21 A 0.3334 
31 “Justifying Top Management Pay in a Transitional 
Economy”, Journal of Empirical Finance, 17(5), Dec 
2010, pp 852-66 
FIRTH Michael A, LEUNG 
Tak-yan and RUI M Oliver 
21 A 0.3334 
32 “Tax, Financial Reporting, and Tunneling Incentives 
for Income Shifting: An Empirical Analysis of The 
Transfer Pricing Behavior of Chinese-Listed 
Companies”, The Journal of The American Taxation 
Association, 32(2), Fall 2010, pp 1-26 
LO Wai-yee Agnes, WONG M 
K Raymond and FIRTH 
Michael A 
21 A 0.3333 
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33 “Development of Air Transport Industry in the 
Asia-Pacific Region”, Pacific Economic Review, 
16(1), Feb 2011, pp 42-6 
CULLINANE Kevin, FIRTH 
Michael A, FUNG K Y 
Michael, GONG X H Stephen, 
LAW S Japhet and ZHANG 
Anming 
21 A 0.1667 
34 “Relative Pay in China”, Proceedings of Vardubilt 
Law and Economics Conference, Beijing, PRC, Apr 
2011 (On-line version) 
FIRTH Michael A, LEUNG 
Tak-yan and RUI M Oliver 
31 A 0.3334 
35 “A Study of CPA Firms’ Technical Competence”, 
Proceedings of 2010 American Accounting 
Association (AAA) Annual Meeting and Conference 
on Teaching and Learning in Accounting, organized 
by AAA, San Francisco, USA, 31 Jul-4 Aug 2010 
LO Wai-yee Agnes, WONG M 
K Raymond and FIRTH 
Michael A 
32 A 0.3333 
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36 “Book-tax Conforming and Book-tax Difference 
Earnings Management When Tax Rates Change”, 
Proceedings of 22nd Asian-Pacific Conference on 
International Accounting Issues, organized by 
Asian-Pacific Conference on International Accounting 
Issues, Gold Coast, Australia, 7-10 Nov 2010 
(CD-Rom) 
LO Wai-yee Agnes, WONG M 
K Raymond and FIRTH 
Michael A 
32 A 0.3333 
37 “Information Asymmetry and Executive Incentives: 
Evidence from the China Stock Market”, presented at 
the Global Conference on Business and Finance, 
organized by The Institute for Business and Finance 
Research, Las Vegas, USA, 2–5 Jan 2011 
FIRTH Michael A, JIN 
Man#, PONG Shiuyan Eddie 
and ZHANG Yuanyuan 
33 A 0.75 
38 “Earnings Management under Different Financial 
Reporting and Tax Incentives: Evidence from China”, 
Proceedings of 14th Annual International Conference 
of the American Society of Business and Behavioral 
Sciences, organized by American Society of Business 
and Behavioral Sciences, Paris, France, 24-26 Jun 
2011 (CD-Rom) 
LO Wai-yee Agnes, WONG M 
K Raymond and FIRTH 
Michael A 
32 A 0.3333 
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39 “An Analysis of the Effects of the Probability of 
Informed Trading (PIN) on Corporate Diversification 
Discount and CEO Pay-Performance Sensitivity: 
Evidence from China”, Jun 2011 
JIN Man# 63 B 1 
40 “Investor Sentiment Effects in Emerging Markets: 
Evidence from China”, Jun 2011 
WANG Kailong# 63 B 1 
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 Cost Centre : 37 
Department of Management 
    
41 “Collectivist Team Values for Korean-Chinese 
Co-Worker Relationships and Job Performance”, 
International Journal of Intercultural Relations, 
34(5), Sep 2010, pp 475-81 
CHEN Yifeng, TJOSVOLD 
Dean W and PAN Yuejie 
21 A 0.6667 
42 “New Manager Socialization and Conflict 
Management in China: Effects of Relationship and 
Open Conflict Values”, Journal of Applied Social 
Psychology, 41(2), Feb 2011, pp 332-56 
CHEN Yifeng, TJOSVOLD 
Dean W, HUANG Xu and XU 
Da 
21 A 0.5 
43 “Relationship Conflict in the Leader Relationship in 
China: Goal Interdependence as Antecedent”, 
Proceedings of 2010 Academy of Management 
(AOM) Annual Meeting on “Dare to Care: Passion & 
Compassion in Management Practice & Research”, 
organized by AOM, Montréal, Canada, 6-10 Aug 
2010 (On-line version) 
LIAO Yi, CHEN Yifeng and 
WU Xinru Crystal# 
32 A 0.6667 
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44 “Transformational Leadership for Conflict 
Management between Leaders and Employees”, Jun 
2011 
GUO Yang# 63 B 1 
45 “Clarity of Ethical Rules for Open-minded Discussion 
to Resolve Ethical Issues in Chinese Organizations”, 
Asia Pacific Journal of Human Resources, 48(2), Aug 
2010, pp 185-211 
SNELL Robin S, TJOSVOLD 
Dean W and WU Lanjun Julie 
21 A 0.6667 
46 “Paradoxes of Intra-organizational Corporate 
Volunteerism for Social Responsibility and Career 
Development in Hong Kong”, Proceedings of The 3rd 
World Business Ethics Forum on “ACE – 
Accountability, Credibility, & Ethicality”, organized 
by University of Macau, Taipa, Macau, 27-28 Oct 
2010, pp 1-52 (CD-Rom) 
SNELL Robin S and WONG L 
Y Amy 
32 A 0.5 
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47 “Measuring Learning Outcomes for Programme 
Improvement: Easier Said Than Done, But Well 
Worth The Effort”, Proceedings of the International 
Symposium on “Developments in Higher Education 
Quality Assurance”, Macau: Macau Polytechnic 
Institute, Nov 2010, pp 298-314 
CHAN Tsang-sing and SNELL 
Robin S 
32 A 0.5 
48 “Representational Predicaments at Work: Their 
Relationship with Job Satisfaction and with How 
Employees Perceive the Level of Individualized 
Consideration by Superiors”, presented at Academy of 
International Business (AIB) 2011 Annual Meeting on 
“International Business for Sustainable World 
Development”, organized by AIB, Nagoya, Japan, 
24-28 Jun 2011 
SNELL Robin S, ZHANG Yi 
and CHAK Man-kuen Almaz 
33 B 0.6667 
49 Associate Editor, Qualitative Research in 
Organizations and Management 
SNELL Robin S 61 D 1 
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50 “The Effects of Collectivist and Individualistic Values 
on Conflict and Decision-Making: An Experiment in 
China”, Journal of Applied Social Psychology, 40(11), 
Nov 2010, pp 2904-26 
TJOSVOLD Dean W, WU 
Peiguan and CHEN Yifeng 
21 A 0.6667 
51 “Using Power to Affect Performance in China: Effects 
of Employee Achievement and Social Context”, 
International Journal of Conflict Management, 21(4), 
2010, pp 364-81 
TJOSVOLD Dean W and SUN 
Haifa 
21 A 0.5 
52 “Constructive Controversy for Learning and Team 
Effectiveness in China”, Asia Pacific Journal of 
Human Resources, 49(1), Mar 2011, pp 88-104 
CHEN Guoquan, TJOSVOLD 
Dean W, ZHAO Huiqun, NING 
Nan and FU Yue 
21 A 0.2 
53 “Constructive Controversy for Mutual Listening”, 
Proceedings of 2010 Academy of Management 
(AOM) Annual Meeting on “Dare to Care: Passion & 
Compassion in Management Practice & Research”, 
organized by AOM, Montréal, Canada, 6-10 Aug 
2010 (On-line version) 
TJOSOVLD Dean W 32 A 1 
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54 “Outsourcing Partners: Goal Interdependence and 
Sharing Practices to Develop Business in China”, 
Proceedings of 2010 Academy of Management 
(AOM) Annual Meeting on “Dare to Care: Passion & 
Compassion in Management Practice & Research”, 
organized by AOM, Montréal, Canada, 6-10 Aug 
2010 (On-line version) 
TJOSOVLD Dean W, WONG 
Shiu-ho Alfred and CHEN 
Yifeng 
32 A 1 
55 “Ethical Climate and Professional Commitment in an 
Asian Accounting Firm”, presented at The 3rd World 
Business Ethics Forum on “ACE – Accountability, 
Credibility, and Ethicality”, organized by University 
of Macau, Macau, 26-28 Oct 2010; and also presented 
at 11th World Congress of Accounting Educators and 
Researchers, organized by International Association 
for Accounting Education & Research, Singapore, 4-6 
Nov 2010 
SHAFER William E, POON C 
C Margaret and TJOSVOLD 
Dean W 
33 A 0.3333 
56 Associate Editor, Journal of Organizational Behavior, 
2008-present 
TJOSVOLD Dean W 61 D 1 
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57 Asian Editor, Journal of World Business, 2004-present TJOSVOLD Dean W 61 D 1 
58 “Guanxi and Conflict Management for Effective 
Partnering with Competitors in China”, British 
Journal of Management, 21(3), Sep 2010, pp 772-88 
WONG Shiu-ho Alfred and 
TJOSVOLD Dean W 
21 A 1 
59 “Managing Outsourcing to Develop Business: Goal 
Interdependence for Sharing Effective Business 
Practices in China”, Human Relations, 63(10), Oct 
2010, pp 1563-86 
WONG Shiu-ho Alfred, 
TJOSVOLD Dean W and 
CHEN Yifeng 
21 A 1 
60 “Goal Interdependence for Efficient Partnering with 
Competitors”, Proceedings of The 2010 Academy of 
International Business Southeast Asia Regional 
Conference on “Trends in International Business: 
Change and Competition Issues”, organized by Hong 
Kong Institute of Business Studies, Lingnan 
University, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam, 2-4 Dec 
2010, pp 130 (CD-Rom) 
WONG Shiu-ho Alfred, 
TJOSVOLD Dean W and 
TANG Mo-lin Moureen 
32 A 1 
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61 “Conflict Management and Sharing Effective 
Practices between Government and Business in 
China”, Proceedings of 2010 Academy of 
Management (AOM) Annual Meeting on “Dare to 
Care: Passion & Compassion in Management Practice 
& Research”, organized by AOM, Montréal, Canada, 
6-10 Aug 2010 (On-line version) 
WONG Shiu-ho Alfred, 
TJOSVOLD Dean W and 
CHEN Yifeng 
32 A 1 
62 “Developing Cooperative Goal Relationships with 
Government Units in China through Social 
Responsibility and Reflexivity”, Proceedings of the 
7th Asia Academy of Management 2010 Conference 
on “Asian Management: Challenges and 
Opportunities in Turbulent Times”, Asia Academy of 
Management and University of Macau, Macau, 13-14 
Dec 2010, pp 1-20 
WONG Shiu-ho Alfred, 
SNELL Robin S, TJOSVOLD 
Dean W and TANG Mo-lin 
Moureen 
32 A 1 
63 “A Study of Subordinate-supervisor Guanxi in 
Chinese Joint Ventures”, International Journal of 
Human Resource Management, 21(12), Oct 2010, pp 
2142-55 
WONG Yui-tim Edward, 
WONG Shiu-ho Alfred and 
WONG Yui-woon 
21 A 0.6667 
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64 “Comparison of Chinese Professional Needs in 
China-based Chinese and American R&D 
Companies”, Journal of Asia Business Study, 4(2), 
2010, pp 93-9 
ZHANG Yi 21 A 1 
65 “Perceived Organisational Climate, Knowledge 
Transfer and Innovation in China-based Research and 
Development Companies”, International Journal of 
Human Resource Management, 22(1), 2011, pp 34-56 
ZHANG Yi and BEGLEY 
Tomas M 
21 A 0.5 
66 “When Building Strength is Not Enough: An 
Exploration of Derailment Potential and Leadership 
Strength”, Journal of General Management, 36(3), 
Spring 2011, pp 37-52 
ZHANG Yi and 
CHANDRASEKAR Anand N 
21 A 0.5 
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67 “When Building Strength is Not Enough: An 
Exploration of Derailment Potential and Leadership 
Strength”, Proceedings of 19th Annual World 
Business Congress of the International Management 
Development Association (IMDA) on “Critical Issues 
in Global Business: Lessons from the Past, 
Contemporary Concerns and Future Trends”, 
organized by IMDA and KTO Karatay University, 
Konya, Turkey, 21-25 Jul 2010 
ZHANG Yi and 
CHANDRASEKAR Anand N 
32 A 0.5 
68 “When Building Strength is Not Enough: An 
Exploration of Derailment Potential and Leadership 
Strength”, presented at The Asian Business & 
Management Conference 2010 on “Challenges & 
Opportunities”, organized by La Trobe University and 
Chulalongkorn University, Thailand, Osaka, Japan, 
7-9 Oct 2010 
ZHANG Yi and 
CHANDRASEKAR Anand N 
33 B 0.5 
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 Cost Centre : 37 
Department of Marketing and International Business 
    
69 “How Consumer Ethnocentrism and Animosity Impair 
the Economic Recovery of Emerging Markets”, 
Journal of Global Marketing, 23(3), 2010, pp 1-18 
CHAN Tsang-sing, CHAN K 
Kenny and LEUNG Lai-cheung 
Leo 
21 A 0.6667 
70 “Standardization versus Diversity: Emergence of 
Institution-owned and Audit-based External Quality 
Assurance for Sub-degrees in Hong Kong”, 
Proceedings of International Symposium on 
“Developments in Higher Education Quality 
Assurance”, Macau: Macau Polytechnic Institute, Nov 
2010, pp 200-5 
CHAN Tsang-sing and WONG 
WS 
32 A 0.5 
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71 “Measuring Learning Outcomes for Programme 
Improvement: Easier Said Than Done, But Well 
Worth The Effort”, Proceedings of the International 
Symposium on “Developments in Higher Education 
Quality Assurance”, Macau: Macau Polytechnic 
Institute, Nov 2010, pp 298-314 
CHAN Tsang-sing and SNELL 
Robin S 
32 A 0.5 
72 “The Internationalization of Emerging Market 
Multinationals: Effects of Host and Home Country 
Institutional Factors”, Proceedings of Australia and 
New Zealand International Business Academy 
(ANZIBA) Conference 2011 on “Challenges for 
International Business in a Turbulent Global 
Environment”, organized by ANZIBA and The 
Academy of International Business Australia & New 
Zealand Chapter, Melbourne, Australia, 28-30 Apr 
2011 
CHAN Tsang-sing, CUI Geng 
and ZHANG Yuanyuan# 
32 A 1 
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73 “The Moderating Effects of Firm Age on Innovation 
and Performance of Born-Global Firms in China”, 
Proceedings of Academy of International Business 
(AIB) 2011 Annual Meeting on “International 
Business for Sustainable World Development”, 
organized by AIB, Nagoya, Japan, 24-28 Jun 2011 
(CD-Rom) 
ZHOU Lianxi, WU Aiqi and 
CHAN Tsang-sing 
32 A 0.3334 
74 “Measuring the Productivity Changes of Chinese 
Airlines: The Impact of the Entries of 
Non-State-Owned Carriers”, Journal of Air Transport 
Management, 16(6), Nov 2010, pp 320-4 
CHOW Kong-wing Clement 21 A 1 
75 “Estimating the Technical Efficiencies of Airports in 
the Greater China: Stochastic Output Distance 
Function Method vs Data Envelopment Analysis 
Method”, International Journal of Shipping and 
Transport Logistics, 2(3), 2010, pp 284-99 
CHOW Kong-wing Clement, 
FUNG Ka-yiu Michael and 
LAW Japhet Sebastian 
21 A 0.3334 
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76 “A Note on Productivity Convergence of Airports in 
China”, Pacific Economic Review, 16(1), Feb 2011, 
pp 120-33 
FUNG Ka-yiu Michael and 
CHOW Kong-wing Clement 
21 A 0.5 
77 “Bayesian Variable Selection for Binary Response 
Models and Direct Marketing Forecasting”, Expert 
Systems with Applications, 37(12), Dec 2010, pp 
7656-62 
CUI Geng, WONG Man-leung 
and ZHANG Cuichang 
21 A 0.3334 
78 “Data Mining Using Parallel Multi-Objective 
Evolutionary Algorithms on Graphics Hardware”, 
Proceedings of 2010 IEEE World Congress on 
Computational Intelligence, IEEE, Barcelona, Spain, 
18-23 Jul 2010, pp 1-8 
WONG Man-leung and CUI 
Geng 
32 A 0.5 
79 “Inward Activities and The Internationalization of 
Firms: Evidence from China’s Emerging Market”, 
Proceedings of 2010 Academy of Management 
(AOM) Annual Meeting on “Dare to Care: Passion & 
Compassion in Management Practice & Research”, 
organized by AOM, 6-10 Aug 2010, pp 1 
CUI Geng and LI Haiyang 32 A 0.5 
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80 “Responses Interactive Effects of Dual Institutions 
and Investment Types on Foreign Entry Modes: A 
Study of Chinese Multinationals”, Proceedings of 
2010 Annual Conference of Journal of Marketing 
Science (JMS), Beijing, PRC, 21-22 Aug 2010 
CUI Geng and LI Xiaolin 32 A 0.5 
81 “Online Reviews as a Driver of New Product Sales”, 
Proceedings of 2010 International Conference on 
Management of e-Commerce and e-Government, 
IEEE, Chengdu, PRC, 23-24 Oct 2010, pp 20-5 
CUI Geng, LUI Hon-kwong 
and GUO Xiaoning 
32 A 0.6667 
82 “Constrained Optimization with Genetic Algorithm: 
Improving Profitability of Targeted Marketing”, 
Proceedings of 2010 International Conference on 
Management of e-Commerce and e-Government, 
IEEE, Chengdu, PRC, 23-24 Oct 2010, pp 26-30 
CUI Geng, WONG Man-leung 
and WAN Xiang 
32 A 0.3334 
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83 “Asian Consumers Embrace Luxury Brands as Haute 
Culture: A Study of Louis Vuitton Stores in Hong 
Kong”, Proceedings of The 2010 Academy of 
International Business Southeast Asia Regional 
Conference on “Trends in International Business: 
Change and Competition Issues”, organized by Hong 
Kong Institute of Business Studies, Lingnan 
University, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam, 2-4 Dec 2010 
(CD-Rom) 
CUI Geng, JOY Jamy and 
CHAN Tsang-sing 
32 A 0.6667 
84 “Cross-border Acquisition Premium and Competition: 
The Moderating Effects of Institutions and 
Negotiation Strategy”, Proceedings of The 2010 
Academy of International Business Southeast Asia 
Regional Conference on “Trends in International 
Business: Change and Competition Issues”, organized 
by Hong Kong Institute of Business Studies, Lingnan 
University, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam, 2-4 Dec 2010 
(CD-Rom) 
CUI Geng and LI Xiaolin 32 A 0.5 
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85 “The Entry Mode Choice of Chinese Multinationals: 
The Effect of Home and Host Institutional Factors”, 
Proceedings of The 2010 Academy of International 
Business Southeast Asia Regional Conference on 
“Trends in International Business: Change and 
Competition Issues”, organized by Hong Kong 
Institute of Business Studies, Lingnan University, Ho 
Chi Minh City, Vietnam, 2-4 Dec 2010 (CD-Rom) 
CUI Geng and ZHANG 
Yuanyuan# 
32 A 1 
86 “Perceptions of Service Failure: A Test and Extension 
of Affective Forecasting Theory”, presented at the 
33th Annual INFORMS Marketing Science 
Conference, organized by Jones Graduate School of 
Business, Houston, USA, 8-11 Jun 2011 
WEI Muyu# and CUI Geng 33 A 1 
87 Guest Editor, special issue of the Journal of 
Consumer Behavior on Chinese Consumer Behavior 
CUI Geng 61 D 1 
88 Guest Editor, special issue of the Journal of Global 
Marketing on Strategic Marketing in China 
CUI Geng 61 D 1 
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89 “Gender Differences and Attitudes towards Global 
Trade: An Exploratory Study”, Proceedings of The 
2010 Academy of International Business Southeast 
Asia Regional Conference on “Trends in International 
Business: Change and Competition Issues”, organized 
by Hong Kong Institute of Business Studies, Lingnan 
University, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam, 2-4 Dec 2010 
(CD-Rom) 
LEUNG Lai-cheung Leo, 
CHAN Tsang-sing and CHAN 
Kenny K 
32 A 0.6667 
90 “Antecedents of Principle-Agent Relationship Value: 
The Differential Impact of Social Capital and 
Dynamic Learning Factors”, Journal of Marketing 
Channels, 17(4), Sep 2010, pp 313-38 
LI Ling-yee Esther 21 A 1 
91 “Antecedents and Effect of Internet Implementation at 
Trade Show”, Journal of Business and Industrial 
Marketing, 25(4), 2010, pp 272-83 
LI Ling-yee Esther 21 A 1 
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92 “Marketing Metrics’ Usage: Its Predictors and 
Implications for Customer Relationship 
Management”, Industrial Marketing Management, 
40(1), Jan 2011, pp 139-48 
LI Ling-yee Esther 21 A 1 
93 “An Exploratory Study of Effect of Academic Self 
Efficacy and Deep Learning Strategy on Learning 
Outcomes: The Moderating Role of Academic Task 
Value”, Proceedings of The 2010 Academy of 
International Business Southeast Asia Regional 
Conference on “Trends in International Business: 
Change and Competition Issues”, organized by Hong 
Kong Institute of Business Studies, Lingnan 
University, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam, 2-4 Dec 2010 
(CD-Rom) 
LI Ling-yee Esther 32 A 1 
94 “The Effects of Public Housing on Internal Mobility 
in Hong Kong”, Journal of Housing Economics, 
20(1), Mar 2011, pp 15-29 
LUI Hon-kwong and SUEN 
Wing 
21 A 0.5 
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95 “Whose Crystal Ball to Choose: Individual 
Differences in the Generalizability of Concept 
Testing”, Journal of Product Innovation Management, 
27(5), Sep 2010, pp 690-704 
PENG Ling and FINN Adam 21 A 0.5 
96 “How Far Can You Rely on a Concept Test: The 
Generalizability of Testing over Occasions”, 
International Journal of Marketing Research, 52(3), 
2010, pp 363-82 
PENG Ling and FINN Adam 21 A 0.5 
97 “Devil or Angel? How the Virtual Testing 
Environment can Affect Product Evaluations”, 
International Journal of Market Research, 53(3), 
2011, pp 415-37 
PENG Ling, HE Yongfu and 
WAN Xiang 
21 A 0.3334 
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98 “Consumer Responses to Traditional vs Virtual 
Concept Testing: The Influence of Innovativeness, 
Change Seeking, and Cognitive Effort”, Proceedings 
of 2011 Asia-Pacific Conference of the Association 
for Consumer Research (ACR), organized by ACR, 
Renmin University of China, Beijing, PRC, 17-18 Jun 
2011 (CD-Rom) 
PENG Ling, HE Yongfu and LI 
Chunyu 
32 A 0.3334 
99 “Competitive Factors in Swiss Products, Businesses 
and the Nation” (in German), Swiss Society for 
Marketing, Research Series No. 6, Winter 2010, pp 
1-12 
POON Shing-chung Patrick, 
GRUND Michael, HEIL Oliver 
and MOCCIA Sergio 
21 A 0.25 
100 “Adoption of Continuous and Discontinuous 
Innovation: The Role of Consumer Expectations”, 
Proceedings of 19th Annual World Business Congress 
of the International Management Development 
Association (IMDA) on “Critical Issues in Global 
Business: Lessons from the Past, Contemporary 
Concerns and Future Trends”, organized by IMDA 
and KTO Karatay University, Konya, Turkey, 21-25 
Jul 2010, pp 440-7 
POON Shing-chung Patrick 32 A 1 
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101 “An Exploration Study of the Consumption of Luxury 
Brands: The Role of Word-of-mouth and Attitude 
Functions”, Proceedings of The 2010 Academy of 
International Business Southeast Asia Regional 
Conference on “Trends in International Business: 
Change and Competition Issues”, organized by Hong 
Kong Institute of Business Studies, Lingnan 
University, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam, 2-4 Dec 2010 
(CD-Rom) 
POON Shing-chung Patrick, 
WANG Wei and HEIL Oliver 
32 A 0.3334 
102 “The Effects of Perceived Brand Globalness on 
Consumer Responses to Brand Failures”, Proceedings 
of The 2010 Academy of International Business 
Southeast Asia Regional Conference on “Trends in 
International Business: Change and Competition 
Issues”, organized by Hong Kong Institute of 
Business Studies, Lingnan University, Ho Chi Minh 
City, Vietnam, 2-4 Dec 2010 (CD-Rom) 
GAO Xue, POON Shing-chung 
Patrick and WAN Chun-ying 
Lisa 
32 A 0.6667 
103 Guest Editor, Journal of Global Marketing (Special 
Issue on Ethical and Social Issues in Global 
Marketing) 
POON Shing-chung Patrick 61 D 1 
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104 Guest Co-editor, Journal of Teaching in International 
Business (Special Issue on International Business 
Teaching in Greater China Region) 
POON Shing-chung Patrick 61 D 1 
105 “When will Customers Care about Service Failures 
that Happened to Strangers? The Role of Personal 
Similarity and Regulatory Focus and Its Implication 
on Service Evaluation”, International Journal of 
Hospitality Management, 30(1), Mar 2011, pp 213-20 
WAN Chun-ying Lisa, CHAN 
KY Elisa and SU Lei Lily 
21 A 0.3334 
106 “Prior Relationships and Consumer Responses to 
Service Failures: A Cross-Cultural Study”, Journal of 
International Marketing, 19(1), Mar 2011, pp 59-81 
HUI K Michael, HO KY Candy 
and WAN Chun-ying Lisa 
21 A 0.3334 
107 “How Culture Influences Consumer Complaining 
Responses? The Role of Face Concern in 
Embarrassing Service Failure”, presented at 2011 
Asia-Pacific Conference of the Association for 
Consumer Research (ACR), organized by ACR, 
Renmin University of China, Beijing, PRC, 17-18 Jun 
2011 
WAN Chun-ying Lisa 33 A 1 
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108 “Face Goals, Concern for Face, and Word-of-Mouth 
Strategies”, presented at 2010 AMA Summer 
Marketing Educators’ Conference, organized by 
American Marketing Association, Boston, USA, 
13-16 Aug 2010 
CHAN Haksin and WAN 
Chun-ying Lisa 
33 B 0.5 
109 “Utilising the Power of the Crowd: Implementing a 
‘Crowdsourcing’ Approach in the Marketing 
Function”, Proceedings of International Conference 
on Business and Information, organized by 
International Business Academic Consortium and 
Academy of Taiwan Information Systems Research 
(ATISR), Kitakyushu, Japan, 5-7 Jul 2010; Taiwan: 
ATISR, Jul 2010, pp 57-8 
WHITLA Paul A 32 A 1 
110 “How Does Negative Celebrity Information Influence 
Consumer Attitudes?: The Mediating Role Of Moral 
Reputation”, Proceedings of 2010 Global Marketing 
Conference on “Marketing in a Turbulent 
Environment”, organized by Korean Academy of 
Marketing Science, Tokyo, Japan, 9-12 Sep 2010 
(CD-Rom) 
ZHOU Lianxi and WHITLA 
Paul A 
32 A 0.5 
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111 “Integrating Ethics into International Business 
Teaching: Challenges and Methodologies in the 
Greater China Context”, Proceedings of The 2010 
Academy of International Business Southeast Asia 
Regional Conference on “Trends in International 
Business: Change and Competition Issues”, organized 
by Hong Kong Institute of Business Studies, Lingnan 
University, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam, 2-4 Dec 2010 
(CD-Rom) 
WHITLA Paul A 32 A 1 
112 “Export Intensity and Marketing in Transition 
Economies: Evidence from China”, Industrial 
Marketing Management, 40(4), May 2011, pp 
593-602 
ELLIS Paul D, DAVIES 
Howard and WONG Hiu-kan 
Ada 
21 A 0.3334 
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113 “Unveiling the Effects of Supply Chain Relationships 
and Cultural Distance on Suppliers’ Learning of 
Marketing Capabilities in Transition Economies”, 
Proceedings of Academy of International Business 
(AIB) 2011 Annual Meeting on “International 
Business for Sustainable World Development”, 
organized by AIB, Nagoya, Japan, 24-28 Jun 2011 
(CD-Rom) 
WONG Hiu-kan Ada and 
ELLIS Paul D 
32 A 0.5 
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Department of Economics 
    
1 “Economics Analysis of the Beijing Olympics: 
Implications on Environmental Protection in China”, 
International Journal of Economics and Finance, 
2(3), Aug 2010, pp 104-13 
CHEUNG Kui-yin 21 A 1 
2 “Measuring and Visualizing the Asymmetries in Stock 
Market Volatility: Case of Hong Kong”, International 
Research Journal of Applied Finance, II(1), Jan 2011, 
pp 1-28 
CHEUNG Kui-yin and WONG 
Anson 
21 A 0.5 
3 “A Theory of Migration as a Response to 
Occupational Stigma”, International Economic 
Review, 52(2), May 2011, pp 549-71 
FAN Cheng-ze Simon and 
STARK Oded 
21 A 0.5 
4 “The Prospect of Migration, Sticky Wages, and 
‘Educated Unemployment’ ”, Review of International 
Economics, 19(2), 2011, pp 277-87 
FAN Cheng-ze Simon and 
STARK Oded 
21 A 0.5 
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5 “Embezzlement versus Bribery”, presented at 10th 
conference of The Society for the Advancement of 
Economic Theory (SAET) Conference, organized by 
SAET, Singapore, 13-15 Aug 2010 
FAN Cheng-ze Simon, LIN 
Chen and TRIESMAN Daniel 
33 B 0.3334 
6 “The Prospect of Migration, Sticky Wages, and 
‘Educated Unemployment’ ”, presented at 2010 Sixth 
Biennial Conference of Hong Kong Economic 
Association (HKEA), organized by HKEA, Tianjin, 
PRC, 18-19 Dec 2010 
FAN Cheng-ze Simon and 
STARK Oded 
33 B 0.5 
7 “Does Market Competition Reduce Corruption? 
Theory and International Evidence”, presented at 
2011 Hawaii International Conference on Business, 
organized by Hawaii International Conferences, 
Honolulu, USA, 26-29 May 2011 
FAN Cheng-ze Simon, LIN 
Chen and MA Yue 
33 B 0.6667 
8 “Towards an Effective (More or Less) Monetary 
Union in Asia”, APEC and the Rise of China, Ho 
Lok-sang and John Wong (eds), World Scientific, Mar 
2011, pp 171-84 
HO Lok-sang 12 B 1 
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9 Editor, (with introduction “APEC and the Rise of 
China: an Introduction”), APEC and the Rise of 
China, World Scientific, Mar 2011, 248 pages 
HO Lok-sang and WONG John 14 B 0.5 
10 “Health Policy Reform in Hong Kong, Taiwan, and 
the Chinese Mainland”, Proceedings of International 
Conference on Health Care Reform, organized by 
Chinese University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, 4-5 
Mar 2011 (On-line version) 
HO Lok-sang 31 B 1 
11 “Globalization, Exports, and Effective Exchange Rate 
Indices”, presented at 86th Annual Conference of 
Western Economic Association International (WEAI), 
organized by WEAI, San Diego, USA, 29 Jun-3 Jul 
2011 
HO Lok-sang 33 A 1 
12 “Is There a Gender and Marriage Premium on 
Happiness?”, presented at 86th Annual Conference of 
Western Economic Association International (WEAI), 
organized by WEAI, San Diego, USA, 29 Jun-3 Jul 
2011 
HO Lok-sang 33 A 1 
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13 “The World Currency Unit: Has the Time Come for 
Its Use?”, presented at Sixth Annual Conference of 
Asia-Pacific Economic Association, organized by 
Hong Kong Baptist University, Hong Kong, 8-9 Jul 
2010 
HO Lok-sang 33 B 1 
14 “Children and Spirituality”, presented at The 10th 
International Conference on Children’s Spirituality, 
organized by HK Institute of Education, Hong Kong, 
19-23 Jul 2010 
HO Lok-sang 33 B 1 
15 “Towards an Effective (More or Less) Monetary 
Union in Asia”, presented at the 
PECC-SINCPEC-ADBI Conference on “Towards 
Balanced and Sustainable Growth Strategies for 
Post-Crisis Asia: A Shifting Paradigm and 
Challenges”, organized by Singapore National 
Committee for Pacific Economic Cooperation, 
Singapore, 16 Aug 2010 
HO Lok-sang 33 B 1 
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16 “Hong Kong’s Healthcare Reform: the Way Forward”, 
presented at Symposium on Healthcare Reform, 
organized by The Professional Commons and the 
Contemporary China Research Project, City 
University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, 27 Nov 2010 
HO Lok-sang 33 B 1 
17 “The Role of the Financial Regulator”, presented at 
2010 Sixth Biennial Conference of Hong Kong 
Economic Association (HKEA), organized by HKEA, 
Tianjin, PRC, 18-19 Dec 2010 
HO Lok-sang 33 B 1 
18 “A New Exchange Rate Index”, presented at 2010 
Sixth Biennial Conference of Hong Kong Economic 
Association (HKEA), organized by HKEA, Tianjin, 
PRC, 18-19 Dec 2010 
HO Lok-sang 33 B 1 
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19 “Hong Kong’s Land Shortage: the Myth of the so 
called High Land Price Policy”, presented at Hong 
Kong Real Estate and Politics Symposium, organized 
by Procommons and the Contemporary China 
Research Project, City University of Hong Kong, 
Hong Kong, 26 Feb 2011 
HO Lok-sang 33 B 1 
20 “A New Monetary Conditions Index: An Empirical 
Test Using US and HK Data”, presented at Public 
Seminar, of Hong Kong Institute for Monetary 
Research, Hong Kong, 10 Mar 2011 
HO Lok-sang 33 B 1 
21 “A Workable Public Pension Plan for Hong Kong”, 
presented at a Seminar, organized by Hong Kong 
Business and Professionals Federation, Hong Kong, 9 
Apr 2011 
HO Lok-sang 33 B 1 
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22 “Hong Kong’s Environmental Impact Assessment: Is 
Reform Necessary?”, presented at a Seminar, 
organized by Procommons and the Contemporary 
China Research Project, City University of Hong 
Kong, Hong Kong, 14 May 2011 
HO Lok-sang 33 B 1 
23 “FDI in a Closer Linked Asia”, presented at Sixth 
Annual Conference of Asia-Pacific Economic 
Association, organized by Hong Kong Baptist 
University, Hong Kong, 8-9 Jul 2010 
HWANG Hsiang-chih 33 B 1 
24 “Who are the Polluters in China? Determinants of 
Pollution Levels in Chinese Manufacturing”, 
presented at The Summer Workshop in Industrial 
Organization and Management Strategy, organized by 
Fudan University, Shanghai, PRC, 16-17 Aug 2010 
JIANG Liangliang, LIN Chen 
and LIN Ping 
33 B 0.6667 
25 “Property Rights Protection and Corporate R&D: 
Evidence from China”, Journal of Development 
Economics, 93(1), Sep 2010, pp 49-62 
LIN Chen, LIN Ping and 
SONG M Frank 
21 A 0.3334 
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26 “Managerial Incentives, CEO Characteristics and 
Corporate Innovation in China’s Private Sector”, 
Journal of Comparative Economics, 39(2), Jun 2011, 
pp 176-90 
LIN Chen, LIN Ping, SONG M 
Frank and LI Chuntao 
21 A 0.25 
27 “FDI in a Two-Tier Oligopoly: Coordination, Vertical 
Integration, and Welfare”, presented at The Summer 
Workshop in Industrial Organization and Management 
Strategy, organized by Fudan University, Shanghai, 
PRC, 16-17 Aug 2010 
LIN Ping and SAGGI Kamal 33 B 0.5 
28 “R&D Portfolios of Multiproduct Firms”, presented at 
The 10th World Congress of the Econometric Society, 
organized by Shanghai Jiaotong University, Shanghai, 
PRC, 17-21 Aug 2010 
LIN Ping 33 B 1 
29 “Merger Control Under China’s Antimonopoly Law”, 
presented at the 6th Asian Competition Law 
Conference, Hong Kong, 6-7 Dec 2010 
LIN Ping 33 B 1 
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30 “Competition Neutral Principle: Balancing Industrial 
Policy and Competition Policy under China’s 
Anti-Monoploy Law”, presented at 2010 Sixth 
Biennial Conference of Hong Kong Economic 
Association (HKEA), organized by HKEA, Tianjin, 
PRC, 18-19 Dec 2010 
LIN Ping 33 B 1 
31 “The Effects of Vertical Integration on Product 
Innovation”, presented at Zhejiang University 
Industrial Organization Workshop, Hangzhou, PRC, 
11-12 Jun 2011 
LIN Ping 33 B 1 
32 Editor, Review of Industrial Economics (China) LIN Ping 61 D 1 
33 “CEO Compensation and Loan Contracting”, Jun 
2011 
MA Yiu-chung# 63 B 1 
34 “Ownership Structure and the Cost of Corporate 
Borrowing”, Journal of Financial Economics, 100(1), 
Apr 2011, pp 1-23 
LIN Chen, MA Yue, 
MALATESTA Paul and XUAN 
Yuhai 
21 A 0.25 
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35 “Media Ownership, Concentration and Corruption in 
Bank Lending”, Journal of Financial Economics, 
100(2), May 2011, pp 326-50 
HOUSTON Joel F, LIN Chen 
and MA Yue 
21 A 0.3334 
36 “Measuring Chinese Firms’ Performance – 
Experiences with Chinese firm Level Data”, presented 
at the RIETI International Workshop on Establishing 
Industrial Productivity Database for China (CIP), 
India (IIP), Japan (JIP) and Korea (KIP), organized by 
The Research Institute of Economy, Trade and 
Industry (RIETI) and Institute of Economic Research, 
Hitotsubashi University, Tokyo, Japan, 22 Oct 2010 
MA Yue and ZHANG Yifan 33 B 1 
37 “A Fire Sale Without Fire: An Explanation of 
Labor-Intensive FDI in China”, presented at An 
Academic and Practitioners’ Law Conference 
Addressing Current Issues Affecting International 
Business Activity, organized by Vanderbilt University 
Law School, Beijing, PRC, 20-21 May 2011 
MA Yue, HUANG Yasheng, 
YANG Zhi and ZHANG Yifan 
33 B 0.5 
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38 “Economic Growth Interactions between the Han 
Majority and Minority Regions: Reconsidering the 
Role of Bank Loans in China”, Proceedings of 
Chinese Academy of Finance and Development 
Forum, Beijing, PRC: China Social Science Press, Jun 
2011, pp 258-72 
RAN Qiming Jimmy 32  and 
ZHOU Maya 
A 0.5 
39 “Export Enhancement, WTO Rules and Financial 
Crises”, International Journal of Business and Social 
Science, 2(6), Apr 2011, pp 62-71 
VOON Jan-piaw Thomas 21  and 
VOON John K 
A 0.5 
40 “Determinants of Willingness to Purchase Organic 
Food: An Exploratory Study Using Structural 
Equation Modeling”, International Food and 
Agribusiness Management Review, 14(2), May 2011, 
pp 103-20 
VOON Jan-piaw Thomas, 
NGUI Kwang-sing and 
AGRAWAL Anand 
21 A 0.3334 
41 “Impacts of Financial Crisis on Family Units in 
China: The Role of Family Law”, Journal of 
Contemporary China, 20(70), Jun 2011, pp 397-412 
VOON Jan-piaw Thomas 21  and 
VOON John K 
A 0.5 
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42 “Work-Life Balance: Promises Made and Promises 
Kept”, International Journal of Human Resources 
Management, 21(11), Sep 2010, pp 1976-95 
HEYWOOD John S, SIEBERT 
Stanley W and WEI Xiangdong 
21 A 0.3334 
43 “Three Essays on Housing Market in Hong Kong: 
Implications for Public Policy and Macro Economy”, 
Aug 2010 
WONG Wai-chung# 63 B 1 
44 “Exchange Rate Passthroughs of Chinese Exporters”, 
presented at 2010 Sixth Biennial Conference of Hong 
Kong Economic Association (HKEA), organized by 
HKEA, Tianjin, PRC, 18-19 Dec 2010 
ZHANG Yifan and TANG 
Heiwai 
33 B 0.5 
45 “Transmitted Unemployment and Exchange Rate 
Effect on Labor Market”, Aug 2010 
ZHOU Youqing# 63 B 1 
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 Cost Centre : 43 
Department of Political Science 
    
1 “Beyond the Olympics: Power, Change and Legacy”, 
Proceedings of International Conference on Growth, 
Governance and Equity: Exploring the Social 
Implications of China’s Economic Transformation, 
Yeoh K K (ed), Institute of China Studies, University 
of Malaya, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, Jun 2011, pp 
441-51 
BRIDGES Brian 31 B 1 
2 “The Making of a Modest Mega-event: Hong Kong 
and the East Asian Games”, presented at The East 
Asian Olympic Games: Asian Rising- the Pursuit of 
National Identity, International Recognition and 
Global Esteem, organized by International Journal of 
History of Sport, Korean Society for History of 
Physical Education, Sport and Dance and Chuncheon 
2010 World Leisure Congress, Chuncheon, Korea, 29 
Aug-1 Sep 2010 
BRIDGES Brian 33 B 1 
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3 “Leadership, Reconciliation, and Regional Order: 
Modelling Europe?”, presented at International 
Conference on “The Twin Rise of China and Japan 
and the Future of the East Asian Order”, organized by 
Centre of Asian Pacific Studies and Department of 
Political Science, Lingnan University, Hong Kong, 5 
Nov 2010 
BRIDGES Brian 33 B 1 
4 “A Bid Too Far?: Hong Kong and the 2023 Asian 
Games”, presented at the International Conference on 
“Nationalism, Orientalism and Globalism: The Asian 
Games, Asian Sports and the Rising Asia”, organized 
by Chengdu Sport University, The International 
Journal of the History of Sport, School of Asian 
Studies of National University of Ireland-Cork, 
Chengdu, PRC, 6-7 Dec 2010 
BRIDGES Brian 33 B 1 
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5 “Sporting Divisions: The Two Koreas and the Politics 
of International Sport”, presented at The Joint 
Conference of Association for Asian Studies (AAS) – 
International Convention of Asia Scholars (ICAS) on 
“70 Years of Asian Studies”, organized by AAS and 
ICAS, Honolulu, USA, 31 Mar-3 Apr 2011 
BRIDGES Brian 33 B 1 
6 “Recruitment of the People’s Liberation Army 
Soldiers: Issues, Problems and Prospects”, Asian 
Profile, 38(6), Dec 2010, pp 565-78 
CHAN Che-po 21 A 1 
7 “Being a Chinese University Graduate Village 
Official: Pragmatism or Sense of Citizenship?”, 
presented at the International Conference on 
“Governance and Citizenship in Asia: Paradigms and 
Practices”, organized by the Centre for Governance 
and Citizenship of the Hong Kong Institute of 
Education, Hong Kong, 18-19 Mar 2011 
CHAN Che-po 33 A 1 
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8 China’s Multilateral Cooperation in Asia and the 
Pacific: Institutionalizing Beijing’s “Good Neighbour 
Policy”, London & New York: Routledge, Aug 2010, 
169 pages 
CHUNG Chien-peng 11 A 1 
9 “Designing Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation”, 
APEC and the Rise of China, Ho Lok-sang and John 
Wong (eds), World Scientific, Mar 2011, pp 15-44 
CHUNG Chien-peng 12 A 1 
10 “The Geopolitics of Asia in 2030 from China’s 
Perspective and Interest”, Imagining Asia in 2030: 
Trends, Scenarios and Alternatives, Ajey Lele and 
Namrata Goswami (eds), Academic Foundation, 
Institute for Defence Studies and Analyses, Apr 2011, 
pp 494-513 
CHUNG Chien-peng 12 A 1 
11 “China’s Frontier Politics on the Eve of the Xinhai 
Revolution and Today: A Comparison”, presented at 
2011 International Symposium and 24th Meeting of 
Association of Chinese Political Studies (ACPS), 
organized by ACPS, London, UK, 17-19 Jun 2011 
CHUNG Chien-peng 33 A 1 
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12 “Japan’s Roles and Influences in Asia-Centered 
Regional Forums”, presented at 2nd Annual 
Conference of the Hong Kong Political Science 
Association (HKPSA) on “Politics in Flux: 
Challenges and Opportunities in the Asian Century”, 
organized by HKPSA, Hong Kong, 26-27 Aug 2010 
CHUNG Chien-peng 33 B 1 
13 “Những tương tác chiến lược giữa Trung Quốc với 
ASEAN” (“The Strategic Interaction between China 
and ASEAN”), Dân Chủ - Nhân Quyền Cho Việt Nam 
(Democracy and Human Rights for Vietnam), Chương 
trình radio internet Radio Diradido Mobil: 
www.diradido.com/m, Dec 2010, pp 2 (Internet / radio 
magazine “Democracy and Human Rights for 
Vietnam” Article featured in 
<http://tuanvietnam.vietnamnet.vn/2010-12-15-trang-
page-2> and reproduced in 
http://nhanquyenchovn.blogspot.com/2010/12/nhung-t
uong-tac-chien-luoc-giua-trung.html) 
CHUNG Chien-peng 64 D 1 
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14 “Vai trò các tác nhân trong tranh cãi Biển Đông là 
gì?” (“What is the roles of agents in the East Sea 
(South China Sea) coast dispute?”), Dân Chủ - Nhân 
Quyền Cho Việt Nam (Democracy and Human Rights 
for Vietnam), Chương trình radio internet Radio 
Diradido Mobil: www.diradido.com/m, Dec 2010, pp 
4 (Internet / radio magazine “Democracy and Human 
Rights for Vietnam” Article featured in 
<http://tuanvietnam.vietnamnet.vn/2010-12-15-trang-
page-4> and reproduced in 
http://nhanquyenchovn.blogspot.com/2010/12/vai-tro-
cac-tac-nhan-trong-tranh-cai.html) 
CHUNG Chien-peng 64 D 1 
15 “The Place of Chaos in Asian Socialist Revolutions”, 
presented at 2nd Annual Conference of the Hong 
Kong Political Science Association (HKPSA) on 
“Politics in Flux: Challenges and Opportunities in the 
Asian Century”, organized by HKPSA, Hong Kong, 
26-27 Aug 2010 
GRAY Philip W 33 B 1 
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16 《香港警察──歷史見證與執法生涯》，香港：三
聯書店，2011年 5月，292頁 
HO Ka-ki Lawrence and CHU 
Yiu-kong 
11 A 0.5 
17 《香港商業與經濟 58 詞》，萬穎恩〈編〉，香港：
匯智出版，2011年 2月，234頁 
伍志豪, 羅劍輝 and HO 
Ka-ki Lawrence 
13 B 0.3334 
18 “The Dual-pronged Police Counter-insurgency toward 
Anti-Imperialist Uprisings: Policing the 1967 Riots in 
British Colonial Hong Kong”, presented at the 6th 
Annual Conference of The Asian Studies Association 
of Hong Kong (ASAHK), organized by ASAHK and 
History Department of Chinese University of Hong 
Kong, Hong Kong, 4-5 May 2011 
HO Ka-ki Lawrence 33 B 1 
19 “Women Police Officers in Hong Kong: Femininity 
and Policing”, presented at the 6th Annual Conference 
of the Asian Studies Association of Hong Kong 
(ASAHK), organized by ASAHK and History 
Department of Chinese University of Hong Kong, 
Hong Kong, 4-5 May 2011 
HO Ka-ki Lawrence and 
CHAN Hau-nung Annie 
33 B 0.5 
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20 “The Non-Cooperator Pays Principle and the Climate 
Standoff”, China’s Responsibility for Climate Change: 
Ethics, Fairness and Environmental Policy, Paul 
Harris (ed), Bristol: Policy Press. May 2011, pp 
99-120 
SYMONS Jonathan 12 A 1 
21 “Fragmented Authoritarianism and Politics of 
Hydropower in China – Case Study of TGP & NRP”, 
Aug 2010 
WONG Miu-fai# 63 B 1 
22 「序」，載於《香港警察──歷史見證與執法生
涯》，香港：三聯書店，2011年 5月，頁 7-9  
WONG Yiu-chung 12 B 1 
23 “Does Patriotic Education Lead to Anti-Japanese 
Sentiments in China?”, presented at the 15th Asian 
Studies Conference Japan, organized by International 
Christian University, Tokyo, Japan, 25-26 Jun 2011 
WU Zeying# 33 A 1 
24 “Chinese Foreign Policy in Transition: Trends and 
Implications”, China Aktuell - Journal of Current 
Chinese Affairs, 39(2), 2010, pp 39-68 
ZHANG Baohui 21 A 1 
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25 “Taiwan’s New Grand Strategy”, Journal of 
Contemporary China, 20(69), Mar 2011, pp 269-85 
ZHANG Baohui 21 A 1 
26 “The Security Dilemma in U.S.-China Military Space 
Relationship: The Prospects for Arms Control”, Asian 
Survey, 51(2), Apr 2011, pp 311-32 
ZHANG Baohui 21 A 1 
27 “US Missile Defense and China’s Nuclear Posture: 
Changing Dynamics of an Offense-Defense Arms 
Race”, International Affairs, 87(3), May 2011, pp 
555-69 
ZHANG Baohui 21 A 1 
28 “Taiwan and China: The Honeymoon that Stopped 
Short of Finland”, Global Asia, 6(1), Mar 2011, pp 
68-75 
ZHANG Baohui 22 B 1 
29 “US-China Relations and Power Transition Theory”, 
presented at Tenth International Comparative and 
Interdisciplinary Studies Section (CISS) Millennium 
Conference, organized by The International Studies 
Association, Venice, Italy, 4-5 Jul 2010 
ZHANG Baohui 33 B 1 
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30 “The Taiwan Strait: Status-Quo vs. Unification”, 
presented at 2nd Annual Conference of the Hong 
Kong Political Science Association (HKPSA) on 
“Politics in Flux: Challenges and Opportunities in the 
Asian Century”, organized by HKPSA, Hong Kong, 
26-27 Aug 2010 
ZHANG Baohui 33 B 1 
31 “Cross-Strait Development: Unification vs. the Status 
Quo”, presented at 2nd Annual Conference of the 
Hong Kong Political Science Association (HKPSA) 
on “Politics in Flux: Challenges and Opportunities in 
the Asian Century”, organized by HKPSA, Hong 
Kong, 26-27 Aug 2010 
ZHANG Baohui 33 B 1 
32 “Sino-US Relations and The East Asian Order”, 
presented at International Conference on “The Twin 
Rise of China and Japan and the Future of the East 
Asian Order”, organized by Centre of Asian Pacific 
Studies and Department of Political Science, Lingnan 
University, Hong Kong, 5 Nov 2010 
ZHANG Baohui 33 B 1 
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Department of Sociology and Social Policy 
    
33 “China the Anomaly: Hannah Arendt, Totalitarianism, 
and the Maoist Regime”, European Journal of 
Political Theory, 9(3), Jul 2010, pp 267-86 
BAEHR Peter W 21 A 1 
34 “Marxism and Islamism. Intellectual Conformity in 
Raymond Aron’s Time and Our Own”, Journal of 
Classical Sociology, 11(2), May 2011, pp 173-90 
BAEHR Peter W 21 A 1 
35 “Imagining Sociological Theory: Charles Turner, 
Investigating Sociological Theory”, Canadian Journal 
of Sociology, 36(2), Jun 2011, pp 213-8 
BAEHR Peter W 21 D 1 
36 Guest Editor (with Editorial), Journal of Classical 
Sociology, 11(2), May 2011, pp 95-8 
BAEHR Peter W 61 D 1 
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37 “Ageing in Hong Kong: Care Arrangements for the 
Aged” (Chapter 12), Aging in Perspective and the 
Case of China: Issues and Approaches, Chen Sheying 
and Jason L Powell (eds), Nova Science Publishers 
Inc, May 2011, pp 175-87 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred 12 A 1 
38 〈編〉，《以「長者學苑」為本的其他學習經歷實用
手冊》，2010年，112頁 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred, 
MA Hok-ka Carol, WONG 
Lai-kuen Stella and TANG 
Pui-yee Phoebe 
14 D 0.5 
39 〈編〉，《星級服務研習「嶺」袖之旅領袖培訓手
冊》，2011年，99頁 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred, 
MA Hok-ka Carol, CHAN 
Ka-man Carman, WONG 
Lai-kuen Stella, 彭淑怡, LAM 
Chui-lai Erica and 黃慧萍 
14 D 0.2857 
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40 “Key Session 4 – Economic Implications of an 
Ageing Population: Challenges and Opportunities”, 
Proceedings of 24th Confederation of Asia-Pacific 
Chambers of Commerce and Industry (CACCI) 
Conference on “Sri Lanka Economic Summit 2010”, 
Colombo, Sri Lanka, The Ceylon Chamber of 
Commerce, Jul 2010, pp 51 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred 31 B 1 
41 「亞洲老年學研究與培訓新思維」  (“Suggested 
Agenda for Research and Training in Preparing for an 
Ageing Society in Asia”)，載於「中國老年學國際研
討會」論文集，中國北京：中國人民大學老年學研
究所，2010年 7月，頁 1 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred 31 B 1 
42 “The Macao Ageing Index: A Response to 
UNESCAP’s Country Policy Appraisal”, Proceedings 
of South East Asian Conference on “Ageing: 
Improving Well Being in Later Life”, Institute of 
Gerontology Universiti Putra Malaysia and 
International Institute on Ageing, United Nations, 
Malaysia, Jul 2010, pp 22 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred 32 A 1 
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43 「香港養老保險與退休金制度與改革 」  (“HK 
Retirement Protection and Pension System and 
Reform”)，載於「兩岸養老保險與退休基金制度管
理」論文集，由退休基金協會主辦，台北，2010年
10 月 20-22 日；香港退休保障協會， 2010 年 10
月，頁 21-75 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred 32 A 1 
44 “Understanding Health Profile and the Prevention of 
Non-communicable Disease”, Proceedings of the 
Conference on “Age-friendly Cities with Cooperation 
and Participation – From Asian Pacific Perspective”, 
Hong Kong: The University of Hong Kong, Nov 
2010, pp 25 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred 
and TANG Chi-yan Sandy 
32 A 0.5 
45 “Enforcing Intergenerational Solidarity: Through 
Knowledge Transfer”, Proceedings of the Conference 
on “Age-friendly Cities with Cooperation and 
Participation – From Asian Pacific Perspective”, Hong 
Kong: The University of Hong Kong, Nov 2010, pp 
56 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred 
and TANG Pui-yee Phoebe 
32 A 0.5 
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46 “Elder Academy as a Service-Learning Platform to 
Cultivate Lifelong Learning in Schools”, Proceedings 
of the Conference on “Age-friendly Cities with 
Cooperation and Participation – From Asian Pacific 
Perspective”, Hong Kong: The University of Hong 
Kong, Nov 2010, pp 64 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred 
and WONG Lai-kuen Stella 
32 A 0.5 
47 “Promoting Intergenerational Solidarity: Hong Kong’s 
Experience with Intergenerational Programme”, 
Proceedings of 18th Annual Congress of Gerontology, 
Hong Kong: Hong Kong Association of Gerontology, 
Nov 2010, pp 54 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred 
and FONG M S Florence 
32 A 0.5 
48 “Changes of Chinese Family Structures: A 
Modernization Perspective”, presented at the 5th 
International Conference on Interdisciplinary Social 
Sciences, organzied by University of Cambridge, UK, 
2-5 Aug 2010 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred, 
LEE Keng-mun William and 
CAO Ting# 
33 A 1 
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49 “Ageing Policies in Asia: What Works and What 
Doesn’t”, served as a Keynote Speaker at the Centre 
for Enabled Living Conference, Singapore, 12-14 Nov 
2010 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred 33 A 1 
50 “Service Quality in the Social Sector: What It Means 
and How to Measure It”, served as a Keynote Speaker 
at the Centre for Enabled Living Conference, 
Singapore, 12-14 Nov 2010 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred 33 A 1 
51 “Overview of Health Promotion and Active Ageing in 
Asia and the Pacific”, presented at Regional Seminar 
on “Health Promotion and Active Ageing in Asia and 
the Pacific”, organized by United Nations ESCAP, 
Bangkok, 15-16 Nov 2010 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred 33 A 1 
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52 “Intergenerational Relationships in Asia”, serve as a 
Keynote Speaker at the Workshop Programme on 
“Changing Intergenerational Relationships as Europe 
and Asia Age”, organized by the University of Oxford, 
The Oxford Institute of Ageing and Asia-Pacific 
Institute of Ageing Studies, and sponsored by the 
Asia-Europe Foundation, Oxford, UK, 9-10 Dec 2010 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred 33 A 1 
53 “Death Risk in Domestic Violence – Care and 
Protection of Elderly”, presented at the Seminar on 
“Death Risk in Domestic Violence”, organized by 
Harmony House, Hong Kong, 13 Oct 2010 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred 33 B 1 
54 “Social and Community Support to Enhance Ageing 
in Place”, served as a Keynote Speaker at The South 
East Asian Countries Meeting on Ageing in Place 
2010, organized by National Commission for Older 
Persons of The Republic of Indonesia, Jakarta, 
Indonesia, 14 Oct 2010 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred 33 B 1 
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55 「家庭醫生在處理老年痴呆症所擔當的角色」，發
表於由新界西私家醫生網絡主辦之「五周年活動晚
宴」，香港，2010年 11月 20日 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred 33 B 1 
56 “Privacy and Lifestyle Choices at Residential Service 
Settings”, presented at The Hong Kong Society for the 
Aged (SAGE) Seminar, Hong Kong, 29 Mar 2011 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred 33 B 1 
57 「如何應對日趨嚴重的人口老化問題？」，發表於
研討會，將軍澳真道書院，香港，2011 年 3 月 22
日 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred 33 D 1 
58 「有效推動社會資本，締造不再一樣的躍動晚
年」，發表於《長情》，香港基督教服務處，第八期，
2010年 8月，頁 3 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred 
and TANG Chi-yan Sandy 
64 D 0.5 
59 A Review of the Village Adoption Project in Yunnan, 
China: A Manual for Service-Learning and China’s 
Rural Development, Hong Kong: Deloitte Touche 
Tohmatsu and Lingnan University, 2011, 84 pages 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred, 
MA Hok-ka Carol, CHIU 
Yin-nei Polly, CHIN Chun-ni 
Jenny and CHEUNG Shuk-ling 
Fabia 
64 D 0.4 
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60 Profiling the Health & Health Improvement of a Rural 
Community in China: A Health Study of Gezhangla 
Village, subject of a Village Adoption Project in 
Yunnan, China, Hong Kong: Deloitte Touche 
Tohmatsu and Lingnan University, 2011, 40 pages 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred, 
MA Hok-ka Carol, CHIU 
Yin-nei Polly, CHIN Chun-ni 
Jenny and CHEUNG Shuk-ling 
Fabia 
64 D 0.4 
61 Unique Happiness and Path: A Village Adoption 
Project in Yunnan, China, Hong Kong: Deloitte 
Touche Tohmatsu and Lingnan University, 2011, 60 
pages 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred, 
MA Hok-ka Carol, CHIU 
Yin-nei Polly, CHIN Chun-ni 
Jenny and CHEUNG Shuk-ling 
Fabia 
64 D 0.4 
62 《性通識──本性權利與道德爭議》（社會科學通
識叢書），香港：香港中文大學香港亞太研究所，
2011年 6月，181頁 
CHAN Hau-nung Annie 11 A 1 
63 “A Culture of Protection: The Establishment of a Sex 
Offenders’ Register in Hong Kong”, Global Studies of 
Childhood, 1(1), Apr 2011, pp 72-8  
CHAN Hau-nung Annie 21 A 1 
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64 「兒童及青少年的性權與性教育： 單從保護出發
是否上策？」，載於《女流》，第 56 期，2011 年 3
月，頁 29-30  
CHAN Hau-nung Annie 22 B 1 
65 “Women Police Officers in Hong Kong: Femininity 
and Policing”, presented at The 6th Annual 
Conference of the Asian Studies Association of Hong 
Kong (ASAHK), organized by ASAHK and History 
Department of Chinese University of Hong Kong, 
Hong Kong, 4-5 May 2011 
HO Ka-ki Lawrence and 
CHAN Hau-nung Annie 
33 B 0.5 
66 “Women in Public Affairs – Old and Not So New 
Challenges”, presented at Women’s Political 
Participation Summit, organized by National 
Democratic Institute, Network for Women in Politics, 
Department of Asian and International Studies, City 
University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, Mar 2011 
CHAN Hau-nung Annie 33 B 1 
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67 “Effects of Age, Gender, and Emotional Labor 
Strategies on Job Outcomes: Moderated Mediation 
Analyses”, Applied Psychology: Health and 
Well-being, 2(3), Nov 2010, pp 323-39 
CHEUNG Yue-lok Francis and 
TANG So-kum Catherine 
21 A 0.5 
68 “The Influence of Emotional Dissonance on 
Subjective Health and Job Satisfaction: Testing the 
Stress-strain-outcome Model”, Journal of Applied 
Social Psychology, 40(12), Dec 2010, pp 3192-217 
CHEUNG Yue-lok Francis and 
TANG So-kum Catherine 
21 A 0.5 
69 “Psychological Contract Breach and 
Counterproductive Workplace Behaviors: Testing 
Moderating Effect of Attribution Style and Power 
Distance”, International Journal of Human Resource 
Management, 22(4), Feb 2011, pp 763-77 
CHAO M C Joe, CHEUNG 
Yue-lok Francis and WU 
Man-sze Anise 
21 A 0.3334 
70 “A Study of the Generation Y in China – How are 
Their Attitude and Behavioral Patterns in Work and 
Geographical Mobility Suitable for the Current Global 
Working Environment?”, The Global Studies Journal, 
3(2), 2010, pp 165-74 
KWOK Hong-kin 21 A 1 
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71 “Gender Differences of the Generation Y towards 
Geographical Mobility by Work: The Case in China 
and Hong Kong under Family Change”, presented at 
9th International Conference on New Directions in the 
Humanities, organized by the Common Ground in 
Universidad de Granada, Granada, Spain, 8-11 Jun 
2011 
KWOK Hong-kin 33 A 1 
72 “The Public’s Changing Perceptions towards the 
Condition of Social Welfare in Hong Kong: Class 
Differences and Lessons for Social Development”, 
Social Policy & Administration, 44(5), Oct 2010, pp 
620-40 
WONG Ka-ying Timothy, 
WAN Po-san and LAW 
Wing-kin Kenneth 
21 A 0.3334 
73 “Intercultural Service Learning in a Liberal Arts 
Curriculum”, presented at the 3rd International 
Service Learning Conference, organized by Lingnan 
University, Hong Kong, 8-11 Jun 2011 
LEE Keng-mun William 33 B 1 
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74 Editors, Service-Learning in Asia: Curricular Models 
and Practices, Hong Kong: Hong Kong University 
Press, Sep 2010, 240 pages 
XING Jun and MA Hok-ka 
Carol 
14 A 0.5 
75 “Digital Classroom Project: Impact of a 
Cross-Boundary and Intergenerational Collaboration 
Service-Learning Program”, Proceedings of Tenth 
International Research Conference on 
Service-learning and Community Engagement on 
“International Perspectives: Crossing Boundaries 
through Research”, organized by The Indiana 
University-Purdue University Indianapolis, Center for 
Service and Learning, Indiana Campus Compact, and 
the International Association for Research on 
Service-learning and Community Engagement, 
Indianapolis, Indiana, 28-30 Oct 2010 
MA Hok-ka Carol 32 A 1 
76 “Elder Academy as a Platform for Other Learning 
Experiences – Cooperation and Fusion”, presented at 
OLE Learning Symposium 2010, organized by the 
Curriculum Development Institute of the Education 
Bureau, Hong Kong, 2 Jul 2010 
MA Hok-ka Carol 33 A 1 
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77 “Service-Learning as a Vehicle for Knowledge 
Transfer: Using Elder Academy as a Case Study”, 
presented at Knowledge Transfer Conference on 
“Partnering for Success – Mastering Innovation, 
Leveraging Opportunities, Engaging Community”, 
organized by City University of Hong Kong, Hong 
Kong Baptist University, Hong Kong Science and 
Technology Parks Corporation, Lingnan University, 
The Chinese University of Hong Kong, The Hong 
Kong Institute of Education, The Hong Kong 
Polytechnic University, The Hong Kong University of 
Science and Technology, and The University of Hong 
Kong, Hong Kong, 8-9 Nov 2010 
MA Hok-ka Carol 33 A 1 
78 “Curriculum Design and the Cross-Cultural 
Service-Learning Journey of Students in Hong Kong: 
Using Service-Learning Summer Institute as an 
Example”, presented at Asia-Pacific Association for 
International Education (APAIE) Conference 2011, 
organized by APAIE, Taipei, Taiwan, 9-12 Mar 2011 
WONG Tsz-cheuk Stephen, 
MA Hok-ka Carol and SIU 
Pui-yee Chloe 
33 A 0.3334 
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79 “Ageing in a Global Context: The Asia-Pacific 
Region”, The SAGE Handbook of Social Gerontology, 
Dale Dannefer and Christ Phillipson (eds), Los 
Angeles; London: SAGE Publication, Aug 2010, pp 
430-46 
PHILLIPS David R, CHAN 
Cheung-ming Alfred and 
CHENG Sheung-tak 
12 A 0.6667 
80 “Overview of Health and Ageing Issues in the 
Asia-Pacific Region”, Singapore’s Ageing Population: 
Managing Healthcare and End of Life Decisions, 
Chan Wing-cheong (ed), London: Routledge, May 
2011, pp 13-36 
PHILLIPS David R 12 A 1 
81 Executive Editor, Asian Journal of Gerontology and 
Geriatrics (Previous title Hong Kong Journal of 
Gerontology), May 2006-present 
PHILLIPS David R 61 D 1 
82 Editor, Occasional Papers series, APIAS Working 
papers, Lingnan University 1998-present, 
PHILLIPS David R 61 D 1 
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83 Book Review of Ageing and Development (by Rob 
Vos, Jos Antonio Ocampo and Ana Luiza Cortez (eds), 
New York: Zed Books, 2008), in Journal of Economic 
Development and Cultural Change, 59(1), Oct 2010, 
pp 244-6 
PHILLIPS David R 62 D 1 
84 “Gangs in the Markets: Network-based Cognition in 
China’s Futures Industry”, International Journal of 
China Studies: China in Transition - Social Change in 
the Age of Reform, 1(2), Oct 2010, pp 371-89 
SIU Leung-sea Lucia 21 A 1 
85 “Communist Derivatives: State-Market Boundary in 
China’s Emergent Futures Industry”, Proceedings of 
the China in Transition: Economic Reform and Social 
Change, Institute of China Studies, University of 
Malaya, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, Jul 2010, pp 
378-94 
SIU Leung-sea Lucia 31 B 1 
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86 “Speculating Politics: The Feedback Loop of Trust in 
China’s Futures Market”, Proceedings of 35th Annual 
Meeting of the Society for Social Studies of Science 
(4S) on “STS in Global Contexts”, organized by 4S 
and Japanese Society for Science and Technology 
Studies, Tokyo, Japan, 26-28 Aug 2010, pp 29 
SIU Leung-sea Lucia 32 A 1 
87 “Transformational Leadership and Employee 
Well-Being: The Mediating Role of Trust in The 
Leader and Self-Efficacy”, Applied Psychology: An 
International Review, 59(3), Jul 2010, pp 454-79 
LIU Jiayan, SIU Oi-ling and 
SHI Kan 
21 A 0.3334 
88 “Work Stressors, Chinese Coping Strategies, and Job 
Performance in the Greater China”, International 
Journal of Psychology, 45(4), Aug 2010, pp 294-302 
LU Luo, KAO Shu-fang, SIU 
Oi-ling and LU Chang-qin 
21 A 0.25 
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89 “Role Resources and Work-Family Enrichment: The 
Role of Work Engagement”, Journal of Vocational 
Behavior, 77(3), Dec 2010, pp 470-80 
SIU Oi-ling, LU Jiafang, 
BROUGH Paula, LU 
Chang-chin, BAKER Arnold B, 
KALIATH Thomas, 
O’DRISCOLL Michael, 
PHILLIPS David R, CHEN 
Wei-Ching, LO Danny, SIT 
Cindy and SHI Kan 
21 A 0.1667 
90 “Family Mastery Enhances Work Engagement in 
Chinese Nurses: A Cross-lagged Analysis”, Journal of 
Vocational Behavior, 78(1), Feb 2011, pp 100-9 
LU Chang-qin, SIU Oi-ling, 
CHEN Wei-qing and WANG 
Hai-jiang 
21 A 0.25 
91 “Work-life Balance: A Structural Test of Key 
Antecedents and Mediators”, presented at 2010 
Academy of Management (AOM) Annual Meeting on 
“Dare to Care: Passion & Compassion in Management 
Practice & Research”, organized by AOM, Montréal, 
Canada, 6-10 Aug 2010 
KALIATH Thomas, MARMEN 
Jerry, BROUGH Paula, SIU 
Oi-ling, O’DRISCOLL 
Michael, TIMMS Carolyn and 
LO Danny 
33 A 0.1429 
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92 “Work-Family Enrichment: The Role of Work 
Engagement”, presented at 2010 Academy of 
Management (AOM) Annual Meeting on “Dare to 
Care: Passion & Compassion in Management Practice 
& Research”, organized by AOM, Montréal, Canada, 
6-10 Aug 2010 
SIU Oi-ling, LU Jiafang, 
BROUGH Paula, BAKKER 
Arnold B, LU Chang-qin, 
CHEN Wei-qing and SHI Kan 
33 A 0.1429 
93 “Work Support, Work-Family Enrichment, Work 
Demand and Work Well-being among Chinese 
Employees: A Study of Mediating and Moderating 
Processes”, Aug 2010 
TANG Shuwen# 63 B 1 
94 “Intergenerational activities in the Elder Academy in 
Hong Kong: The Youth-elder’s Experiences”, 
Proceedings of South East Asian Conference on 
“Ageing: Improving Well Being in Later Life”, 
organized by the Institute of Gerontology, University 
Putra Malaysia and the International Institute on 
Ageing, United Nations – Malta, Kuala Lumper, 
Malaysia, 17-18 Jul 2010, pp 21 
WONG Ka-fai# 32 A 1 
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95 “Spirituality and Aging: A Qualitative Study of 
Religiosity of Chinese Old Persons in Hong Kong”, 
Sep 2010 
WONG Yuk-ha# 63 B 1 
96 “Cognitive Obstacles against Organ Donation: The 
Influence of Negative Attitudes, Norms, and 
Traditional Beliefs on Chinese People’s Intention to 
Donate Organs after Death”, Journal of Community & 
Applied Social Psychology, 21(1), Jan/Feb 2011, pp 
87-93 
WU Man-sze Anise and LU 
Lu-sha 
21 A 0.5 
97 “Attitude towards Seeking Online Counseling Help 
among Chinese Adolescents”, presented at The 2010 
International Conference on e-Commerce, 
e-Administration, e-Society, e-Education, and 
e-Technology (e-CASE & e-Tech 2011), Tokyo, 
Japan, 18-20 Jan 2011 
TAO Y K Vivienne, CHAN P K 
Markus and WU Man-sze Anise 
33 A 0.3334 
    
Sub-total 79.6053 
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 Cost Centre : 44 
Department of Chinese 
    
1 「從劉以鬯的作品學習小說技巧」，發表於由香港
資料室主辦之第八屆香港文學節．配合活動──
「劉以鬯與香港文學」，香港，2010年 7月 10日 
CHAN Tak-kam 33 B 1 
2 「『笑』的修辭學：沈從文小說《生》的修辭討論」，
發表於由香港教育學院舉辦之「世界漢語修辭學會
第二屆年會暨修辭學國際學術研討會」，香港，2010
年 7月 27-30日 
CHAN Tak-kam 33 B 1 
3 「上世紀五六十年代香港電影的『貧窮』描寫」，
載於《創意寫作系列：電影中的香港故事》，梁秉
鈞、黃淑嫻〈編〉，香港：香港教育圖書公司，2010
年 7月 
CHAN Wai-chung# 12 B 1 
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4 「《巴黎兩岸》的情與景」，載於《巴黎兩岸》(紀念
版)，葉海旋〈編〉，香港：花千樹出版，2010年 7
月，頁 244-52 
CHAN Wai-ying 12 A 1 
5 「公關文書研究——新聞稿的寫作策略」，載於《全
球化視野下的漢語應用文研究》，鄧景濱〈編〉，澳
門：澳門大學，2010年 11月，頁 307-13 
CHAN Wai-ying 12 A 1 
6 「詩的美學──從視覺到自覺的美感觀照」，載於
《藟緣論集》，謝耀基、陳熾洪〈編〉，暨南大學出
版社，2011年 2月，頁 230-7 
CHAN Wai-ying 12 A 1 
7 「視物、感物、知物──香港詩人的都市想像與物
質書寫」，載於《文學評論》，第 12 期，2011 年 2
月，頁 16-26 
CHAN Wai-ying 21 A 1 
8 「優美宏壯與古雅——王國維詩學」，載於「東方
詩話學第七屆國際學術研討會」論文集，香港：香
港大學中文學院，2011年 4月，頁 303-6 
CHAN Wai-ying 32 A 1 
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9 「情感教育與美感經驗——香港新高中課程中國
文學科現代文學篇章小議」，發表於由嶺南大學中
文系主辦之「中學教材與現代文學學術研討會」，
香港，2011年 4月 30日 
CHAN Wai-ying 33 A 1 
10 「停車場燈亮起」，載於《香港文學》，總第 310期，
2010年 10月，頁 42-3 
CHAN Wai-ying 41 D 1 
11 「我的舊居看得見微盪的海波紋」，載於《香港文
學》，總第 313期，2011年 1月，頁 108-9 
CHAN Wai-ying 41 D 1 
12 「華年記憶」，載於《香港學生文藝月刊》，第 2期，
2011年 3月，頁 16-7 
CHAN Wai-ying 41 D 1 
13 《中文起義──破解文化操縱，捍衛民主語言》，
香港：天窗出版社，2010年 9月，288頁 
CHIN Wan-kan 11 B 1 
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14 「中聯影業的寫實主義與官方編造的『香港精
神』」，載於《我為人人：中聯的時代印記》，香港：
香港電影資料館，2011年 4月，頁 156-63 
CHIN Wan-kan 12 B 1 
15 「《薩拉戈薩的手稿》的敘事連環套與榮譽信仰」，
載於《香港電影評論學會季刊》，第十三號，2011
年 1月，頁 4-5 
CHIN Wan-kan 22 B 1 
16 「政改三十年．民運無了期」，載於《本土論述 2010》
（年刊），2011年 3月，頁 105-14 
CHIN Wan-kan 22 A 1 
17 「中文廣告如何翻譯現代經典式的品牌形象——
以 LV皮具的廣告翻譯對照為例」，發表於由香港理
工大學主辦之「第十一屆現代應用文國際研討
會」，香港，2011年 1月 11-12日 
CHIN Wan-kan 33 A 1 
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18 「混沌鑿七竅而亡——以魯迅《風箏》為例，談香
港中學課本的分析教學法的弊端」，發表於由嶺南
大學主辦之「中學教材與現代文學學術研討會」，
香港，2011年 4月 30日 
CHIN Wan-kan 33 A 1 
19 「《左傳》「絰皇」釋義──從高本漢《左傳注釋》
談 起 」  (“A Critical Study on the Different 
Interpretations of the Word ‘Diehuang’ from the 
Zuozhuan with an Emphasis on Bernard Karlgren’s 
Annotation”)，載於《九州學林》，2010年春夏季，
頁 192-214 
HSU Tzu-pin 21 A 1 
20 「《左傳》所記齊莊公葬禮考釋」 (“The Etiquette of 
Duke Zhuang’s Funeral: Interpretations of the 
Zuozhuan Record”)，載於《漢學研究》，第 28卷，
第 3期，2010年 9月，頁 231-58 
HSU Tzu-pin 21 A 1 
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21 「陳漢章《〈周禮〉行於春秋時證》析論」 (“A Critical 
Study of Prevailing of the Book Zhouli During the 
Spring and Autumn Period of Chan Han-zhang”)，載
於《人文中國學報》，第 16期，2010年 12月，頁
431-78 
HSU Tzu-pin 21 A 1 
22 「《左傳》「寡君將墮幣焉」解」 (“An Explanation of 
the Word ‘Huibi’ that Appears in the Zuozhuan”)，載
於「第四屆中國經學國際學術研討會」論文集，台
北：國立臺灣大學文學院，2011年 3月，頁 687-701 
HSU Tzu-pin 32 A 1 
23 Editor, Journal of Chinese Literary Studies HSU Tzu-pin 61 D 1 
24 「劉以鬯作為方法──香港文學中的『現實』與『現
代』」，載於《劉以鬯與香港現代主義》，梁秉鈞、
譚國根、黃勁輝、黃淑嫻〈編〉，香港：香港公開
大學出版社，2010年 7月，頁 235 
HSU Yuk-kwan Amanda 12 A 1 
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25 「從香港文學的日譯情況看香港文學在現代中國
文學的位置」 (“From the Japanese Translation of 
Hong Kong Literature to the Positioning of Hong 
Kong Literature in Modern Chinese Literature”)，發表
於由日本大學、慶應義塾大學、東京大學合辦之「第
八屆東亞現代中文文學國際學術研究會」，日橫
濱，2010年 11月 3-7日 
HSU Yuk-kwan Amanda 33 A 1 
26 （書評） 「從現代中國文學的邊緣看香港文學研
究：以劉以鬯研究為例」 (“Reading Hong Kong 
Literature from the Periphery of Modern Chinese 
Literature: Liu Yichang Studies as an Example”)，載
於《現代中文文學學報──中心與邊緣專號》，第
10卷 1期，2010年 10月 
HSU Yuk-kwan Amanda 62 D 1 
27 「中國當代故事新編小說研究」 (神話傳說類)，
2010年 8月 
KONG Man-chun# 63 B 1 
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28 “The Aesthetics of Parallelism in Chinese Poetry: The 
Case of Xie Lingyun”, The Yields of Transition: 
Literature, Art and Philosophy in Early Medieval 
China, Jana Rosker and Natasa Vampelj (eds), 
Newcastle: Cambridge Scholars Publishing, 2011, pp 
203-22 
KWONG Yim-tze Charles 12 A 1 
29 “Authenticity, Sincerity and Artistic Appeal: The 
Cases of Yingmeian yiyu and Fusheng liuji”, 
presented at 18th Biennial Conference of European 
Association of Chinese Studies (EACS), organized by 
EACS, Riga, Latvia, 14-18 Jul 2010 
KWONG Yim-tze Charles 33 A 1 
30 “Between Ziran and ‘Natur-’: Problems in Cultural 
Translation”, presented at The Fourth 
Lingnan-Tsinghua Translation Symposium, organized 
by Lingnan University and Tsinghua University, Hong 
Kong, 18-19 Dec 2010 
KWONG Yim-tze Charles 33 A 1 
31 《烟雨閒燈》（散文集） (Idle Lamp in the Misty 
Rain)，香港：匯智出版，2010年 11月，162頁 
KWONG Yim-tze Charles 41 D 1 
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32 短詩 12首，載於《圓桌詩刊》, 總 30期，2010年
12月，頁 94-5 
KWONG Yim-tze Charles 41 D 1 
33 「黃鶴琴臺」(散文)，載於《香港文學》，第 315期，
2011年 3月，頁 42-4 
KWONG Yim-tze Charles 41 D 1 
34 詩詞 15首，載於《中華當代教授詩詞選》，陳永正
〈編〉，廣州：中山大學出版社，2011 年 4月，頁
323-7 
KWONG Yim-tze Charles 41 D 1 
35 《清風嶺》（詩集）  (Fresh Breeze on the 
Mountains)，香港：匯智出版，2011年，108頁 
KWONG Yim-tze Charles 41 D 1 
36 《瀟湘月》 (詩集 ) (Moon over the Xiao-Xiang 
Rivers，香港：匯智出版，2011年，123頁 
KWONG Yim-tze Charles 41 D 1 
37 詩歌朗誦，香港浸會大學主辦之「獅子山古典詩歌
朗誦會」，香港，2010年 10月 
KWONG Yim-tze Charles 44 D 1 
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38 《女性與命運──粵劇．粵語戲曲電影論集》 
(Female and Fate – A Collection of Articles on 
Cantonese Operas and Films)，香港：香港大學出版
社／香港公開大學出版社，2010年 12月，176頁 
LAU Yin-ping Grace 11 A 1 
39 「微妙的藝術雅緣──梨園生輝展」  (“Artistic 
Presentation of the Exhibition of Li Yuan Sheng 
Hui”)，載於《梨園生輝：任劍輝、唐滌生──記憶
與珍藏》，盧瑋鑾、張敏慧〈編〉，香港：三聯書店，
2011年 6月，頁 12-5 
LAU Yin-ping Grace 12 B 1 
40 「論《越娘記》和《太原意娘》中的改葬情」 (“ Burial 
Love of Yue Niang Ji and Tai Yuan Yi Niang”)，載於
《新國學》第 8期，2010年 12月，頁 72-87 
LAU Yin-ping Grace 21 A 1 
41 「《后土夫人》與《華嶽神女》中的人神婚」 
(“Human-Goddess Love of ‘Houtu Furen’ and 
‘Huayue Shennu’ ”)，載於《山西大學學報》，第 34
卷，第 3期，2011年，頁 21-31 
LAU Yin-ping Grace 21 A 1 
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42 「神話．反抗巫術與成長──論淹死者的超度」 
(“Myth. Antipathy Magic and Bildungsroman in Yansi 
Zhe di Chaodu”)，載於《文學評論》，第 14期，2011
年 6月，頁 48-56 
LAU Yin-ping Grace 22 A 1 
43 「神格、婚戀與反抗巫術──論《后土夫人》和《華
嶽神女》」 (“Sacred Status, Marriages and Antithy 
Magic in ‘Earth Goddess’ and ‘Mountain Goddess of 
Hua Shan’ ”)，發表於由中國唐代文學會與南開大學
文學院合辦之「中國唐代文學學會第十五屆年會暨
唐代文學國際學術研討會」，中國天津，2010年 10
月 16-18日 
LAU Yin-ping Grace 33 A 1 
44 「早期香港文學史料管窺──淺談《英華青年》」 
(“Early Historical Source Materials of Hong Kong 
Literature – The Ying Wa Echo”)，載於《香港文學的
傳承與轉化》，梁秉鈞、陳智德、鄭政恆〈編〉，香
港：匯智出版，2011年 3月，頁 3-16 
LEE Hung-kai 12 A 1 
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45 「古文素養與銘文的寫作」 (“The Relation between 
Knowledge of Classical Chinese and the Writing of 
Inscription”)，載於《全球化視野下的漢語應用文研
究》，鄧景濱〈編〉，2010年 11月，頁 323-6 
LEE Hung-kai 21 A 1 
46 「『歲取十千』解──從英譯《詩經》說起」 (“The 
Explanation of suiqu shiqian - English Translation of 
the Shijing”)，載於《中國語文通訊》，第 89-90 期
合刊，2011年 5月，頁 53-8 
LEE Hung-kai 21 A 1 
47 「新詞探源﹕從『翻叮』說起」 (“Study of the Origin 
of New Words﹕A Discussion on ‘Fanding’ ”)，載於
由廣州大學主辦之「第五屆海峽兩岸現代漢語問題
學術研討會」論文集，中國廣州，2010年 12月 
LEE Hung-kai 31 B 1 
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48 「從《迷樓》到《酒徒》──劉以鬯上海到香港的
『現代』小說」  (“The Modern Novels of Liu 
Yi-chang from Shanghai to Hong Kong”)，載於《劉
以鬯與香港現代主義》，梁秉鈞、譚國根、黃勁輝、
黃淑嫻〈編〉，香港：香港公開大學出版社，2010
年 7月，頁 3-15 
LEUNG Ping-kwan 12 A 1 
49 「『改編』的文化身份：以五 0年代香港文學為例」 
(“The Adapted Cultural Indentity of Hong Kong 
Literature in the 50s”)，載於《香港文學的傳承與轉
化》，梁秉鈞、陳智德、鄭政恆〈編〉，香港：匯
智出版，2011年 3月，頁 107-30 
LEUNG Ping-kwan 12 A 1 
50 〈編〉，《香港文學與電影》 (Hong Kong Literature 
and Cinema)，香港：香港大學出版社和香港公開大
學出版社，2010年 8月，212頁 
LEUNG Ping-kwan, WONG 
Shuk-han Mary and CHENG 
Ching-hang Matthew 
14 A 1 
51 〈編〉，《香港文學的傳承與轉化》，香港：匯智出
版，2011年 3月，323頁 
LEUNG Ping-kwan, CHAN 
Chi-tak and CHENG 
Ching-hang Matthew 
14 B 0.6667 
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52 〈策劃人〉，《創意寫作系列：西新界故事》，香
港：香港教育圖書公司，2011年，396頁 
LEUNG Ping-kwan 14 B 1 
53 〈編〉，《創意寫作系列：電影中的香港故事》 (Hong 
Kong Stories in Hong Kong Cinema)，香港：香港教
育圖書公司，2010年 7月，283頁 
LEUNG Ping-kwan and 
WONG Shuk-han Mary 
14 C 1 
54 “Hai Sin’s Literary Works”, presented at a Seminar on 
“Hai Sin’s Literary Works”, organized by The Centre 
for Humanities Research, Lingnan University, Hong 
Kong, 1 Jun 2011 
LEUNG Ping-kwan 33 B 1 
55 “Poetry Presentation and Translation”, presented at 
International Conference on “Translating Hong Kong” 
Symposium, organized by The Centre for Humanities 
Research, Lingnan University, Hong Kong, 19 Jun 
2011 
LEUNG Ping-kwan 33 B 1 
56 Artichaut (poem, painting by Paul Magendie), Nihil 
Obstat Edition, Aug 2010, 24 pages 
LEUNG Ping-kwan 41 D 1 
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57 Amblings (selected poems on art and places, translated 
by Kit Kelen, Song Zijiang, Debby Sou Vai Keng, and 
Iris Fan Xing), Macao: Association of Stories in 
Macao, Dec 2010, 239 pages 
LEUNG Ping-kwan 41 D 1 
58 《清末民初的粵語書寫》 (Cantonese Writing in the 
Late Qing and the Early Republic)，香港：三聯書店，
2011年 4月，408頁 
LI Yuen-mei Fanny 11 A 1 
59 “Two Cantonese Fictions with Missions: Su Hua Qing 
Tan and The Pilgrim’s Progress”, Studies of Modern 
China, No.13, Nov 2010, pp 113-35 
LI Yuen-mei Fanny 21 A 1 
60 「母語教育的先軀──論陳子褒的粵語教科書」 
(“The Forerunner of Mother Tongue Education: On 
Chan Zibao’s Cantonese Textbooks”)，載於《中國文
哲研究通訊》，第 21 卷第 1 期，2011 年 3 月，頁
151-80 
LI Yuen-mei Fanny 21 A 1 
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61 「試論張愛玲《海上花》英譯」 (“An Introduction on 
Eileen Chang’s The Sing-Song Girls of Shanghai”)，
發表於由國家漢辦、北京師範大學文學院、美國俄
克拉荷馬大學文理學院、《當代世界文學》雜誌社、
《今日中國文學》雜誌社合辦之「中國文學海外傳
播」國際學術研討會，中國北京，2011年 4月 28-30
日 
LI Yuen-mei Fanny 33 B 1 
62 「不同的寫實態度——試論歐陽天與李晨風的《人
海孤鴻》」 (“The Family Ethics under the Cold War: 
Au Yeung Tin’s and Lee Sun-fung’s ‘The 
Orphan’ ”)，發表於由韓國外國語大學、台灣國立中
興大學台灣文學與跨國文化研究所、香港嶺南大學
人文學科研究中心合辦之「第四屆國際青年學者中
文文學與藝術研討會」，韓國首爾，2011年2月18-21
日 
SHUM Hoi-yin Yuki# 33 B 1 
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63 「西方理論下的中國戲曲研究」，發表於由國立台
灣大學戲劇系主辦之「東西對照與交軌──劇場國
際學術研討會」，台灣台北，2010年 10月 28-30日 
SI TOU Sau-ieng 33 A 1 
64 「湯顯祖『臨川四夢』的原型群像」，發表於由南
昌大學主辦之「紀念湯顯祖誕辰 460週年學術研討
會：江西的湯顯祖，世界的湯顯祖」，中國南昌，
2010年 12月 17-18日 
SI TOU Sau-ieng 33 A 1 
65 「從飲食詩看蘇軾的貶謫生活」 (“To Observe Su 
Shi’s Relegation Life by His Food Themed 
Poems”)，載於《揚州大學烹飪學報》，2010年第 4
期，頁 20-3 
SIU Yan-ho# 21 A 1 
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66 「中、港電影改編下的五四思想──以《寒夜》中
的曾樹生為例」，發表於由韓國外國語大學、台灣
國立中興大學台灣文學與跨國文化研究所、香港嶺
南大學人文學科研究中心合辦之「第四屆國際青年
學者中文文學與藝術研討會」，韓國首爾，2011 年
2 月 18-21 日；並載於《漢字文化圈的中國語言文
學研究論文集》，國立台灣師範大學國際漢學研究
所及韓國外國語大學校，2011年 2月，頁 439-46 
SIU Yan-ho# 32 A 1 
67 「試論西周金文、戰國文字、《說文》小篆與《說
文》、古文、籀文之關係」，載於《第十三屆中區文
字學學術研討會論文集》，台灣：國立東華大學，
2011年 5月，頁 127-52 
SIU Yan-ho# 32 A 1 
68 「《說文》古文與籀文之關係研究」，載於《第三屆
國際漢學研究生論文研討會論文集》，台北：國立
台灣師範大學國際漢學研究所，2011年 5月 
SIU Yan-ho# 32 A 1 
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69 「《說文》古文與籀文之關係研究」 (“A Comparative 
Study of ‘Guwen’ and ‘Zhouwen’ in ‘Shuowen 
Jiezi’ ”)，2010年 8月 
SIU Yan-ho# 63 B 1 
70 「香港新高中文學課本研究」  (“The Study of 
Teaching Materials of Chinese Literature”)，發表於由
嶺南大學中文系主辦之「中學教材與現代文學學術
研討會」，香港，2011年 4月 30日 
TSANG Pui-ting# 33 B 1 
71 「劉師培文學思想概述」，載於《中國中古文學史
──漢魏六朝專家文研究》，劉師培〈著〉，北京：
商務印書館，2010年 12月第一版，頁 204-35 
WANG Chunhong 12 B 1 
72 「關於《史記•五宗世家》之『河間獻王』事跡疏證」，
載於《北京大學學報》，2010年，第 47卷，第 5期，
2010年 9月，頁 77-91 
WANG Chunhong 21 A 1 
73 「讀《史記．屈原賈生列傳》獻疑」，載於《文學
遺產》，2011年第 4期，頁 26-37 
WANG Chunhong 21 A 1 
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74 「論劉勰思想中的道教因素」，載於《武漢大學學
報》，第 64卷，第 2期，2011年 3月，頁 79-87 
WANG Chunhong 21 A 1 
75 「《漢書．朱買臣傳》箋注」，載於《文學評論》，
2011年第 6期，頁 14 
WANG Chunhong 21 A 1 
76 「談談趙翼的遊記詩及詩歌理論」，載於《古代文
學理論研究》，第 32輯，2011年 6月版，頁 19 
WANG Chunhong 21 A 1 
77 「論吳汝綸對清末民初江南教育變革之影響」，發
表於由華東師範大學、浙江師範大學及上海師範大
學聯合主辦之「從江南看中國：文學、歷史、未來」
學術研討會，中國上海，2010年 12月 25-27日 
WANG Chunhong 33 A 1 
78 「論張舜徽著《〈漢書．藝文志〉通釋》」，發表於
由中國歷史文獻研究會和華中師範大學歷史文獻
學研究所合辦之「紀念張舜徽百年誕辰國際學術研
討會暨中國歷史文獻研究會第 32屆年會」，中國武
漢，2011年 6月 22-23日 
WANG Chunhong 33 A 1 
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79 「表層的深度：劉以鬯的現代心理敘事」 (“Liu 
Yichang and the Modern Psychological Novel”)，載於
《劉以鬯與香港現代主義》，梁秉鈞、譚國根、黃
勁輝、黃淑嫻〈編〉，香港：香港公開大學出版社，
2010年 7月，頁 94-119 
WONG Shuk-han Mary 12 A 1 
80 「香港旅程：論五 0年代香港成長小說的三種方向」 
(“Journey to Hong Kong: Three Models of 
Bildungsroman of Hong Kong Literature of the 
1950s”)，載於《香港文學的傳承與轉化》，梁秉鈞、
陳智德、鄭政恆〈編〉，香港：匯智出版，2011 年
3月，頁 131-50 
WONG Shuk-han Mary 12 A 1 
81 「光影雲裳：五十代香港電影與時裝身分（林黛電
影講座節錄）」，載於《創意寫作系列：電影中的香
港故事》，梁秉鈞、黃淑嫻〈編〉，香港：香港教育
圖書公司，2010年 7月，頁 256-70 
黃惠霞 and WONG Shuk-han 
Mary 
12 B 0.5 
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82 「個人的缺陷．個人的抉擇：《天長地久》與 1950
年代香港跨文化改編身份」 (“Personal Weakness, 
Personal Choice: Eternal Love and Transcultural 
Adaptations of 1950s Hong Kong Literature”)，載於
《我為人人：中聯的時代印記》，香港：香港電影
資料館，2011年 4月，頁 124-33; and also in English 
version (Trans. Chris Cook), One for All: The Union 
Film Spirit, Grace Ng (ed), Hong Kong: Hong Kong 
Film Archive, 2011, pp 98-108 (CD-Rom) 
WONG Shuk-han Mary 12 B 1 
83 「滲透／不滲透：對香港電影與文學的一點思考」 
(“Permeable/Non-Permeable: Thoughts on Hong 
Kong Cinema and Literature”)，發表於由香港公共圖
書館主辦之「第八屆香港文學節研討會」，香港，
2010年 7月 3日；並載於《第八屆香港文學節研討
會論稿匯編》，許迪鏘〈編〉，香港：香港藝術發展
局，2011年，頁 153-64 
WONG Shuk-han Mary 12 B 1 
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84 「旅遊長鏡頭：也斯七十年代的台灣遊記」
(“Traveller’s Long Take: Yesi’s Taiwan Trip of the 
1970s”)，發表於由南韓外語大學會議室主辦之「創
新與遠景：建立臺灣學的新趨勢」國際學術會議，
韓國首爾，2011年 5月 20日；並載於《文學評論》，
第 14期，2011年 5月，頁 33-9 
WONG Shuk-han Mary 22 B 1 
85 「谷崎潤一郎與五 0 年代香港電影」 (“Tanizaki 
Jun’ichiro and Hong Kong Cinema of the 1950s”)，發
表於由日本大學、慶應義塾大學、東京大學合辦之
「第八屆東亞現代中文文學國際學術研究會」，日
橫濱，2010年 11月 3-7日 
WONG Shuk-han Mary 33 A 1 
86 「越境するアジアの現代文化：現狀と可能性」 
(“Asia and the Modern Culture: Present and 
Possibilities”), presented at a Conference on “Reality 
as Fiction: Japanese Culture in Post-2008 Hong 
Kong”, organized by Fukuoka Unesco Association, 
Japan, 27 Nov 2010 
WONG Shuk-han Mary 33 A 1 
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87 「七十年代海辛的短篇小說」 (“Short Stories of Hai 
Sin of the 1970s”)，發表於由嶺南大學人文學科研究
中心主辦之「海辛作品座談會」，香港，2011 年 6
月 1日 
WONG Shuk-han Mary 33 A 1 
88 「『讚』：一件日常生活瑣事」（短篇故事），載於《香
港文學》，第 313期，2011年 1月，頁 78-9 
WONG Shuk-han Mary 41 D 1 
89 〈編〉，《一九四九以後》 (After 1949)（簡體字版），
上海文艺出版社，2011年，517頁 
XU Zidong, WANG David and 
CHEN Sihe 
14 A 0.3334 
90 「《小團圓》中的母女關係」 (“Mother and Daughter 
in ‘Xiao Tuangyuan’ ”)，載於《新文學史料》，2011
年第 1期，頁 19-27 
XU Zidong 21 A 1 
91 「張愛玲晚期小說中的男女關係」(“Relationship 
betwen Man and Women in the Late period of Eillen 
Chang’s Fiction”)，載於《文學評論》，2011年第 2
期，頁 89-96 
XU Zidong 21 A 1 
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92 「《小團圓》的文學史意義」，發表於由北京大學中
文系主辦之「當代漢語寫作的世界性意義」國際學
術研討會，中國北京，2010年 10月 29-30日 
XU Zidong 33 A 1 
93 「中國當代文學史中的 『遺產』 與 『債務』」，
發表於由韓國中語中文學會主辦的「2010年度聯合
國際學術會議」，韓國首爾，2010年 11月 12日 
XU Zidong 33 A 1 
94 「 晚 明 和 康 乾 」  (“Late-Ming Period and 
Kongxi-Qianlong Emperors”)，發表於由上海作家協
會主辦之「海上文學百家」國際學術研討會，中國
上海，2010年 12月 15日 
XU Zidong 33 A 1 
95 「中國當代文學史的結構問題」 (“The Structure of 
Contemporary Literary History”) ，發表於由南京大
學文學院主辦之學術講座，中國南京，2010 年 12
月 27-28日 
XU Zidong 33 A 1 
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96 「張愛玲晚期小說中的男女關係」  (“The 
Relationship between Men and Women in the Late 
Period of Eileen Chang’s Fiction”)，發表於由南京大
學文學院主辦之學術講座，中國南京，2010 年 12
月 27-28日 
XU Zidong 33 A 1 
97 「1949 和網絡的意識形態」 (“Ideologies in 1949 
and Ideologies in Today’s Internet” )，發表於由復旦
大學中文系主辦之學術演講，中國上海，2010 年
12月 31日 
XU Zidong 33 A 1 
98 「張愛玲晚期創作與海外華人文學」 (“The Late 
Period of Eileen Chang’s Fiction and Contemporary 
Overseas Chinese Literature”)，發表於由悉尼大學主
辦之「當代海外華人文學：理論與實踐國際學術研
討會」，澳洲悉尼，2011年 5月 14-18日  
XU Zidong 33 A 1 
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99 「新媒體‧舊文化‧政府管‧人民逼」 (“New Media 
and Old Culture: Controlled by the Government and 
Pushed by the People”)，發表於由復旦大學、哈佛大
學合辦之「新世紀十年文學：現狀與未來」國際學
術研討會，中國上海，2010年 7月 12-13日 
XU Zidong 33 B 1 
100 「正直的政治人物，可能嗎？」 (“Do We Have the 
Honorable Politician?”)，發表於「2010年馬來西亞
國際中文書展」，馬來西亞吉隆坡，2010 年 11 月
20-21日 
XU Zidong 33 B 1 
101 「我眼中的大眾傳媒」 (“My Understating of Mass 
Media”) ，發表於「2010 年馬來西亞國際中文書
展」，馬來西亞吉隆坡，2010年 11月 20-21日 
XU Zidong 33 B 1 
102 「《阿 Q正傳》連環畫研究」 (“(A Research of the 
Picture Story Books about the Novel Ah Q’s 
Story”)，載於《文藝爭鳴》，2010年第 17期，2010
年 9月，頁 75-8 
ZHENG Lei# 22 B 1 
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103 「『大眾化』實踐與《阿 Q正傳》──《阿 Q正傳》
插圖研究」 (“The Practice of Democratization and 
the Novel Ah Q’s Story: The Research about the 
Illustrations of Ah Q’s Story”)，載於《魯迅研究月
刊》，2010年第 11期，2010年 11月，頁 5-9 
ZHENG Lei# 22 B 1 
104 「先鋒性：以李英豪為中心──論《好望角》的理
論建構」 (“The Pioneer, Li Yinghao as the Centre: 
The Theory Building of the Magazine Modern 
Edition”)，載於《文學論衡》，2010年 17期，2010
年 12月 
ZHENG Lei# 22 B 1 
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105 「《好望角》小說的現代主義特質──以《長廊的
短調》、《攜風的姑娘》和《化石》為例」 (“The 
Modernism Feature of the Novels in Modern Edition: 
Taking Changlang de Duanidao, Xiefeng de Guniang 
and Huashi as Examples”)，發表於由香港中文大學
中國語言及文學系、香港教育學院中國文學文化研
究中心、美國哈佛大學東亞系聯合主辦之「香港：
都市想像與文化記憶」國際學術研討會，香港，17-18 
Dec 2010 
ZHENG Lei# 33 B 1 
    
Sub-total 103.5001 
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 Cost Centre : 45 
Department of English 
    
1 Terminology in English Language Teaching – Nature 
and Use (Linguistic Insights: Studies in Language and 
Communication), Peter Lang Verlag, Nov 2010, 262 
pages 
BERRY Roger S 11 A 1 
2 A Report on the 3rd edition of the Collins Cobuild 
English Grammar, HarperCollins, Aug 2010 
BERRY Roger S 48 C 1 
3 Parallels, Interactions, and Illuminations – 
Traversing Chinese and Western Theories of the Sign, 
University of Toronto Press, Nov 2010, 216 pages 
DING Ersu 11 A 1 
4 “Cassirer in the Context of Saussurean Semiotics”, 
Chinese Semiotic Studies, 3(1), 2010, pp 56-67 
DING Ersu 21 A 1 
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5 「皮爾士符號理論與漢字分類」  (“Peircean 
Semiotics and Classification of Chinese 
Characters”)，載於《外國語言文學》，2010 年第 4
期，217-22頁 
DING Ersu 21 A 1 
6 “Repositioning William Wordsworth in Contemporary 
China”, presented at Comparative Literature: Towards 
a (Re)Construction of World Literature – 5th 
Sino-American Bilateral Symposium on Comparative 
Literature, organized by Shanghai Jiaotong University 
and Harvard University, Shanghai, PRC, 11-15 Aug 
2010 
DING Ersu 33 B 1 
7 “Metaphor as Resource for the Conceptualization and 
Expression of Emotion”, Affective Computing and 
Sentiment Analysis: Metaphor, Ontology, Affect and 
Terminology, Ahmad, Khurshid (ed), Springer-Verlag, 
Summer 2011, pp 13-25 
GOATLY Andrew P 12 A 1 
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8 “Conventional Metaphor and the Latent Ideology of 
Racism”, Beyond Cognitive Metaphor Theory – 
Perspective on Literary Metaphor, Monika Fludernik 
(ed), Routledge, May 2011, pp 258-80 
GOATLY Andrew P 12 A 1 
9 The Language of Metaphors 2nd revised edition, 
Routledge, Jun 2011, 378 pages 
GOATLY Andrew P 13 A 1 
10 “Non-conceptual Aspects of Metaphor: Affect and 
Text”, Proceedings of the Stockholm Metaphor 
Festival, Department of English University of 
Stockholm, Stockholm, Sweden, Autumn 2010, pp 1 
GOATLY Andrew P 31 B 1 
11 “Edward Thomas, The Landscape of Nature, and 
Ecostylistics”, presented at Poetics and Linguistics 
Association Conference, organized by Poetics and 
Linguistics Association, Genoa, Italy, 21-25 July 2010 
GOATLY Andrew P 33 B 1 
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12 “Language and Humour”, presented at 3rd ICCS 
International Convention on Psychological 
Communication, organized by International Center for 
Communication Studies, Manila, Philippines, Feb 
2011 
GOATLY Andrew P 33 B 1 
13 “Hong Kong Cinema and the Film Essay: A Matter of 
Perception”, Hong Kong Screenscapes: From the New 
Wave to the Digital Frontier, Esther MK Cheung, 
Gina Marchetti and Tan See-kam (eds), Hong Kong: 
Hong Kong University Press, 2011, pp 175-94 
INGHAM Michael A 12 A 1 
14 “Subject-verb Inversion and Iambic Rhythm in 
Shakespeare’s Dramatic Verse”, Stylistics and 
Shakespeare’s Language – Transdisciplinary 
Approaches, Mireille Ravassat and Jonathan Culpeper 
(eds), London: Continum Books, Jun 2011, pp 97-108 
INGHAM Richard and 
INGHAM Michael A 
12 A 0.5 
15 “Staging the Epic Self: Theatricality, Philosophy and 
Personality in Brand and Peer Gynt”, Ibsen Journal 
Acta Ibsenia VII, Sep 2010, pp 139-62 
INGHAM Michael A 21 A 1 
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16 “Ballata, Ballade, Ballad; A Definition of Terms, An 
Evolution of Forms”, Proceedings of 41st 
International Ballad Conference of the Kommission 
für Volksdichtung on “Folk Song and the 
Relationships between Nations”, organized by 
University of Algarve, Faro, Portugal, 20-24 Jun 2011 
(on-line version) 
INGHAM Michael A 32 A 1 
17 “A Comparison between the Verbal Interruptions by 
Speakers of English as a Lingua Franca (ELF) and 
Speakers of English as a Native Language (ENL)”, 
Sep 2010 
LI Yueyuan# 63 B 1 
18 Translation and the Problem of Sway, Amsterdam and 
Philadelphia: Benjamins Translation Library, May 
2011, 227 pages 
ROBINSON Douglas J 11 A 1 
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19 “Translation and the Nationalist/Migrant Double 
Bind” (published in English in 1998, translated into 
Chinese by Zhou Mi), Studies on Translation and 
Globalization, Guo Yangsheng (ed), Modern 
Education Press, Apr 2011, pp 147-54 
ROBINSON Douglas J 12 B 1 
20 “Liar Paradox Monism: A Wildean Solution to the 
Explanatory Gap between Materialism and Qualia”, 
Minerva – An Internet Journal of Philosophy 14, Nov 
2010, pp 66-106 
ROBINSON Douglas J 21 A 1 
21 “Balancing Freedom and Submission: The Literary 
Translator in the Theory Wars”, presented at FIT 
Asian Forum, FIT/University of Macao, Macao, Nov 
2010 
ROBINSON Douglas J 33 A 1 
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22 “Mnemovorous Apocalypse in Steven Hall’s The Raw 
Shark Texts: A Postmodern Moby-Dick”, presented at 
36th RSACS Conference on the Nature and 
Sustainability of Culture, Russian Society for 
American Cultural Studies, Moscow State University, 
Moscow, Russian, Dec 2010 
ROBINSON Douglas J 33 A 1 
23 “Problems in Translating ‘Circulatory’ Terms from 
Aristotle’s Greek and Mencius’s Chinese: πίστις pistis 
‘Persuading/Being Persuaded’ and 治  zhì 
‘Governing/Being Governed’ in English”, presented at 
International Conference on Translating and Asian 
Studies, organized by The Chinese University of Hong 
Kong and Stanford University, Hong Kong, 28-29 Apr 
2011 
ROBINSON Douglas J 33 A 1 
24 “Translation Theory and Translation Practice: A 
Dialectic”, presented at Translation Research Summer 
Seminar, organized by Centre for Translation of Hong 
Kong Baptist University, Hong Kong, Jul 2010 
ROBINSON Douglas J 33 B 1 
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25 “Narrativity and the Interpretant as Methods in 
Translation Research”, presented at Translation 
Research Summer Seminar, organized by Centre for 
Translation of Hong Kong Baptist University, Hong 
Kong, Jul 2010 
ROBINSON Douglas J 33 B 1 
26 “Somatizing Narrativity”, Keynote address to Forum 
on Translation and Globalization, organized by 
Southwest University for Finance and Economics, 
Chengdu, PRC, Jul 2010 
ROBINSON Douglas J 33 B 1 
27 “Translation, Retranslation, and the Transgenerational 
Transmission of Trauma”, Keynote address to Forum 
on Translation and Globalization, organized by 
Southwest University for Finance and Economics, 
Chengdu, PRC, Jul 2010 
ROBINSON Douglas J 33 B 1 
28 “Translation, Retranslation, and the Transgenerational 
Transmission of Trauma”, Keynote address to 6th 
Greater China Translation Forum, Macao Polytechnic 
Institute, Macao, Nov 2010 
ROBINSON Douglas J 33 B 1 
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29 “The Mnemovorous Apocalypse in Steven Hall’s The 
Raw Shark Texts: A Postmodern Moby-Dick”, 
presented at 36th Russian Society of American 
Culture Studies (RSACS) Conference on “Nature and 
Sustainability of Culture”, organized by RSACS, 
Moscow, Russia, 3-5 Dec 2010 
ROBINSON Douglas J 33 B 1 
30 “Somatizing Narrativity”, Keynote speech delivered at 
The Fourth Lingnan-Tsinghua Translation 
Symposium, organized by Lingnan University and 
Tsinghua University, Hong Kong, 18-19 Dec 2010 
ROBINSON Douglas J 33 B 1 
31 “Translation, Retranslation, and the Transgenerational 
Transmission of Trauma”, presented at The Fourth 
Lingnan-Tsinghua Translation Symposium, organized 
by Lingnan University and Tsinghua University, Hong 
Kong, 18-19 Dec 2010 
ROBINSON Douglas J 33 B 1 
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32 “English Translations of rén 仁  in Mencius”, 
presented at Translation Seminar Series, organized by 
Hong Kong Baptist University, Hong Kong, 24 Feb 
2011 
ROBINSON Douglas J 33 B 1 
33 “Dynamic Equivalence Revisited”, presented at 2011 
Nida School of Translation Studies Program, 
organized by The Nida Institute, Misano, Italy, 16-28 
May 2011 
ROBINSON Douglas J 33 B 1 
34 “Translation and Hermeneutics: Problems and 
Opportunities”, presented at a Symposium on 
“Hermeneutics and Translation Studies”, organized by 
Cologne University of Applied Sciences, Köln, 
Germany, 26-27 May 2011 
ROBINSON Douglas J 33 B 1 
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35 “Beyond Exonormativity: A Features-Based Approach 
to ELF Attitude Studies”, presented at The Fourth 
International Conference of English as a Lingua 
Franca, organized by Research Centre into Language 
Education and Acquisition in Multilingual Societies 
(RCLEAMS) of the Hong Kong Institute of 
Education, Hong Kong, 26-28 May 2011 
SEWELL Andrew J 33 A 1 
36 “Variation and Acceptability in Hong Kong English 
Phonology”, presented at Hong Kong Baptist 
University Language Centre Seminar Series, 
organized by Hong Kong Baptist University, Hong 
Kong, Sep 2010 
SEWELL Andrew J 64 D 1 
37 “Intercultural Rhetoric and Reading Comprehension”, 
Reading Psychology, 31(5), Oct 2010, pp 472-91 
SHARP Alastair I 21 A 1 
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38 “ ‘Washback’ and Re-personalizing Learning: A Plea 
for the Return to Humanistic Traditions in Education”, 
Proceedings of Sixth Annual Education and 
Development Conference, organized by Tomorrow 
People Organization, Bangkok, Thailand, 5-7 Mar 
2011 (Electronic version) 
SHARP Alastair I 32 A 1 
    
Sub-total 37.5 
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Department of Translation 
    
1 Readers, Reading and Reception of Translated Fiction 
in Chinese: Novel Encounters, Manchester, UK: St 
Jerome Publishing Co, 2010, 250 pages 
CHAN Tak-hung Leo 11 A 1 
2 Editor, Globalization and Cultural 
Identity/Translation, Taipei: ELT Publishing Co, 2010, 
256 pages 
CHAN Tak-hung Leo, 
RUSSELL Terence and CHEN 
Peng-hsiang 
14 B 0.3334 
3 “Translation and the Mass Reader: On the Reception 
of the Harry Potter Novels, with Special Reference to 
China”, presented at 3rd Annual International 
Conference on Philology, Literatures and Linguistics, 
organized by Athens Institute for Education and 
Research, Athens, Greece, 12-15 Jul 2010 
CHAN Tak-hung Leo 33 B 1 
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4 “Intercultural Studies and Filmic/Literary 
Adaptations”, presented at II International Conference 
on Intercultural Studies, organized by Centre for 
Intercultural Studies, Oporto, Portugal, 25-27 May 
2011 
CHAN Tak-hung Leo 33 B 1 
5 Editor, Translation Quarterly, Nos 55-58, 
Spring-Winter 2010 
CHAN Tak-hung Leo 61 D 1 
6 “Polysystem Theory and Translation”, Handbook of 
Translation Studies: Vol 1, Yves Gambier and Luc Van 
Doorslaer (eds), Amsterdam: John Benjamins, Oct 
2010, pp 257-63 (also available online to subscribers 
at http://www.benjamins.com/online/hts/) 
CHANG Nam-fung 12 A 1 
7 “On Postcolonialism East and West”, presented at The 
Fourth Lingnan-Tsinghua Translation Symposium, 
organized by Lingnan University and Tsinghua 
University, Hong Kong, 18-19 Dec 2010 
CHANG Nam-fung 33 B 1 
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8 「幽默傳統與幽默翻譯」 (“Humour Traditions and 
the Translation of Humour”)，專題演講發表於由國
立彰化師範大學翻譯研究所主辦之「2011年口筆譯
研究研討會之理論與實務的對話」，台灣彰化市，
2011年 5月 27日 
CHANG Nam-fung 33 B 1 
9 「翻譯研究中的後殖民女性主義視角──自我反思
的立場」， 2010年 11月 
CHEN Lijuan# 63 B 1 
10 “Hamlet and the Gravedigger – Questioning the 
Boundary between Comedy and Tragedy”, presented 
at Reading Early Modern Studies Conference, 
organized by The University of Reading, Reading, 
UK, 9-11 Jul 2010 
HUI Ting-yan Isaac 33 B 1 
11 “The Translation of Horace’s Odes III.i”, presented at 
The Fourth Lingnan-Tsinghua Translation 
Symposium, organized by Lingnan University and 
Tsinghua University, Hong Kong, 18-19 Dec 2010 
HUI Ting-yan Isaac 33 B 1 
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12 “The ‘Stylistic’ Turn?”, Translation Quarterly, No 56, 
2010, pp 99-107 
LI Bo 22 B 1 
13 “Translating Maxine K. Hong and Missing 
Heteroglossia”, presented at International Translators’ 
Federation Sixth Asian Translators’ Forum on 
“Translation and Intercultural Communication: Past, 
Present and Future”, organized by Federation of 
Translators and Interpreters of Macau and the 
University of Macau, Macau, 6-8 Nov 2010 
LI Bo 33 A 1 
14 「20 世紀初香港華文報紙上的翻譯偵探小說——
以有所謂報為例」 , presented at Conference on 
“Culture in Translation: Reception of Chinese 
Literature in the World”, organized by School of Arts 
and Social Sciences, The Open University of Hong 
Kong, Hong Kong, 6-8 Jan 2011 
LI Bo 33 A 1 
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15 “The Images of Women in Hong Kong Chinese 
Newspapers in the Early 20th Century: A Case Study 
of the Chinese Translation of The Brotherhood of the 
Seven Kings in Yousuowei Bao (1905-1906)”, 
presented at the International Conference on 
“Translation and Asian Studies”, organized by 
Chinese University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, 28-29 
Apr 2011 
LI Bo 33 A 1 
16 “The Women Images in the Early Translation of 
English Detective Stories in Hong Kong – A Case 
Study of Yousuowei Bao (‘It Does Matter’ Newspaper) 
(1905-1906)”, presented at British Conference on 
“Empire State of Mind: Articulations of British 
Culture in the Empire, 1707-1997”, organized by 
Department of History of Lingnan University, 25-27 
May 2011 
LI Bo 33 A 1 
17 “Identities of the Translator: The Chinese 
Translating/Rewriting of Saving Fish from 
Drowning”, CTIS Occasional Papers, Vol 5, 2010, pp 
49-64 
LI Wenjing 21 A 1 
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18 “Translation and Performance – A Case Study of the 
Three Translations of DH Lawrence’s The Fox”, 
presented at The Fourth Lingnan-Tsinghua Translation 
Symposium, organized by Lingnan University and 
Tsinghua University, Hong Kong, 18-19 Dec 2010 
LI Wenjing 33 B 1 
19 「譯者是誰？譯者的身份認同與翻譯研究」，2010
年 11月 
LI Wenjing 63 B 1 
20 “Sogdian Translators in Tang China: An Issue of 
Loyalty”, Ritsumeikan Studies in Language and 
Culture, 22(1), Sep 2010, pp 95-105 
LUNG Wai-chu Rachel 21 A 1 
21 “Interpreters in Xuanzang’s Pilgrimage in 7th – 
Century Asia”，發表於由四川大學及中國翻譯協會
主辦，外語教學與研究出版社協辦之「第八屆全國
口譯大會暨國際研討會──全球化時代的口譯」，
中國成都，2010年 10月 22-23日 
LUNG Wai-chu Rachel 33 A 1 
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22 “Interpreting Traces in an Archived Kirghiz Account 
in Medieval China”, presented at The Fourth Asian 
Translation Traditions Conference, Research Centre 
for Translation, organized by The Chinese University 
of Hong Kong; College of Humanities, Arts, & Social 
Sciences, Nanyang Technological University, Hong 
Kong, 15-17 Dec 2010 
LUNG Wai-chu Rachel 33 A 1 
23 “Sogdian Translators in Tang China: An Issue of 
Loyalty”, presented at The Fourth Lingnan-Tsinghua 
Translation Symposium, organized by Lingnan 
University and Tsinghua University, Hong Kong, 
18-19 Dec 2010 
LUNG Wai-chu Rachel 33 A 1 
24 “Oral Translators in Outbound Diplomatic 
Correspondence in 9th-century China”, presented at 
International Conference on “Translation and Asian 
Studies”, organized by Chinese University of Hong 
Kong and Standord University, Hong Kong, 28-29 
Apr 2011 
LUNG Wai-chu Rachel 33 A 1 
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25 “The Translator in Tibetan History: Identity and 
Influence”, Forum, 8(2), Oct 2010, pp 133-61 
RAINE Roberta A 21 A 1 
26 “Minority, Language and Translation in Tibet”, MTM 
(a translation journal), No 2, Nov 2010, pp 35-53 
RAINE Roberta A 21 A 1 
27 “The Translator in Tibetan History”, presented at The 
Fourth Asian Translation Traditions Conference, 
Research Centre for Translation, organized by The 
Chinese University of Hong Kong; College of 
Humanities, Arts, & Social Sciences, Nanyang 
Technological University, Hong Kong, 15-17 Dec 
2010 
RAINE Roberta A 33 A 1 
28 “Buddhist Translation in Tibetan and Cinese History: 
A Preliminary Comparative Study”, presented at The 
Fourth Lingnan-Tsinghua Translation Symposium, 
organized by Lingnan University and Tsinghua 
University, Hong Kong, 18-19 Dec 2010 
RAINE Roberta A 33 B 1 
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29 “Translation, Modernity and Cultural Representation”, 
ARIEL: A Review of International English Literature, 
42(1), Autumn 2010, pp 191-7 
SUN Yi-feng 21 A 1 
30 “Violence and Translation Discourse”, Journal of 
Multicultural Discourses, 6(2), Dec 2010, pp 159-75 
SUN Yi-feng 21 A 1 
31 “Translation and (Un)translatability”, presented at 
International Translators’ Federation Sixth Asian 
Translators’ Forum on “Translation and Intercultural 
Communication: Past, Present and Future”, organized 
by Federation of Translators and Interpreters of 
Macau and the University of Macau, Macau, 6-8 Nov 
2010 
SUN Yi-feng 33 B 1 
32 Book Review of The Chinese Translation of Russian 
Literature: Three Studies (by Mark Gamsa, Leiden: 
Brill, 2008, 445 pages), in Comparative Literature 
Studies, 47(2), 2010, pp 223-5 
SUN Yi-feng 62 D 1 
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33 「淺談譯者身份對翻譯的影響── 讀張愛玲《老
人與海》中譯本」，載於《香港文學的傳承與轉化》，
梁秉鈞、陳智德、鄭政恆〈編〉，香港：匯智出版
社，2011年 3月，頁 265-76 
TONG Man Jasmine 12 A 1 
34 “Alice in Wonderland Travelling to China – The 
Reception of the Translation of Children’s Fantasy”, 
presented at The Fourth Lingnan-Tsinghua Translation 
Symposium, organized by Lingnan University and 
Tsinghua University, Hong Kong, 18-19 Dec 2010 
TONG Man Jasmine 33 B 1 
35 “Rethinking the Double: Translation as a Discourse of 
Otherness and the Formation of Hong Kong Identity”, 
presented at The XIXth Congress of the International 
Comparative Literature Association (ICLA) on 
“Expanding the Frontiers of Comparative Literature”, 
organized by ICLA, Seoul, Korea, 15-21 Aug 2010 
WONG Wai-yi Dorothy 33 A 1 
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36 “Globalism, Localism and the Afterlife of Horror 
Movies”, presented at The Fourth Lingnan-Tsinghua 
Translation Symposium, organized by Lingnan 
University and Tsinghua University, Hong Kong, 
18-19 Dec 2010 
WONG Wai-yi Dorothy 33 A 1 
37 “Translation, Cinematic Adaptation, and Lust, 
Caution”, presented at 2011 Symposium on 
“Translation and Interpretation: Theory and Practice in 
Dialogue”, organized by Graduate Institute of 
Translation and Interpretation, National Changhua 
University of Education, Taiwan, 27 May 2011 
WU E-chou# 33 A 1 
    
Sub-total 36.3334 
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 Cost Centre : 50 
Department of History 
    
1 《花果飄零──冷戰時期殖民地的新亞書院》 
(New Asia College in a Colonial and Cold War 
Context)，香港：商務印書館，2010 年 12 月，306
頁 
CHOU Ai-ling Grace 11 A 1 
2 “Medium of Instruction, Science Curriculum, and 
Modern Knowledge: British Values in Post-War Hong 
Kong Higher Education”, presented at Conference on 
“Empire State of Mind: Articulations of British 
Culture in the Empire, 1707-1997”, organized by 
History Department of Lingnan University, Hong 
Kong, 25-27 May 2011 
CHOU Ai-ling Grace 33 B 1 
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3 “Troubles in Paradise: The Shrinking Royal Family in 
the Southern Song”, presented at International 
Conference on “Dynastic Renaissance: Art and 
Culture of the Southern Song”, organized by National 
Palace Museum, Taipei, Taiwan, 22-24 Nov 2010 
DAVIS Richard L 33 B 1 
4 “Passages to India: Suez, the Overland Route and 
British-French Interdependency, 1840-1870”, 
presented at Conference on “Empire State of Mind: 
Articulations of British Culture in the Empire, 
1707-1997”, organized by History Department of 
Lingnan University, Hong Kong, 25-27 May 2011 
FICHTER James R 33 B 1 
5 “Hong Kong and Britishness, 1945-1997”, 
Proceedings of Conference on Hong Kong in the 
Global Setting, organized by University of Hong 
Kong, Hong Kong, 10-12 Jan 2011 
HAMPTON Mark A 31 B 1 
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6 “Journalists’ Histories of the Journalism, 1950s to the 
Present”, presented at A Symposium: The 
Historiography of the UK Media from the 17th - 20th 
Century, organized by Media History of English 
King’s College London and Centre for Media History 
Aberystwyth University, London, UK, 13 Jul 2010 
HAMPTON Mark A 33 B 1 
7 “Projecting Britishness in Hong Kong: The British 
Council and Hong Kong House, 1950s-1970s”, 
presented at History Department Research Seminar 
Series, organized by School of Humanities of 
University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, 18 Nov 2010 
HAMPTON Mark A 33 B 1 
8 “Chinese Britishness in Late Colonial Hong Kong”, 
presented at Conference on “Empire State of Mind: 
Articulations of British Culture in the Empire, 
1707-1997”, organized by History Department of 
Lingnan University, Hong Kong, 25-27 May 2011 
HAMPTON Mark A 33 B 1 
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9 “Representing the Social in Interwar Britain: David 
Low on Mass Unemployment”, presented at 
Workshop on “The Press and Popular Culture in 
Britain and Europe, 1918-1939”, organized by 
Matthew Houlbrook and Sarah Newman (University 
of Oxford), Oxford, UK, 30 Jun 2011 
HAMPTON Mark A 33 B 1 
10 Co-editor, Media History (journal published by 
Rotuledge/Taylor & Francis) 
HAMPTON Mark A 61 D 1 
11 Book Review of The Crimean War in the British 
Imagination (by Stephanie Markovits, Cambridge 
Studies in Nineteenth‐Century Literature and Culture, 
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2009, pp 
xii+292), in Journal of British Studies, Oct 2010, 2 
pages 
HAMPTON Mark A 62 D 1 
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12 Book Review of The Empire Project: The Rise and 
Fall of the British World-System, 1830-1970 (by John 
Darwin, Cambridge University Press, Sep 2009, 814 
pages), in Canadian Journal of History, 46(1), Spring 
2011, pp 226-8 
HAMPTON Mark A 62 D 1 
13 《我們都在蘇屋邨長大：香港人公屋生活的集體回
憶》 (So Uk Estate: A Case Study of the History of 
Public Housing in Hong Kong)，香港：中華書局，
2010年 7月，304頁 
LAU Chi-pang 11 B 1 
14 《潮起潮落：中英街記憶》 (Collective Memories of 
Chung Ying Street)，香港：和平圖書有限公司，2010
年 7月，225頁 
LAU Chi-pang 11 B 1 
15 《屯門的宗教與廟宇》 (The Religion and Temples of 
Tuen Mun)，香港：屯門區區議會，2010年 8月，
136頁 
LAU Chi-pang 11 C 1 
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16 「口述歷史與當代香港史志的編纂」，發表於由濟
南市史志辦公室主辦之「海峽兩岸四地地方誌學術
研討會」，中國濟南，2010年 10月 19日 
LAU Chi-pang 33 B 1 
17 “Importing Loyalty: Recruitment of Weihaiwei Police 
in Hong Kong, 1922-1949”, presented at Conference 
on “Empire State of Mind: Articulations of British 
Culture in the Empire, 1707-1997”, organized by 
History Department of Lingnan University, Hong 
Kong, 25-27 May 2011 
LAU Chi-pang 33 B 1 
18 〈譯〉，《利瑪竇在中國：西學東漸第一人》 (Matteo 
Ricci in China 1582-1610)，李韡玲〈編〉，香港：天
地圖書，2010年 7月，250頁 
LAU Chi-pang 45 B 1 
19 “Archives on the History of Collectivization and the 
Famine of 1931-33 in Kazakhstan”, presented at 
International Workshop on “Grain and Politics of the 
Twentieth Century”, History Department of Shanghai 
Jiao Tong University, Shanghai, PRC, May 2011 
PIANCIOLA Niccolò 33 B 1 
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20 Co-editor, Storica (journal in Rome) PIANCIOLA Niccolò 61 D 1 
21 Negotiating Religion in Modern China: State and 
Common People in Guangzhou, 1900-1937, Hong 
Kong: Chinese University of Hong Kong, Dec 2010, 
208 pages 
POON Shuk-wah 11 A 1 
22 「廟宇、城市空間與國民改造：民國時期廣州城隍
廟的變化」，載於《嶺南近代史論──廣東與粵港
關係 1900-1938》，陳明銶、饒美蛟〈編〉，香港：
商務印書館，2010年 12月，頁 294-304 
POON Shuk-wah 12 A 1 
23 “Managing Public Health and Epidemics in 
Republican China: The Guangzhou Cholera Outbreak 
of 1932”, presented at International Conference on 
Urban Cultural Change in Republican China 
(1910s-1940s): Dialogue between Cultural Narrative 
and Historical GIS, organized by History Department 
of Chinese University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, 
18-20 Sep 2010 
POON Shuk-wah 33 A 1 
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24 “Thriving under an Anti-superstition Regime: The 
Cult of Dragon Mother in Yuecheng, Guangdong 
during the 1930s”, presented at The Joint Conference 
of Association for Asian Studies (AAS) – 
International Convention of Asia Scholars (ICAS) on 
“70 Years of Asian Studies”, organized by AAS and 
ICAS, Honolulu, USA, 31 Mar-3 Apr 2011 
POON Shuk-wah 33 A 1 
25 「淺水灣：香港海濱的打造與海浴文化的建構」，
發表於由科技大學華南研究中心主辦之『南中國的
陸地邊緣：地方社會與文化』研討會，香港，2011
年 5月 14日 
POON Shuk-wah 33 A 1 
26 Book Review Editor, Journal of History and 
Anthropology (《歷史人類學刊》), co-published by the 
South China Research Center of The Hong Kong 
University of Science and Technology and the Sun 
Yat-sen University 
POON Shuk-wah 61 D 1 
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27 Superstitious Regimes: Religion and the Politics of 
Chinese Modernity (by Nedostup, Rebecca, 
Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2009), in 
Études chinoises, XXIX, 2010, pp 476-7 
POON Shuk-wah 62 D 1 
28 “Billy Bunter in China: A Conservative Sinophile 
Negotiates the Yellow Peril”, presented at Conference 
on “Empire State of Mind: Articulations of British 
Culture in the Empire, 1707-1997”, organized by 
History Department of Lingnan University, Hong 
Kong, 25-27 May 2011 
SMITH David L 33 B 1 
29 Book Review of Through the Looking Glass: China’s 
Foreign Journalists from Opium Wars to Mao (by 
Paul French, Hong Kong: Hong Kong University 
Press, 2009, 302 pages), in Media History, 16(4), Oct 
2010, pp 446-7 
SMITH David L 62 D 1 
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30 “Tse Tsan Tai Promoted Chinese Nationalism via 
Religion and Archeology: Study on South China 
Morning Post”, presented at An interdisciplinary 
Conference: Australians Abroad 2011, organized by 
University of Queensland, Australia, 10-11 Feb 2011 
ZOU Yizheng# 33 B 1 
31 “Anti-Japanese Editorials and Japanese 
Advertisements in the South China Morning Post 
(1937-1941)”, presented at Rhizomes VI - Other 
Words, Other Worlds: Linguistic and Cultural 
Diversity in a Globalizing Era, organized by 
University of Queensland, Brisbane, Australia, 11-12 
Feb 2011 
ZOU Yizheng# 33 B 1 
32 “Crises, Media Supervision and Advertising in the 
South China Morning Post”, presented at China’s 
Media in a Global Context Conference, organized by 
the University of Nottingham Ningbo, Ningbo, PRC, 
4-6 May 2011 
ZOU Yizheng# 33 B 1 
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33 “Media, Game and Imperial Identity: The South China 
Morning Post and Lawn Bowls in Hong Kong”, 
presented at the Conference on “Empire State of 
Mind: Articulations of British Culture in the Empire, 
1707-1997”, organized by History Department of 
Lingnan University, Hong Kong, 25-27 May 2011 
ZOU Yizheng# 33 B 1 
34 “Media, Journalism, Mass Culture and Consumerism 
in Shaping China’s Rising urban Middle Class”, 
presented at a International Workshop and Conference 
on “The Rise of China and Its Changing Image in the 
Global System”, organized by Hong Kong Baptist 
University, Hong Kong, 2-5 Jun 2011 
DRAMLIC Selena, LEUNG 
Wan-chi, SPECHT Jan, 
WANG Tricia and ZOU 
Yizheng# 
33 B 0.2 
    
Sub-total 33.2 
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Department of Cultural Studies 
    
1 “Introduction: Education and Cultural Studies”, 
Cultural Studies (Special Issue: Education and 
Cultural Studies), 25(1), 2011, pp 1-8 
CHAN Ching-kiu Stephen and 
HUI Po-keung 
21 A 1 
2 “Taking Education Seriously as Reform: Curriculum 
Policy Research and Its Implications for Cultural 
Studies”, Cultural Studies, 25(1), Jan 2011, pp 25-41 
CHAN Ching Kiu Stephen 
and LAW Yuen Fun Muriel# 
21 A 1 
3 「借教育而行──論文化研究作為教學法與實用
法的雙重關鍵」，載於《熱風學術》，第四輯，2010
年 8月，頁 5-17 
CHAN Ching-kiu Stephen and 
HUI Po-keung 
22 B 1 
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4 “Cultural Planning and Creative City”, presented at 
The 5th Creative China Harmonious World: 
International Forum on Cultural Industries, organized 
by Institute for Cultural Industries, Communication 
University of China, and The Queensland University 
of Technology, Beijing, PRC, 7-9 Oct 2010 
CHAN Ching-kiu Stephen 33 B 1 
5 「香港與四零至五零年代中國的文化轉折」 
(“Hong Kong and the Cultural Transition of China in 
the 1940s and 1950s”)，載於《香港文學的傳承與轉
化》，梁秉鈞、陳智德、鄭政恆〈編〉，香港：匯智
出版，2011年 3月，頁 57-78 
CHAN Shun-hing 12 B 1 
6 “Beyond War and Men: Reconceptualizing Peace in 
Relation to the Everyday and Women”, Signs (Journal 
of Women in Culture and Society), 36(3), Spring 
2011, pp 521-32 
CHAN Shun-hing 21 A 1 
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7 「婦女與可持續和平：山西婦女生態農耕轉型中的
知識生產研究」，發表於由香港中文大學主辦之
2011性/別研討會「性/別政治與本土起義」，香港，
2011年 4月 15-17日 
CHAN Shun-hing 33 B 1 
8 《和平之旅──中港台和平婦女知識交流的行動》 
(A Documentary film on The Journey of Peace – 
Knowledge Exchange and Action of Peacewomen 
from the Mainland, Hong Kong, and Taiwan)，嶺南大
學群芳文化研究及發展部，陳順馨〈監製〉，2010
年 12月 
CHAN Shun-hing 43 D 1 
9 《廚房有社區，社區有廚房》 (A Documentary film 
on Happy Community Kitchen)，嶺南大學群芳文化
研究及發展部，陳順馨〈監製〉，2011年 2月 
CHAN Shun-hing 43 D 1 
10 “Legal Education and the Rise of 
Rights-consciousness in China”, Making the 
University Matter, Barbie Zelizer (ed), Routledge, Jun 
2011, pp 228-35 
ERNI John N 12 A 1 
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11 “Stuart Hall”, The International Encyclopedia of 
Communication, Wolfgang Donback (ed), Blackwell 
Publishing, 2010 (An encyclopedic entry, in 
Blackwell Reference Online: 
http://www.communicationencyclopedia.com/) 
ERNI John N 12 B 1 
12 “Clever Love: Dislocated Intimacies among Youth”, 
Emotion, Space and Society, 3(1), Aug 2010, pp 21-7 
ERNI John N and FUNG 
Anthony 
21 A 0.5 
13 “Reframing Cultural Studies: Human Rights as a Site 
of Legal-cultural Struggles”, Communication and 
Critical/Cultural Studies, 7(3), Sep 2010, pp 221-9 
ERNI John N 21 A 1 
14 “Negotiating a ‘Contested Visibility’ among Ethnic 
Minorities in Hong Kong”, presented at International 
Conference of the Asian Congress for Media and 
Communication on “Media and Culture: Global 
Homogeneity and Local Identity”, organized by Asian 
Congress for Media and Communication, Penang, 
Malaysia, 28-30 Oct 2010 
ERNI John N and LEUNG L 33 A 0.5 
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15 “Human Rights as Legal-Cultural Struggles: The Case 
of ‘Harborcide’ ”, presented at The Joint Conference 
of Association for Asian Studies (AAS) – 
International Convention of Asia Scholars (ICAS) on 
“70 Years of Asian Studies”, organized by AAS and 
ICAS, Honolulu, USA, 31 Mar-3 Apr 2011 
ERNI John N 33 A 1 
16 “Spaced Out: Youth, Family Space, and Heterotopia”, 
presented at The Joint Conference of Association for 
Asian Studies (AAS) – International Convention of 
Asia Scholars (ICAS) on “70 Years of Asian Studies”, 
organized by AAS and ICAS, Honolulu, USA, 31 
Mar-3 Apr 2011 
ERNI John N 33 A 1 
17 “Models of Creative Clusters: The Case of China”, 
presented at the Conference on Asian Culture 
Industries, organized by CDIASIA Research 
Programme, Centre for the Study of Culture and 
Society, Bangalore, India, 21-22 Dec 2010 
ERNI John N and FUNG 
Anthony 
33 A 0.5 
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18 Co-Editor, Book Series on Queer Asia, Hong Kong 
University Press, 2007-present 
ERNI John N 61 D 1 
19 「當代中國文化明星的製造：變動的文化產場」 
(“The Making of Cultural Celebrities in 
Contemporary China: The Changing Field of Cultural 
Production”)，2010年 8月 
HUANG Weizi# 63 B 1 
20 《限富扶貧──富裕中的貧乏(新編)》，香港：香港
中文大學香港亞太研究所，2010年 10月，115頁 
HUI Po-keung 11 A 1 
21 「從殖民到犬儒──香港教育故事新編」，載於《重
寫我城的歷史故事》，許寶強〈編〉，香港：牛津大
學出版社，2010年 10月，頁 87-100 
HUI Po-keung 12 A 1 
22 〈編〉，《重寫我城的歷史故事》，香港：牛津大學
出版社，2010年 10月，192頁 
HUI Po-keung 14 A 1 
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23 “Doing Cultural Studies in the Hong Kong 
Educational Context: A Tale of Two Action Research 
Experiments”, Cultural Studies (Special Issue: 
Education and Cultural Studies), 25(1), 2011, pp 
109-22 
HUI Po-keung and PANG 
Chak-sang 
21 A 0.5 
24 《為當下懷舊：文化保育的前世今日》 (Nostalgia 
for the Present: The Past and Present State of 
Cultural Conservation)，香港：香港中文大學，2010
年 7月，頁 136 
IP Iam-chong 11 A 1 
25 「當『文物保育』變成活化」，載於《重寫我城的
歷史故事》，許寶強〈編〉，香港：牛津大學出版社，
2010年 10月，頁 53-62 
IP Iam-chong 12 B 1 
26 「集體行動力與社會運動」，載於《香港．生活．
文化》，呂大樂、吳俊雄、馬傑偉〈編〉，香港：牛
津大學出版社，2011年春，頁 117-49 
IP Iam-chong 12 B 1 
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27 “The Spatial Turn in Contemporary Social 
Movements in Hong Kong”, presented at The 
International Workshop on Urban Utopianism, 
organized by Hong Kong Baptist University, Urban 
Research Plaza and Osaka City University, Hong 
Kong, 12-14 May 2011 
IP Iam-chong 33 B 1 
28 “Actions at the Margins”, Signs (Journal of Women in 
Culture and Society), 36(3), Spring 2011, pp 551-60 
LAU Kin-chi 21 A 1 
29 “Economic Growth and Sustainability: A View from 
China”, Development (Society for International 
Development), 54(2), Jun 2011, pp 240-2 
LAU Kin-chi 22 B 1 
30 “New Social and Ecological Movements in China”, 
presented at International Conference on New 
Emancipatory Struggles, World Forum for 
Alternatives, and Subversive Film Festival, Zagreb, 
Croatia, May 2011 
LAU Kin-chi 33 B 1 
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31 “Asia as a Rallying Call for Resistance”, presented at 
Public Forum on “Governance and Inequalities in the 
Age of Globalization”, organized by Chulalongkorn 
University and ARENA, Bangkok, Thailand, 30 Jan 
2011 
LAU Kin-chi 33 B 1 
32 「從全球性的保守主義運動看香港的宗教右派」，
載於《宗教右派》，羅永生、龔立人〈編〉，香港：
Dirty Press 及香港基督徒學會，2010年 10月，頁
111-31 
LAW Wing-sang 12 A 1 
33 「虛擬自由主義的終結」  (“The End of Virtual 
Liberaliam”)，載於《重寫我城的歷史故事》，許寶
強〈編〉，香港：牛津大學出版社，2010年 10月，
頁 3-12 (筆名：安徒) 
LAW Wing-sang 12 A 1 
34 〈編〉，《宗教右派》 (The Religious Right)，香港：
Dirty Press 及香港基督徒學會，2010年 10月，312
頁 
LAW Wing-sang and KUN L Y 14 B 0.5 
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35 「香港人的主體性」 (“Subjectivity of Hong Kong 
People”)，載於《本土論述 2010香港新階級鬥爭》，
2011年 3月，頁 23-9 
LAW Wing-sang 22 B 1 
36 “Critical Reflections of Cold-War Politics and 
Discourses”, presented at The XIXth Congress of the 
International Comparative Literature Association 
(ICLA) on “Expanding the Frontiers of Comparative 
Literature”, organized by ICLA, Seoul, Korea, 15-21 
Aug 2010 
LAW Wing-sang 33 B 1 
37 “Colonial Performative in the Movie Ip Man”, 
presented at The 4th Conference on Hong Kong 
Culture and Society: Hong Kong, Urban Development 
and Mass Media, organized by Qualitative Social 
Research Centre, Shue Yan University, Hong Kong 
Urban Laboratory, Hong Kong, 13 Nov 2010 
LAW Wing-sang 33 B 1 
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38 “Collaborative Coloniality in the Movie Ip Man”, 
presented at Urban Representations in Hong Kong: 
Local and Comparative Perspectives, organized by 
Hong Kong University of Science and Technology, 
University of Hong Kong, Northwestern University 
and Sophia University, Hong Kong, Dec 2010 
LAW Wing-sang 33 B 1 
39 “Learning from Empires – or How Hong Kong is 
Featured in the Imagination of China’s Rise”, 
presented at Conference on “Empire State of Mind: 
Articulations of British Culture in the Empire, 
1707-1997”, organized by History Department of 
Lingnan University, Hong Kong, 25-27 May 2011 
LAW Wing-sang 33 B 1 
40 「治療與教育的行動與評鑑」，載於《戲劇治療與
精神康復服務研討會及工作坊文集》，社區文化發
展中心〈編〉，2011年，頁 58-59 
LAW Yuen-fun Muriel# 12 B 1 
41 「戲劇教育 Q&A：如何有效地運用『戲劇教學法』
幫助學生建立批判思維？」，載於《TEFOzine：戲
劇與教育專業雜誌》，第七期，2011年 4月，頁 48-9 
LAW Yuen-fun Muriel# 22 B 1 
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42 “On the Criticalness of Drama as a Pedagogy”, 
Proceedings of the 7th World Congress of IDEA 2010, 
organized by Brazilian Network of Art-Educators 
(ABRA), Belem, Brazil, 17-25 Jul 2010, pp 91 
LAW Yuen-fun Muriel# 32 A 1 
43 “Drama as Research: An Action Research of Drama 
for Social Inquiry in a Hong Kong School”, 
Proceedings of 4th Redesigning Pedagogy 
“Transforming Teaching, Inspiring Learning”, 
organized by National Institute of Education, 
Singapore, 30 May-1 Jun 2011 
LAW Yuen-fun Muriel# 32 A 1 
44 “ ‘Prosuming’ Swearing (Verbal Violence): ‘Affect’ as 
Feminist (Internet) Criticism”, Feminist Media 
Studies, 11(1), Mar 2011, pp 89-94 
LEUNG Yuk-ming Lisa 21 A 1 
45 「從英國經驗思考香港在社區廣播」，載於《傳媒
透視》，2011年 5月號，頁 4-6 
LEUNG Yuk-ming Lisa 22 B 1 
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46 “Negotiating (Diasporic) Identities: South Asians’ 
Pro/ Consumption of TV Dramas on the Internet in 
Hong Kong”, presented at 2010 International 
Conference of The International Association for 
Media and Communication Research (IAMCR) on 
“Communication and Citizenship: Rethinking Crisis 
and Change”, organized by IAMCR, Braga, Portugal, 
18-22 Jul 2010 
LEUNG Yuk-ming Lisa 33 A 1 
47 「回頭細看消逝處──重構《萬世流芳張玉喬》」 
（編校、註釋和撰寫導論），《芳艷芬〈萬世流芳張
玉喬〉﹕原劇本及導讀》，香港：三聯書店，2011
年，277頁 
LI Siu-leung 14 B 1 
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48 “The Strategy of Form: Youthful Versions, New 
Versions, Experimental Theatre and the Road of 
Kunqu Opera”, presented at 2011 Beijing Kunqu 
Opera Forum – 10th Anniversary of Intangible 
Cultural Heritage of Kunqu Opera, organized by 
Minister of Culture, People’s Government of Beijing 
Municipality, Beijing Northern Kunqu Opera 
Company, Beijing, PRC, May 2011 
LI Siu-leung 33 B 1 
49 “Chronotope and Regional Chinese Independent 
Films”, Sep 2010 
LIU Jingya# 63 B 1 
50 “Commentary: Coping with Cynicism”, Cultural 
Studies (Special Issue: Education and Cultural 
Studies), 25(1), 2011, pp 123-7 
MORRIS Meaghan E 21 A 1 
51 Senior Editor, Traces: A Multilingual Series of 
Cultural Theory and Translation, 2004-present 
MORRIS Meaghan E 61 D 1 
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52 「『真實』的偏見：以大眾傳媒中的『晏陽初鄉村
建設學院』為個案」 (“True Bias: A Study of the 
James Yan Rural Reconstruction Institute in Mass 
Media”)，載於《台灣社會季刊》，第 79 期，2010
年 9月，頁 291-318 
PAN Jiaen# and DU Jie 22 B 0.5 
53 “Familiar Strangers: The Representation and the 
Typical Product of the China Subaltern”, Frontiers, 
No 6, 2010 
PAN Jiaen# 22 B 1 
54 《代序：究竟這是甚麼回事？》，載於《宗教右派》
(The Religious Right)，羅永生、龔立人〈編〉，香港：
Dirty Press 及香港基督徒學會，2010年 10月，頁
7-8 
YAU Ching 12 B 1 
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55 “Bad Kids: Leaving a Message for Their Future 
Selves”, eRenlai Magazine: An Asia-pacific Magazine 
of Cultural, Social and Spiritual Concerns, Nov 2010, 
pp 4 
(http://www.erenlai.com/index.php?option=com_cont
ent&view=article&id=4094:tidffocusyoujing&catid=6
89:november-2010&Itemid=332&lang=en)  
YAU Ching 22 B 1 
56 「恐同? 恐誰?──香港基督徒的自我恐懼」 
(“Self-Fear of Hong Kong Christian Right”)，發表於
由香港中文大學主辦之 2011性/別研討會「性/別政
治與本土起義」，香港，2011年 4月 15-17日 
YAU Ching 33 B 1 
57 “Who’s Afraid of Homos?: The Stigmaphobia among 
Us”, presented at Conference on “The Case for 
Comparison: Stigma Between Disability and 
Sexuality”, organized by Taiwan National Central 
University, Taiwan, 21 Dec 2010 
YAU Ching 33 B 1 
58 《大毛蛋》（詩集），香港：Kubrick，2011年 5月，
132頁 
YAU Ching 41 D 1 
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59 Stripping Pants and Skirts, Taiwan: Mirage, Feb 2011, 
156 pages 
YAU Ching 41 D 1 
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 Cost Centre : 51 
Department of Philosophy 
    
60 “Knowing Yourself, and Giving Up on Your Own 
Agency in the Process”, presented at 2011 
Australasian Association of Philosophy (AAP) 
Conference, organized by AAP, Sydney, Australia, 4-9 
Jul 2010 
BAKER Derek C 33 B 1 
61 “Explanation and Instrumentalism”, presented at 
Naturalism East and West Workshop, organized by 
National University of Singapore, Singapore, 27 Jun 
2011 
BAKER Derek C 33 B 1 
62 “Coherence, Logical”, The Cambridge Encyclopedia 
of Language Sciences, Patrick Colm Hogan (ed), 
Cambridge University Press, Oct 2010, pp 172-3 
LIVINGSTON Paisley N 12 A 1 
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63 “Cooperative Principle”, The Cambridge 
Encyclopedia of Language Sciences, Patrick Colm 
Hogan (ed), Cambridge University Press, Oct 2010, 
pp 182-3 
LIVINGSTON Paisley N 12 A 1 
64 “Communicative Intention”, The Cambridge 
Encyclopedia of Language Sciences, Patrick Colm 
Hogan (ed), Cambridge University Press, Oct 2010, 
pp 223-5 
LIVINGSTON Paisley N 12 A 1 
65 “Conversational Implicature”, The Cambridge 
Encyclopedia of Language Sciences, Patrick Colm 
Hogan (ed), Cambridge University Press, Oct 2010, 
pp 228 
LIVINGSTON Paisley N 12 A 1 
66 “Literaturtheorie”, Lexikon Literaturwissenschaft, 
Hundert Grundbegriffe, Gerhart Lauer and Christine 
Ruhrberg (eds), Frankfurt: Reclam (Germany), Spring 
2011, pp 200-3 
LIVINGSTON Paisley N 12 A 1 
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67 “Artistic Collaboration and the Completion of Works 
of Art”, The British Journal of Aesthetics, 50(4), Oct 
2010, pp 439-55 
LIVINGSTON Paisley N and 
ARCHER Carol 
21 A 0.5 
68 “On the Appreciation of Cinematic Adaptations”, 
Projections, 4(2), Winter 2010, pp 104-27 
LIVINGSTON Paisley N 21 A 1 
69 “Discussion: On Authorship and Collaboration”, The 
Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism, 69(2), 2011, 
pp 221-5 
LIVINGSTON Paisley N 21 A 1 
70 “The Rule-Breaking Considerations: On Cinematic 
Adaptation”, Proceedings of Annual Conference of 
the Society for the Cognitive Study of the Moving 
Image, Budapest, Hungary, Jun 2011 
LIVINGSTON Paisley N and 
PONECH Trevor 
32 A 0.5 
71 “On Translation and Cinematic Adaptations”, Keynote 
Speech delivered at The Fourth Lingnan-Tsinghua 
Translation Symposium, organized by Lingnan 
University and Tsinghua University, Hong Kong, 
18-19 Dec 2010 
LIVINGSTON Paisley N 33 B 1 
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72 “Is the Concept of an Ethical Governor 
Philosophically Sound?”, Proceedings of the TILTing 
Perspectives 2011: Technologies on the Stand: Legal 
and Ethical Questions in Neuroscience and Robotics, 
organized by The Tilburg Institute for Law, 
Technology, and Society, Tilburg University, Tilburg, 
The Netherlands, 11-12 Apr 2011; Tilburg, 
Netherland: Wolf Legal Publisher, Apr 2011, pp 21 
[Best Paper Award] 
MATTHIAS Andreas 32 A 1 
73 “The Uncertain Search for Justice in the August 2010 
Manila Bus Hostage Tragedy”, Philippine Law 
Journal, 85(2), Jan 2011, pp 288-98 
RICE James A 22 B 1 
74 “Commentary: An Explosion Without a Bang”, 
International Journal of Epidemiology, 40(3), Jun 
2011, pp 592-6 
SESARDIC Neven 21 A 1 
75 “Where in the World is Carmen de Macedo?”, Inside 
Higher Education, Jan 2011 (on-line publication) 
SESARDIC Neven 22 B 1 
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76 “Philosophers in Politics: When Reason Goes on 
Holiday”, presented at Zagreb Applied Ethics 
Conference 2011, organized by Society for the 
Advancement of Philosophy and Center for Croatian 
Studies of the University of Zagreb, Zagreb, Croatia, 
16-18 Jun 2011 
SESARDIC Neven 33 B 1 
77 “Intrinsicality for Monists (and Pluralists)”, 
Australasian Journal of Philosophy, 88(3), Sep 2010, 
pp 555-8 
TROGDON Kelly G 21 A 1 
78 “The Non-Transitivity of Metaphysical Explanation”, 
Proceedings of 85th Annual Meeting of American 
Philosophical Association Pacific Division, San 
Diego, USA, 20-23 Apr 2011; USA: American 
Philosophical Association, Feb 2011, pp 179 
TROGDON Kelly G 32 A 1 
79 “Grounding: Explanation and Dependence”, presented 
at Because II Conference, organized by Phlox 
Research Group, Humboldt University, Berlin, 
Germany, Sep 2010 
TROGDON Kelly G 33 A 1 
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80 “Getting Clear on Ontological Dependence”, 
presented at 2011 Australasian Association of 
Philosophy (AAP) Conference, organized by AAP, 
Sydney, Australia, 4-9 Jul 2010 
TROGDON Kelly G 33 B 1 
81 “Grounding: Necessary or Contingent?”, presented at 
2011 Metaphysics Graduate School: Workshop on 
Grounding and Determination, organized by The 
University of Geneva, Geneva, Switzerland, 2-3 Apr 
2011 
TROGDON Kelly G 33 B 1 
82 《向終點敬禮》，香港：青春文化事業有限公司，
2011年 6月，168頁 
WONG Wai-ying 11 B 1 
83 “The Thesis of Single-Rootedness in the Thought of 
Cheng Hao”, Dao Companions to Chinese Philosophy 
Series: Neo-Confucianism, John Makeham (ed), 
Springer, Jul 2010, pp 89-104 
WONG Wai-ying 12 A 1 
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84 「善別與知青︰青年眼中的生死存亡」，載於《善
別──向臨終者和逝者告別》，蘇淑芳〈編〉，香港︰
基督教文藝出版社有限公司，2010 年 10 月，頁
65-107 
WONG Wai-ying 12 B 1 
85 「生命之開拓與價值之實現──唐君毅先生對病
痛及苦難的體悟」 (“The Broadening of Life and the 
Realization of Values: Mr Tang Chun-I’s Experiential 
Understanding of Illness and Suffering”)，載於《中國
哲學與文化──唐君毅與中國哲學研究》，第 8期，
2010年 12月，頁 195-210 
WONG Wai-ying 21 A 1 
86 “The Moral and Non-Moral Virtues in Confucian 
Ethics”, Asian Philosophy, 21(1), Feb 2011, pp 71-82 
WONG Wai-ying 21 A 1 
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87 “Discussion of ‘Learning Equivalence Classes of 
Acyclic Models from Multiple Datasets with 
Overlapping Variables’ ”, Proceedings of the 
Fourteenth International Conference on Artificial 
Intelligence and Statistics, Ft Lauderdale, USA, Apr 
2011; JMLR W&CP, May 2011, pp 201-3 
ZHANG Jiji and SILVA R 31 B 0.5 
88 “Re-enchantment of Nature: McDowell and 
Merleau-Ponty on Perception”, Phenomenology 
2010 – Volume 1: Selected Essays from Asia and 
Pacific. Phenomenology in Dialogue with East Asian 
Tradition, Yu Chung-chi (ed), Zeta Books, Dec 2010, 
pp 150-67 
ZHENG Yujian 12 A 1 
89 「規範性之三種形態──兼論內隱功能及其外顯
內容」 (“Three Forms of Normativity”)，發表於由
中國科學院蘇州納米技術與納米仿生研究所主辦
之「心靈與機器」2010會議，中國蘇州，2010年 7
月 26-28日 
ZHENG Yujian 33 B 1 
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90 “Three Notions of Normativity”, presented at A 
Workshop in Metaphysics: Properties and 
Dependence, organized by Department of Philosophy, 
Lingnan University, Hong Kong, 20-21 Nov 2010 
ZHENG Yujian 33 B 1 
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 Cost Centre : 51 
Department of Visual Studies 
    
91 “Artistic Collaboration and the Completion of Works 
of Art”, The British Journal of Aesthetics, 50(4), Oct 
2010, pp 439-55 
LIVINGSTON Paisley N and 
ARCHER Carol 
21 A 0.5 
92 “Macao Monuments – in Art, in Poetry and in Your 
Face”, Space and Culture, 14(2), May 2011, pp 
140-64 
ARCHER Carol and KELEN 
Christopher 
21 A 0.5 
93 “Contemporary Collaborative Painting and 
‘Narratives of Process’ ”, presented at Sixth 
International Conference on the Arts in Society, 
organized by Berlin-Brandenburg Academy of 
Sciences and Humanities, Berlin, Germany, 9-11 May 
2011 
ARCHER Carol 33 A 1 
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94 Exhibition on “Time with the Sky”, Artis Commune, 
Cattle Depot Artist Village, Hong Kong (Exhibition 
and accompanying publication of charcoal and 
watercolour drawings with a 12 part poem by 
Christopher (Kit) Kelen), Nov 2010 
ARCHER Carol 44 D 1 
95 “Film Festivals for the Local Context, Acting Locally 
in a Global Era: Two Documentary Film Festivals in 
the East Asian Region”, presented at the Postgraduate 
Conference of the Department of Film Studies, 
organized by University of St Andrews, Scotland, 
16-17 May 2011 
CHEUNG Tit-leung# 33 B 1 
96 “Aesthetic Properties”, The Routledge Companion to 
Philosophy and Music, Theodore Gracyk and Andrew 
Kania (eds), Routledge, 2011, pp 144-54 
DE CLERCQ Rafael 12 A 1 
97 “Modern Architecture and the Concept of Harmony”, 
The British Journal of Aesthetics, 51(1), Jan 2011, pp 
69-79 
DE CLERCQ Rafael 21 A 1 
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98 “Reflections on a Sofa-Bed: Functional Beauty and 
Looking Fit”, Proceedings of the European Society 
for Aesthetics (ESA) Conference 2010, European 
Society for Aesthetics, Udine, Italy, Sep 2010, pp 1-16 
(on-line version) 
DE CLERCQ Rafael 31 A 1 
99 “Locke’s Principle is an Applicable Criterion of 
Identity”, presented at a Workshop in Metaphysics: 
Properties and Dependence, organized by Philosophy 
Department of Lingnan University, Hong Kong, 20-21 
Nov 2010 
DE CLERCQ Rafael 33 B 1 
100 “Restoring Beauty”, presented at International 
Symposium on “Theories of Beauty”, organized by 
Institute of Philosophy, Katholieke Universiteit, 
Leuven, Leuven and Antwerpen, Belgium, 9-10 May 
2011 
DE CLERCQ Rafael 33 B 1 
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101 Area Editor, PhilPapers, Aesthetics, (PhilPapers is a 
comprehensive directory of online philosophical 
articles and books by academic philosophers), Feb 
2011-present 
DE CLERCQ Rafael 61 D 1 
102 “Small Cinemas: How They Thrive and Why They 
Matter”, Mediascape, Oct 2010 (on-line, graduate 
student journal, UCLA) 
HJORT Mette 21 A 1 
103 Corresponding Editor, Northern Lights, Copenhagen 
University Press, 2005-present 
HJORT Mette 61 D 1 
104 Series Editor, Nordic Film Classics Series, University 
of Washington Press, Seattle 
HJORT Mette 61 D 1 
105 「跨學科的藝術欣賞」  (“An Interdisciplinary 
Approach to Art Appreciation”)，載於《教育曙光》，
第 58卷第 2期，2010年 10月，頁 93-103 
LAW Suk-mun Sophia 21 A 1 
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106 「藝術教育新方向」 (“The New Direction of Art 
Education”)，載於《文藝美學研究》，第五期，2011
年 1月，頁 185-92 
LAW Suk-mun Sophia 21 A 1 
107 “Rekindling Hearts with Art – A Community Art 
Project for Young Survivors of the Sichuan 
Earthquake”, Proceedings of 2nd Annual International 
Arts and Health Conference 2010 on “The Art of 
Good Health and Wellbeing”, organized by Arts and 
Health Australia and The Australian Centre for 
Creative Ageing, Melbourne, Australia, 16-19 Nov 
2010, pp 1 
LAW Suk-mun Sophia 32 A 1 
108 “A Case Study of Service-learning in Visual Studies”, 
presented at 3rd Asia-Pacific Regional Conference on 
Service-learning: “Make a Difference: Impacts of 
Service-learning”, organized by Lingnan University, 
Hong Kong, 7-11 Jun 2011 
LAW Suk-mun Sophia 33 A 1 
109 “ ‘RED-WHITE-BLUE’ and Hong Kong Installation 
Art”, Jun 2011 
LIU Nga-ying# 63 B 1 
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110 “Appropriateness in Design”, May 2011 MA Wing-man Karen# 63 B 1 
111 A Series of Paintings in A Midsummer Night’s Dream 
(《仲夏夜之夢》, Essay Collection)，香港：明報出
版社，2010年 7月，335頁 
SO Wai-yi Zoie 42 D 1 
112 Exhibition on “Mediated Facial, Interactive Sculpture, 
Writing Machine Collective Edition 4” 
(Computational Thinking in Existing Art Forms. 
Exhibition Venue: Y-Platform, Youth Square, Chai 
Wan), Jan 2011 
SO Wai-yi Zoie 44 D 1 
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 Cost Centre : 51 
Centre for English and Additional Languages 
    
113 “Incorporating Collocation Knowledge Training in 
New Language Courses for 2012”, presented at ELC 
Symposium on “Developing Students as Readers and 
Writers in the 4-year Curriculum: The Role of the 
English Language Centres”, organized by Hong Kong 
Polytechnic University, Hong Kong, 1 Jun 2011 
BURFOOT Simon 33 B 1 
114 “Exploring the Motivational Aspects of a 
Technology-Enabled Language Program Design”, 
Proceedings of the ANTWERP Computer Assisted 
Language Learning (CALL) 2010: Motivation and 
Beyond, The XIVth International CALL Research 
Conference, CALL Journal and LINGUAPOLIS, 
University of Antwerp, Antwerp, Belgium, 18-20 Aug 
2010, pp 103-4 
HIRADHAR Preet P 32 A 1 
115 The Power of P, Lulu Press, Summer 2010, 200 pages LEBANE Marc C 13 B 1 
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116 “Innovative Curriculum Design: Using ePortfolios to 
Change Practice and Process”, Proceedings of Global 
Learn Asia Pacific 2011, Association for the 
Advancement of Computing in Education, Melbourne, 
Australia, 28 Mar-1 Apr 2011, pp 409-16 
KENNEDY David M and 
SHIRLEY Christine D 
31 A 0.5 
117 “Monitoring Students’ Overseas Experience Through 
a Learning Management System”, presented at The 
Annual International Conference on Education and 
New Learning Technologies, organized by 
International Association of Technology, Education 
and Development, Barcelona, Spain, 5-6 Jul 2010 
SHIRLEY Christine D 33 B 1 
118 “Could Facebook Facilitate Student Feedback”, 
presented at 3rd Annual International Conference on 
Philology, Literatures and Linguistics, organized by 
Athens Institute for Education and Research, Athens, 
Greece, 12-13 Jul 2010 
SHIRLEY Christine D 33 B 1 
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 Cost Centre : 51 
Chinese Language Education and Assessment Centre 
    
119 「再論雙語互譯文本在對比研究當中的定位」 
(“Revisiting Quantitatively-Oriented Parallel Texts in 
Contrastive Analysis”)，載於《漢語研究與漢語教
學》，陳桂月、徐杰、鍾奇〈編〉，北京：北京語言
文化大學出版社，2010年 12月，頁 301-21 
LI Donghui 12 A 1 
120 “Assessing Language Education Outcomes: The Case 
of Bilingual Hong Kong”, presented at 9th Annual 
Hawaii International Conference on Arts and 
Humanities, organized by University of Louisville, 
Honolulu, USA, 9-12 Jan 2011 
LI Donghui 33 A 1 
121 「大學四年制嶺南大學語文課程的重新規劃及設
計思路」，發表於由香港中文大學中國語言及文學
系主辦，中國語文教學發展中心協辦之「334 大學
中文的新發展」研討會，香港，2011年 4月 29日 
LI Donghui 33 A 1 
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122 「嶺南文化與 《南國人文學刊》」，發表於由澳門
中國比較文學學會主辦之「人文學刊與文化建設研
討會」，澳門，2011年 5月 11-13日 
LI Donghui 33 B 1 
123 《國家 語委普 通 話水 平 測試應 試 教程》 
(Preparatory Book for Putonghua Proficiency Test)，
香港：萬里書店，2010年 7月，272頁 
FENG Haitong, LI Fei and MA 
Maopeng 
11 A 0.6667 
124 「律詩定型及其成因淺探」  (“A Study on the 
Formation of Metrical Verse and Its Causes”)，載於
《語言學論叢》，第 41輯，北京：商務印書館，2010
年 8月，頁 97-117 
LI Fei 21 A 1 
125 「宋人詩話中的語音信息」，發表於由山西大學語
言科學研究所主辦之「中國音韻學研究會第十六屆
學術討論會暨漢語音韻學第十一屆國際學術研討
會」，中國太原，2010年 8月 12-15日 
LI Fei 33 A 1 
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126 「社區詞界定問題再探討」  (“Research on the 
Community words of Hong Kong Chinese”)，發表於
由中國社會科學院語言研究所、南開大學、廣州大
學合辦之「第五屆海峽兩岸現代漢語問題學術研討
會」，中國廣州，2010年 12月 6-8日 
LI Fei 33 A 1 
127 “The Practical Academic Trend and Chinese 
Historical Phonology Research in Late Ming 
Dynasty”, 發表於由山西大學語言科學研究所主辦
之「中國音韻學研究會第十六屆學術討論會暨漢語
音韻學第十一屆國際學術研討會」，中國太原，2010
年 8月 12-15日 
MA Maopeng 33 A 1 
    
Sub-total 120.6667 
  
    
  
 
 Total 535.3409 
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Explanatory Notes for Report 3 
 A  Academic research: refereed 
Type of Output: 
 B  Academic research: not refereed 
 C  Contract research 
 D  Other outputs 
 
Research Output Category: 
11 Research book or monograph (author) − Authored work generally arising from 
academic research project(s) although contract research can produce such results if 
findings are in the public domain 
1 Scholarly books, monographs and chapters 
12 Chapter in an edited book (author) − A paper, essay, or other material authored 
specifically for inclusion in an edited book; does not include an opening or summary 
chapter prepared by an editor for inclusion in a work counted in (14) 
13 Textbook (author) − A full-length authored work used for instructional purposes; include 
revisions if they involve "substantial" (say 20%) new material 
14 Edited book (editor) − an edited book of essays, research papers or the equivalent 
21 Publication in refereed journal − A paper in a refereed journal devoted to reporting the 
results of basic or applied research 
2 Journal publications 
22 Publication in policy or professional journal − A paper in a refereed or unrefereed 
journal publishing policy or educational material for a professional audience 
31 Invited conference paper − A paper invited for presentation at an academic or 
professional meeting and published (in full or in part) in conference proceedings 
3 Conference papers 
32 Refereed conference paper − A paper accepted for presentation at an academic or 
professional meeting on the basis of a formal peer review process external to the 
institution and published (in full or in part) in conference proceedings  
33 Other conference paper − Any other paper presented at an academic or professional 
conference 
41 Authored play, poem, novel, story − Fictional or similar works, published in a form 
appropriate to the type of work 
4 Creative and literary works, consulting reports and case studies 
42 Painting, sculpture, drawing, photograph − Creation of artefacts capable of being 
reviewed for merit, generally but not exclusively of an artistic nature [exclude those 
covered in (44) below] 
43 Film, video − Creation of films, videos, multimedia, and similar productions for 
research, educational, cultural or entertainment purposes [exclude those covered in (44) 
below] 
44 Performance and participation in exhibits − Drama, musical and similar performances; 
participation as an exhibitor of paintings, sculptures or other artefacts: the exhibit may 
be sponsored by the institution or externally; it should attract significant public or 
professional attention 
45 Translation of other's work − Translation of an item of type (11) through (22) and (41) 
above, written by others: translation of one's own work is considered part of the 
authoring process and should not be included  
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46 Engineering, architectural, graphic designs − An engineering, architectural, graphic, 
landscape, or interior design (or the equivalent), whether prepared for a client or in the 
public domain 
47 Computer software or system − Development of a shareable computer software 
program, computer language, expert system, computer-aided instruction package or the 
equivalent 
48 Consulting or contract research report − Report on work performed under an 
institutional consulting or research contract: reports counted here generally will be 
prepared for the client, and they may be proprietary if institutional rules permit 
49 Written teaching case study or extensive note − Material prepared for teaching purposes 
with applicability beyond one's own course needs; short notes and descriptions prepared 
for immediate class use should not be included 
51  Patents granted – patents (on work done at the reporting institution) granted by patent 
office(s) to the reporting institution within the specified reporting period; not patents 
filed, not patents held in previous years, and not patents obtained/held on work done 
elsewhere 
5 Patents, agreements, assignments and companies 
52  Licensing agreements – the licensing of technology/invention from
53  Assignments of intellectual property rights – the assignment based on 
technology/invention 
 the reporting 
institution within the specified reporting period 
from
54 Companies – registered companies in which the institution holds an equity by virtue of 
technology transfer, where the acquisition of such equity (including any increase in 
equity) by technology transfer occurred during the specified reporting period 
 the reporting institution within the specified reporting period 
61 Journal editor − Editor, associate editor, or the equivalent of a journal or similar on-
going publication venture (‘editorial membership’ should be excluded) 
6 All other outputs 
62 Review of books or of software − Published or widely-disseminated reviews of books, 
other publications, software or similar items: dissemination must extend beyond the 
institution and its research sponsors [reviews for institutional clients should be counted 
under (49)] 
63 Postgraduate research theses – MPhil or PhD theses of research students who defended 
successfully within the specified reporting period 
64 Other outputs − Any substantive output of original research not listed above  
 
 
 
Notes 
 
1. Publications are listed by cost centres.  For each publication, the name(s) of the author(s) 
belonging to the corresponding cost centre (during the reporting period) is/are underlined.  
In the case of students, a "#" is placed against their names. 
 
2. The fraction appearing in the "Weighting" column of those co-authored items denotes 
the weighting of the authors concerned, calculated on a pro-rata basis.  For example, a 
paper with four authors will count as 0.25 for each author, and if three of the four authors 
are staff members in the same cost centre, the paper will count as 3x0.25=0.75 in the 
cost-centre total. 
 
